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Abstract 

Transfusion medicine has undergone many challenges in the past few decades, largely because of 

the threat of blood-borne diseases. In this study, Ross River virus (RRV), hepatitis B virus (HBV) 

and occult hepatitis B virus infection (OBI) were characterized using bioinformatics.  

Ross River virus is mainly transmitted by mosquitoes with around 5,000 cases in Australia 

annually. Ross River viraemia duration for asymptomatic infections was investigated by 

establishing an adult outbred Swiss mouse model. The results showed that Ross River viraemia 

duration could last up to nine days for asymptomatic infections, which provides a critical 

parameter to estimate RRV risk to blood safety. 

Based on published  risk estimation models for West Nile virus (WNV) (which simulates some 

parameters pertaining to risks to blood safety) and dengue virus (DENV) (which uses a 

mathematical equation with fixed parameter values), a combined model was established to 

estimate RRV risk to blood safety. This combined model applied simulations in the WNV model 

to account for the uncertainties in the DENV model.  The combined model is robust and 

calculated a RRV mean risk to blood safety of 0.98 (0.79-1.25) per 10,000 donations, similar to 

that of DENV. This result showed that some prevention methods, such as deferral of blood 

donors, should be implemented to further ensure blood safety. 

Hepatitis B virus is a well-established transfusion-transmitted virus. Hepatitis B surface antigen 

(HBsAg) was the first direct marker to be developed for blood screening for transfusion safety. 

Cost and other limitations associated with HBsAg diagnostic reagents could be obviated by the 

more effective use of routine pathology blood test data. Decision trees and logistic regression 

models were developed to predict HBsAg positive or negative. Alanine aminotransferase (ALT), 

albumin and alkaline phosphatase (ALKP) were identified as the critical parameters for HBsAg 

prediction.  

OBI is characterized by the presence of hepatitis B virus (HBV) DNA and the absence of 

detectable hepatitis B surface antigen. This project aimed to identify computationally the 

molecular evolutionary mechanism of OBI. This work showed that the amino acid variations in 

the surface antigen (S) region appear to play an important role in the molecular evolution of OBI. 

Amino acid variation in the S region also explains the limitations of hepatitis B surface antigen 
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immunoassays for detecting OBI strains. This will provide clues for diagnostic reagent design and 

HBV vaccine so that blood safety could be further ensured. 

Together these studies, using novel bioinformatic approaches, provide valuable information 

pertaining to threats associated with blood-borne diseases, contributing new knowledge to the 

fields of blood safety and transfusion medicine. 
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Chapter 1  

General introduction 

1.1 Transfusion-transmitted viruses 

1.1.1 Overview 

Since the first cooled and stored blood transfusion performed on 1
st
 of January 1916 (Rous and 

Turner, 1916), transfusions have been used in a variety of medical conditions. Transfusion safety 

is an essential element of health care in all countries, which requires government commitment, 

national policy and a legal framework. A spectrum of viruses can be transmitted by transfusion, 

including hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV), human immunodeficiency virus 

(HIV-1/2), human T-cell lymphotropic viruses (HTLV-I/II), cytomegalovirus (CMV), parvovirus 

B19, West Nile virus (WNV),  dengue virus and variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) 

(reviewed in (Allain et al., 2009b)). Several strategies are implemented to reduce the risk of these 

transfusion- transmitted viruses such as nucleic acid testing (NAT) for blood screening and 

inactivation of viruses for blood components. 

 

Currently blood supply in developed countries has become safer than ever (Busch, 2004), 

however, emerging infectious diseases still keep transfusion-transmitted infectious diseases as a 

major subject of interest for blood safety. The emergence of infectious diseases such as severe 

acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), swine and avian influenza, and others have drawn wide 

interest and attention not only in public health but also in political arenas. Of the emerging 

infected diseases, approximately 75% are zoonotic (able to transmit from animals to humans), 

with wildlife being an increasingly important source as reservoirs or vectors for disease (Wilcox 

and Gubler, 2005, Slingenbergh et al., 2004, World Health Organization, 2004). 

1.1.2 Transfusion-transmitted viruses 

The earliest reports of transfusion-transmitted infectious agents include syphilis (Post and 

Cooney, 1933) and viral hepatitis (Murphy, 1945). Testing donors for syphilis was established in 

the 1940s. In the absence of effective knowledge about viral hepatitis, the testing of hepatitis B 

was not implemented until the 1970s and the testing of hepatitis C virus was not developed and 

implemented until the 1990s. The event of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), the 
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appearance of other novel emerging diseases in human populations such as SARS, and the 

increase in other known infections are of critical concern for blood safety. 

1.1.2.1 Hepatitis 

In the 1950s, researchers began to study the frequency of post-transfusion hepatitis (PTH), which 

eventually led to the elimination of blood collection from prison inmates and discouraging the 

use of paid donors (Dodd, 2010). In the 1970s, with the discovery of hepatitis B surface antigen 

(HBsAg) and its relationship to hepatitis B, testing of HBsAg for blood donors was introduced 

(Dodd, 2010). In 1990 after a great deal of pioneering work, the causative agent (hepatitis C 

virus) was identified by molecular techniques, antigens were expressed, and a test for antibodies 

to HCV was developed and implemented for blood donors in 1990 (Dodd, 2010).  

 

Introduction of hepatitis B surface antigen screening and conversion from paid blood donors to 

volunteer blood donors in the late 1960s and early 1970s led to a substantial reduction in PTH 

cases (Allen, 1966). The introduction of Nucleic Acid Testing (NAT) in 2000 for HCV, HIV-1 in 

2003 and HBV in 2006 further improved the blood safety (Allain et al., 2009b). However, NAT 

poses a challenge in terms of its high direct and indirect costs (Marshall et al., 2004). This raises 

the question of an alternative to immunoassay of HBsAg, for example, predicting the presence of 

HBsAg in infectious disease patients by pathology data mining (see 1.3.4).  

 

In the last decade occult hepatitis B infection (OBI) has become of particular importance in 

improving blood safety. OBI is defined as detection of viral DNA in the absence of HBsAg 

(Raimondo et al., 2007, Allain and Candotti, 2009). Its infectivity (ability to produce infection) 

has been confirmed in animals (Yuen et al., 2011) and humans (Yuen et al., 2011) although the 

risk is low especially for the recipients who were hepatitis B surface antibody positive (Yuen et 

al., 2011). Currently the mechanism for OBI has been associated with both host and virus factors 

(Raimondo et al., 2007). However, there have been few reports in the literature about the 

molecular evolutionary origin of OBI. 
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1.1.2.2 Emerging transfusion-transmitted viruses 

It has become clear that some emerging infections may be transmitted by transfusion if any of 

these infectious agents has an asymptomatic blood borne phase (Dodd, 2010). The majority of 

these emerging infections are zoonotic (Atreya et al., 2011). Transfusion-transmitted West Nile 

virus (WNV) and  dengue virus (DENV) have been reported (Atreya et al., 2011). Risk 

estimation models for zoonotic viruses including WNV, DENV and Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) 

have been established (Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003, Seed et al., 2009, Brouard et al., 2008), 

which reports that the mean risk of WNV, DENV and CHIKV to blood safety is 2.12 to 4.76; 

0.13 to 2.94 and 0.1 to 0.6 per 10,000 donations respectively. Ross River virus (RRV) is an 

arbovirus with 5,000 cases reported annually in Australia (Jacups et al., 2011). The majority of 

patients infected with RRV are asymptomatic which pose a threat to blood safety (Harley et al., 

2001). Although extensive research has been done on the pathogenesis of RRV (Morrison et al., 

2006, Suhrbier and La Linn, 2004, Stoermer and Morrison, 2011), there is little report about RRV 

vireamia. Since RRV could be transmitted by transfusion (Shang et al., 2011) and considering the 

published models for WNV, DENV and CHIKV, it is essential to establish a model to estimate 

the risk of Ross River virus for blood safety.  

1.2 Ross River virus 

1.2.1 Overview 

Ross River virus (RRV) is an alphavirus, which is part of Togaviridae family. It is a small, 

single-stranded, positive-sense, enveloped RNA virus. It is one member of  the “Old World” 

(Eurasian-African-Australasian) alphaviruses and is considered closely related to Sagiyama virus 

(Harley et al., 2001). 

 

Ross River virus is mainly transmitted by mosquitoes and it is considered an arbovirus, a non-

taxonomic term for viruses transmitted by arthropod vectors. Vertebrate reservoir hosts could be 

placental mammals, marsupials and birds. It has been predicted that marsupials are more 

competent hosts than placental mammals which, in turn, are more effective amplifiers than birds 

(Kay and Aaskov, 1989).  The first outbreak of RRV can be dated back to 1886 (Wolstenholme, 

1993). RRV (strain T48) was first isolated in 1959 from Ae.vigilax mosquitoes trapped near the 

Ross River in Queensland (Mackenzie et al., 1994). The first human isolation was made in 1971 

from the blood of a child with fever (Doherty et al., 1972). RRV disease is reported annually with 
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between 2000 and 8000 notified cases per annum (Smith et al., 2011). It costs the government 

health millions of dollars every year (Harley et al., 2001). Because RRV infection is the most 

common and widespread mosquito borne disease in Australia, there has been an increasing 

research interest in the assessment of major determinants of RRV transmission (Hu et al., 2006b, 

Hu et al., 2006a, Tong et al., 2004, Jacups et al., 2008, Kelly-Hope et al., 2004, Woodruff et al., 

2006).  

 

RRV causes a nonfatal but prolonged and debilitating disease known as epidemic polyarthritis or 

RRV disease. The disease syndrome is characterized by headache, fever, rash, lethargy, and 

muscle and joint pain. In most cases, the symptoms persist for 3-6 months and can be severe 

(Harley et al., 2001, Mackenzie et al., 1998). Although not life-threatening, infection with RRV 

can cause arthritis, myalgia, and fatigue for six months or longer, resulting in substantial 

morbidity and economic impact (Cheong, 2003). 

1.2.2 Ross River virus genome and taxonomy 

Ross River virus is an enveloped, plus-strand RNA virus with icosahedral symmetry. The virion 

is 60 to 70 nm in diameter and sensitive to ether and detergent. The RNA is contained within a 

capsid formed by a single protein. The necleocapsid is enclosed in a lipid envelope derived from 

the host cell plasma membrane that contains the viral-encoded glycoproteins, E1 and E2. The 

genomes are 11-12 kilobase (kb) in size and are organized with the non-structural proteins (nsPs) 

at the 5’-end and the structural proteins at the 3’-end (Figure 1.1). The nsPs are translated from 

genomic RNA and the structural proteins from a subgenomic RNA (Strauss and Strauss, 1994). 

Taxonomically because it is mainly transmitted by mosquitoes, it is considered as an arbovirus, a 

nontaxonomic term for viruses borne by arthropod vectors (Harley et al., 2001).  
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Figure 1.1 Ross River virus genome structure. 

The RRV genomes are 11-12 kilobase (kb) in size and are organized with the non-structural 

proteins (nsPs) at the 5’-end and the structural proteins at the 3’-end (Harley et al., 2001). 

 

 

1.2.3 Clinical features 

The onset of fever is sudden and often accompanied by a rigor. The characteristic syndrome is 

joint pains, rash, lymphadenitis, and conjunctivitis. Fever is typically moderate and lasts 

approximately five days. Joint pain most often occurs in the knees, but ankles, elbows, wrists, 

and fingers can also be affected (Aaskov et al., 1998). The pain usually lasts six to seven days 

and is sufficiently severe to be immobilizing in 80% to 90% of patients (Harley et al., 2001). Pain 

can persist for up to 3 months, but this is uncommon. The rash erupts 4 to 7 days after the onset 

of symptoms and is similar to that of Chikungunya (CHIK). It begins on the face and extends to 

the trunk and extremities, occasionally affecting the palms. Cervical lymphadenopathy, which 

distinguishes the disease from CHIK, occurs in approximately half of the patients, and most 

frequently involves posterior cervical lymph nodes. Leukopenia is common. Fatalities have not 

been described, but morbidity is substantial (Harley et al., 2001), with reports of the figure as 30-

60%. 

1.2.4 Epidemiology 

In 1979, RRV spread from Australia to Fiji, Samoa, and the Cook Islands, causing an explosive 

outbreak of tens of thousands of cases of polyarthritis (Harley et al., 2001). Virus was first 

isolated from the serum of adult patients with polyarthritis during this epidemic (Aaskov et al., 

1981a).  
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In Australia, outbreaks are seasonal and have been associated with prolonged inundation of salt 

marshes from increased tidal heights or heavy rains with localized flooding during the summer 

(Mackenzie et al., 1995). 

 

Strains of RRV from the northeastern and southeastern regions of Australia are antigenically 

distinguishable (Tesh et al., 1981). Genotyping reveals a third distinct group in western Australia 

(Sammels et al., 1995). Pacific island isolates all belong to the southeastern genotype (Doherty et 

al., 1972). The data suggest genetic divergence and independent evolution of RRV within 

geographically isolated enzootic foci are consistent with mammals as a vertebrate (Sammels et 

al., 1995). 

1.2.5 Laboratory research 

Despite its extensive putative host range, RRV is known to induce clinically evident disease only 

in humans, mice, and horses (Azuolas et al., 2003, Taylor and Marshall, 1975). The most 

commonly studied animal model of RRV infection is the mouse. The prototype T48 strain has 

been extensively passaged in mice and is virulent (Mims et al., 1973, Murphy et al., 1973). In 

newborn mice, T48 infects cardiac muscle, causing myocardial necrosis and death three to four 

days after infection (Murphy et al., 1973). The mechanism of virus entry into muscle is not clear 

because no evidence is seen of infection of vascular endothelial cells (Murphy et al., 1973, Seay 

and Wolinsky, 1982). By one week of age, infection is no longer fatal and infection of the 

internal granule cell layer of the cerebellum is observed (Seay and Wolinsky, 1982). The ability 

of the virus to replicate in muscle and central nervous system (CNS) continues to decline with 

increasing age. In two- to three-week-old mice, RRV causes weakness associated with myositis 

and arthritis (Seay and Wolinsky, 1982). Macrophages are a prominent component of the 

inflammatory process and may contribute to disease. Replication also occurs in perichondrium, 

periosteum, and skin (Morrison et al., 2006, Murphy et al., 1973, Rulli et al., 2005). In pregnant 

mice, virus can replicate in the placenta and spread to the fetus one to two days later (Milner and 

Marshall, 1984). 

 

Currently all the above research is on young mice. Currently the RRV mouse model has been 

well established in C57BL/6 (Morrison et al., 2006, Morrison et al., 2007). This model has been 

used to decipher the pathogenesis of RRV in causing arthralgias. Morrison et al (2007) 
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investigated the roles of cytokines including interferon (IFN) and complements in the RRV 

pathogenesis by using 20-day-old C57BL/6 mice. Few reports have been about Ross River 

vireamia duration in mouse model although Morrison et al and Lidbury et al (2000) reported that 

Ross River viraemia could last for three to four days using young C57BL/6 mice (Lidbury et al., 

2000, Morrison et al., 2007). In these studies, the length of duration was determined by plaque 

assay. No research has been done on adult mice. 

1.2.6 Ross River virus and blood safety 

Ross River virus is endemic throughout the coastal regions of much of northern and central 

Australia and epidemic in the rest of Australia, Papua New Guinea, and the Solomon Islands 

(Tesh et al., 1981). Infection rates can be as high as 1:30 during outbreak (Mackenzie et al., 

1994). Estimates of the clinical to subclinical infection ratio range from 1:3 to 1:1 (Mackenzie et 

al., 1994, Suhrbier and La Linn, 2004). Seroprevalence and disease incidence are similar in males 

and females (Harley et al., 2001). Clinically apparent infections are rare in children and the 

highest evidence of disease is in the 25- to 40-year age group (Harley et al., 2001).  

 

Since the ratio of clinical to subclinical infection ranges from 1:3 to 1:1 (Mackenzie et al., 1994), 

the  average incubation period is seven to nine days (Harley et al., 2001), the asymptomatic 

patients pose a threaten to blood safety. If those unapparent RRV infected persons donate blood 

and RRV exist in the blood, then RRV could be transmitted by blood transfusion.  

1.2.7 Ross River virus risk estimation model 

Transfusion risk has been modelled for WNV, DENV and CHIKV. West Nile virus, first 

modelled for the 1999 New York City epidemic using a statistical resampling approach, provided 

both temporal and overall risk estimates (maximum and mean risk of 2.7 and 1.8 per 10,000 

donations) (Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003). A computationally simpler approximating equation 

to estimate overall mean risk correlated well with results from the resampling approach 

(Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003) and was later modified to estimate the risk of dengue during an 

outbreak in Cairns, Australia (0.5 per 10,000 donations) (Seed et al., 2009). The approximating 

equation was also adapted to estimate Chikungunya virus transfusion risk during outbreaks on 

Reunion Island and in northern Italy (13 per 10,000 donations) (Brouard et al., 2008). Currently 

no transfusion risk estimation model has been established for Ross River virus. 
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1.3 Hepatitis B virus  

1.3.1 Overview 

Hepatitis B virus was discovered by Blumberg et al by an indirect route during the 1960s 

(Blumberg, 1977). For his discovery, Blumberg received the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1976 

(Blumberg, 1977). The structure of the HBV genome and the organization of open reading 

frames (ORF) of the viral DNA are shown in Figure 1.2 (Kay and Zoulim, 2007). All ORFs are 

in the same direction (clockwise in this illustration), defining minus and plus strands of viral 

DNA. Within virions, minus-strand DNA is complete and spans the entire genome, in contrasts to 

plus strands, which extend to about two-thirds of the genome length and have variable 3’ ends 

(Summers et al., 1975, Lutwick and Robinson, 1977). 
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Figure 1.2 The genome organisation of hepatitis B virus (HBV). 

The genes overlap and all opening reading frames (ORFs) are in the same direction. 

 

 

HBV is composed of a 3.2-kb partially double-stranded DNA genome with four open reading 

frames encoding seven proteins. The organization of the HBV genome is compact because its 

open reading frames (Lee, 1997) are partially overlapping and there is the absence of noncoding 

regions (Kidd-Ljunggren et al., 2002). Table 1.1 summarized the biological functions of HBV 

proteins and their role in the pathogenesis of HBV infection:  
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Table 1.1 Hepatitis B virus (HBV) open reading frames (ORFs) and proteins 

ORF Protein Function/role in pathology of HBV infection 

P Viral polymerase Abbreviated as “P”, mainly functions as DNA polymerase, RNA 

reverse transcriptase and RNase H activity. It also contains functional 

domains which is essential for encapsidation of the pregenomic  

RNAs (Lee, 1997), an important protein for the RNA translation 

S HBV surface 

proteins 

Composed of large, middle and small proteins because it has multiple 

start codons. The Pre-S1 in the large S protein plays a key role in 

attachment of the virus to the hepatocyte  (Neurath et al., 1986) 

C Core protein 

 

Stimulate the proteasome to down regulate the X protein expression 

(Kim et al., 2003), forms the capsid and encapsidates HBV nucleic 

acids (Lee, 1997) 

X HBx protein Has been suspected to be associated with hepatocarcinogenesis 

(Cromlish, 1996) and is essential for establishment of in vivo 

infection (Zoulim et al., 1994)  

* Source: Table 1.1 has been based on Samal et al. 2012:142 

 

 

The attachment of mature virions to the host cells membrane to enter the cell initiates the 

replication. The whole replication process is shown in Figure 1.3.  
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Figure 1.3 HBV DNA replication process in the hepatocytes. 

 

 

As to HBV replication regulation, four promoters, two enhancers, and a negative regulatory 

element (Moolla et al., 2002) are involved in this amplification process. Epigenetic regulation 

such as methaylation of HBV DNA (Vivekanandan et al., 2008, Vivekanandan et al., 2009) and 

also acetylation of H3/H4 histones (Pollicino et al., 2006) has been shown to play a role in HBV 

DNA replication.  

Entry into hepatocytes, which is mediated by pre-S protein (Neurath et al., 1986) 

The HBV viral genome is uncoated to release relaxed circular DNA (RC-DNA) 

and transported to the hepatocyte nucleus (Kann et al., 2007) 

RC-DNA is converted into covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA) which is 

regulated by host cellular enzymes (Beck and Nassal, 2007) 

With the help of the host cell enzyme RNA polymerase II cccDNA can be 

transcribed to pregenomic RNA (pgRNA), precore RNA, and subgenomic HBV 

RNAs (Newbold et al., 1995) polymerase III 

The pgRNA and the HBV polymerase are assembled into the HBV core protein.  

The pgRNA functions as both a template for the synthesis of HBV DNA and the 

mRNA of core protein and polymerase (Newbold et al., 1995) 

pgRNA is reverse transcribed to HBV DNA by the viral polymerase by serving 

as mRNAs for surface proteins, such as large HBsAg, middle HBsAg and small 

HBsAg and the hepatitis B virus X (HBx) protein (Newbold et al.,  1995). 

Prior to secretion the nucleocapsides are packed into envelope glycoproteins in 

the cytoplasm and then travel through both the endoplasmic reticulum and the 

Golgi apparatus to arrive at the cell surface (Locarnini et al., 2003). 

Nucleocapsides can also reenter the nucleus to amplify the cccDNA pool.  
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1.3.2 Epidemiology and clinical features 

HBV infection is a major global public health problem with approximately two billion people 

infected worldwide and more than 350 million of these are chronic carriers of HBV (World 

Health Organization, 2004). Approximately 15-40% of infected patients will develop cirrhosis, 

liver failure, or hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (Lok, 2002). HBV infection accounts for 500 

000 to 1.2 million deaths each year worldwide (Mahoney, 1999, Lee, 1997) and is the 10
th

 

leading cause of death worldwide (Lavanchy, 2004). Hepatocellular carcinoma incidence has 

increased worldwide, and the disease is now the 5
th

 most frequent cancer, killing 300 000-500 

000 people each year (Parkin et al., 2001).  

 

After infection with HBV, an incubation period of approximately one to six months follows, 

corresponding to the spread of the virus within the liver. The infection is then resolved by the 

host immune response. In most individuals, about 65%, the infection and resolution are clinically 

silent. Acute hepatitis may have clinical symptoms such as loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, 

fatigue, and abdominal pain. Levels of alanine aminotransferase (ALT) in serum are increased 

10-fold above the upper limit of normal during resolution of a transient infection (Ganem and 

Prince, 2004). 

 

As previously discussed, most of the HBV infections will progress to chronic hepatitis B, 

depending on the immune attack on infected cells. Chronic hepatitis may remain clinically silent 

for prolonged time periods, which can lead to liver failure or hepatocellular carcinoma (Ganem 

and Prince, 2004).  

1.3.3 Hepatitis B virus and blood safety 

A number of immunoassays could be used to detect HBV, including IgG or Ig M to core antigen, 

direct detection of hepatitis B surface antigen. Hepatitis B surface antigen is the most common 

used marker of HBV infection. One more sensitive way to detect HBV DNA is NAT. However, 

NAT is very expensive and its cost-effectiveness is still in debate (Jackson et al., 2003). 

Immunoassays have issues in terms of sensitivity and specificity. NAT has a low trade off in 

view of cost-effectiveness (Marshall et al., 2004). For clinical usage it might be useful to find 

other alternatives.  
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1.3.4 Data mining, prediction of HBV DNA viral load and hepatitis B surface antigen 

Data mining is a relatively young and interdisciplinary field of computer science. It uses methods 

at the intersection of artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics and database systems to 

extract knowledge from a data set and to discover new patterns from large data sets (Fayyad et 

al., 1996). Normally it includes database and data management, data processing, model and 

inference considerations, interestingness metrics, complexity considerations, post-processing of 

found structure, visualization and online updating (Fayyad et al., 1996). Well known data mining 

methods that will be explored in this thesis are decision trees and logistic regression.  

 

Decision tree methods partition the feature space into a set of rectangles, and then fit a simple 

model (like a constant) in each one. They are conceptually simple yet powerful (Hastie et al., 

2001). Decision trees used in data mining are of two main types: classification tree and regression 

tree. In these tree structures, leaves represent class labels and branches represent conjunctions of 

features that lead to those class labels. Classification tree analysis refers to decision trees for 

which the predicted outcome is the class to which the response variable belongs. If the target is a 

classification outcome taking values 1, 2, ···, K, the only changes needed in the tree algorithm 

pertain to the criteria for splitting nodes and pruning the trees (Hastie et al., 2001), for example, 

the survival or death of the patients and positive or negative for hepatitis B surface antigen. 

Regression tree analysis is when the predicted outcome can be considered a real number or 

continuous number, for example, the price of a house or the HBV DNA viral load for hepatitis B 

patients (Hastie et al., 2001). Cross-validation (CV) is probably the simplest and most widely 

used methods for estimating prediction error, irrespective the data are continuous or categorical. 

CV was introduced by Kohavi (Kohavi, 1995) in the context of linear regression. It was proposed 

to balance the benefit of using as much data as possible to build a model against the false 

optimism created when models are tested on the same data that were used to construct them. It is 

a compromise between the need to fit and the need to assess a model. Many versions of cross-

validation exist; the most common one is K-fold cross validation. K-fold cross-validation uses 

part of the available data to fit the model, and a different part to test it (Osborne, 2000). 

 

The logistic regression model arises from the desire to model the posterior probabilities of the K 

classes via linear function in x, while at the same time during that they sum to one and remain in 
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[0,1]. In particular, logistic regression is used for predicting binary outcomes rather than 

continuous outcomes, and models a transformation of the expected value as a linear function of 

the predictors, rather than the expected value itself. It is widely used in biostatistical applications 

where binary responses (two classes) occur quite frequently (Hastie et al., 2001). For example, 

patients survive or die, have heart disease or not, a condition is present or absent or HBsAg 

positive or negative (Hastie et al., 2001). The Hosmer–Lemeshow test is a statistical test for 

goodness of fit for logistic regression models. It is used frequently in risk prediction models. The 

test assesses whether or not the observed event rates match expected event rates in subgroups of 

the model population. The Hosmer–Lemeshow test specifically identifies subgroups as the 

deciles of fitted risk values. Models for which expected and observed event rates in subgroups are 

similar are called well calibrated (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000).  

 

For continuous data, linear regression is a good method to establish an efficient model. For 

categorized data, logistic regression is a good choice to develop a model. Decision tree can be 

used for both continuous data and categorized data. Viral load is an important continuous marker 

used to guide clinical treatment for hepatitis B patients. Linear regression model and decision tree 

could offer clues for clinical treatment of HBV, helping clinicians make decisions. Considering 

the limitations of immunoassays and cost-effectiveness of NAT, mining of pathology data might 

be a good supplement to predict the presence of hepatitis B surface antigen.  

1.4 Occult hepatitis B virus infection  

1.4.1 Overview 

Chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is a major global problem despite the availability of an 

efficacious vaccine. In chronic HBV infection, liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma 

(HCC) are associated with morbidity and mortality. The detection of hepatitis B virus surface 

antigen (HBsAg) in serum remains the mainstay in the diagnosis of chronic HBV infection and 

screening for most developing countries (Samal et al., 2012). The majority of individuals positive 

for HBsAg are also positive for HBV DNA in the serum. Occult HBV infection is characterized 

by the presence of HBV DNA in the absence of detectable HBsAg. Occult HBV infection is a 

complex clinical entity documented worldwide. The critical questions regarding OBIs are the 

identification of mechanisms leading to OBI, the clinical significance for the deferred donors and 

the infectivity of OBI donations for the recipients (Hu, 2002, Raimondo et al., 2007). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_test
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goodness_of_fit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logistic_regression
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predictive_analytics
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Significant advances in understanding the pathogenesis of occult HBV infection have been 

reported in the last decade (Samal et al., 2012). Since the first transmission of hepatitis B through 

hepatitis B seronegative subjects reported in 1980s (Thiers et al., 1988), molecular mechanisms 

about OBI have been reviewed as: mutations and deletions in the HBV genome (including 

mutations in the “a” determinant of HBsAg and treatment associated mutations) (Lledó et al., 

2011), RNA splicing (Hass et al., 2005), Pre-S mutants (Chaudhuri et al., 2004), coinfection with 

other microbes (including coinfection with HCV (Choi et al., 1999), coinfection with HIV (Hofer 

et al., 1998) and coinfection with Schistosoma mansoni (Doudier et al., 2004)), apolipoprotien B 

mRNA-Editing Enzyme Catalytic polypeptide (Navaratnam et al., 1993), host immune response 

(Hayashi and Mita, 2002), epigenetic changes (Portela and Esteller, 2010), genome integration 

(Urashima et al., 1997) and immune complexes (Pernice et al., 1979). Currently there are few 

reports about the complete genome analysis of OBI in view of molecular evolution. 

1.4.2 Clinical significance of OBI 

In HBV infected patients, or in HIV-1 or in HCV co-infected patients, OBI has been associated 

with higher risk of chronic infection progression and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (Beasley et 

al., 1981). No evidence of clinical adverse effects of OBI in blood donors has been reported. 

However, various mutations of the OBI genome associated in patients with complication of the 

infection have been described (Martin et al., 2012). This was particularly noted in genotype A1 

OBIs in South Africa in strains with stop codons at the N-terminus part of the X reading frame 

resulting in truncated proteins associated with HCC (Allain et al., 2009a). Only long-term follow-

up of these donors will provide further information. Also important for the donors, the low viral 

load does not carry risk of transmission to others whether sexually or horizontally or vertically 

from mother to infants (Soussan et al., 2000).  

1.4.3 Occult hepatitis B virus infection and blood safety 

HBV has eight classical serotyping (A- H) although serotyping of HBV (Kidd-Ljunggren et al., 

2002) has been replaced by genotyping since the early 1990s. The serotyping is divided based on 

the divergence of the complete genome sequences by 8% or more. Their geographical 

distributions are shown in Table 1.2  
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Table 1.2 The geographical distribution of HBV serotyping 

Serotyping Geographical Distribution 

A Western and northern Europe, Africa 

(Janssen et al., 2005) 

B Asia (Kao et al., 2000, Yu et al., 2005) 

C Asia (Kao et al., 2000, Yu et al., 2005) 

D Mediterranean basin (Janssen et al., 2005) 

E Africa (Grandjacques et al., 2000) 

F South America and Polynesia (Grandjacques 

et al., 2000) 

G France and the United States (Stuyver et al., 

2000) 

H AmerIndians from Central America (Arauz-

Ruiz et al., 2002) 

 

 

From Table 1.2, Genotype D is the most widespread genotype, while the other HBV genotypes 

are geographically restricted (Kidd-Ljunggren et al., 2002). It has been reported HBV infection 

can be with multiple genotypes, though infrequent (Vivekanandan et al., 2004). It has been 

documented that there is an increased prevalence of infection with multiple genotypes among 

drug users (Chen et al., 2000). Since the mid-1990s, another form of hepatitis, which has 

generated a lot of debate,  is occult HBV infection (Brachot et al., 2001). 

 

Occult HBV infection can be observed in up to 30% of patients with liver disease of unknown 

etiology (Hu, 2002). Whatever their significance to the patient, these occult infections have 

implications for public health (Squadrito et al., 2006). 
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As to infectivity of OBI by transfusion, there are limited data and no solid estimation of the 

transmission risk can be made. Current estimation suggests infectivity of OBI ranging between 

10% and 20% and a higher infectivity of anti-HBc (antibody to hepatitis B virus core antigen) 

only compared to OBI with anti-HBs (antibody to hepatitis B virus surface antigen) (Yuen et al., 

2011). Infectivity is also dependent on the number of infectious particles transfused that varies 

according to the component. Fresh frozen plasma (FFP) contains approximately 200ml, platelet 

concentrates (PC) 20-80 ml of plasma depending on the manufacturing procedure and red cell 

concentrates (RCC) approximately 20 ml of plasma. As a result, FFP is more infectious than PC, 

and PC  is more infectious than RCC (Allain et al., 2009). 

 

HBV remains a topic of renewed interest for HBV safety in blood transfusion. The high 

frequency of OBI in apparently healthy, asymptomatic blood donors has opened a new window 

into the natural history of HBV infection, the mechanisms of viral replication and interaction 

with the host immune system. New questions regarding transfusion transmission are raised 

(Allain et al., 2009).  

1.4.4 Occult hepatitis B virus infection genome alignment and analysis 

Currently there are few reports about the mechanism for OBI in view of molecular evolution. The 

evolutionary pressures that have driven HBV variation are not well understood. The extent of 

genetic diversity reflects the evolutionary history of the virus and the rate of genomic mutation, 

as well as gene specific selection forces. Several models of HBV evolution have been proposed 

(reviewed in Robertson and Margolis, 2002, Bollyky and Holmes, 1999) but fundamental 

parameters, such as the rate of interspecies transmission or the rate of nucleotide mutation (the 

molecular clock) remain unresolved (Bollyky and Holmes, 1999). Nevertheless, it is generally 

assumed that the emergence of HBV families may reflect adaptation to the genotype of the 

prevalent human host population. Research on HBV shows  no correlation between distance from 

consensus sequences and genotypes (Bollyky and Holmes, 1999).  

 

Genome alignment is a way of arranging the sequences of DNA, RNA, or protein to identify 

regions of similarity that maybe a consequence of functional, structural, or evolutionary 

relationships between the sequences (Mount, 2004). Aligned sequences of nucleotide or amino 
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acid residues are typically represented as rows within a matrix. Gaps are inserted between the 

residues so that identical or similar characters are aligned in successive columns. 

 

Multiple sequence alignment software such as Geneious (Drummond et al, 2011), CLUSTAL 

(Larkin et al., 2007) or MEGA (Tamura et al., 2011) software have been developed to try to align 

more than two sequences or all of the sequences in a given query set. Multiple alignments are 

often used in identifying conserved sequence regions across a group of sequences hypothesized to 

be evolutionarily related. Such conserved sequence motifs can be used in conjunction with 

structural and mechanistic information to locate the catalytic active sites of enzymes (Höhl et al., 

2002). Alignments are also used to aid in establishing evolutionary relationships by constructing 

phylogenetic trees (Wang and Jiang, 1994). The utility of multiple alignments in bioinformatics 

has led to the development of a variety of methods suitable for aligning three or more sequences, 

including ClustalW (developed in 1994) (Larkin et al., 2007) for progressive alignment, 

MUSCLE (developed in 2004) (Edgar, 2004) and MAFFT (developed in 2005) (Katoh and Frith, 

2012) for progressive/iterative alignment, T-Coffee (developed in 2000, newest version in 2008) 

(http://www.tcoffee.org/index.html) for more sensitive progressive alignment and UGENE 

(developed in 2010 and newest version in 2012) (Okonechnikov et al., 2012) which supports 

multiple genome alignment with MUSCLE, Kalign, Clustal and MAFFT plugins.  

 

Currently around four thousand complete genome HBV sequences are available from GenBank 

and could be used for multiple sequence alignment. Meanwhile, phylogenetic trees could be 

established to try to decipher how OBI evolves from overt HBV infection. The genome 

alignment is assessed by the gold standard: the implied protein alignments (Frith et al., 2010).  

 

Based on the alignment, the entropy value could be investigated. Entropy, when considered as a 

physical concept, is in proportion to the logarithm of the number of microstates observable to a 

thermodynamic system, and is thus related to the amount of “disorder” in the system (Viertiö‐Oja 

et al., 2004). In this context, mutual information (M(x,y)) describes concerted variation between 

positions. Briefly,  

 

 

M(x, y ) = H(x) + H(y) - H(xy) 

H(x) = - "i,fbx x ln(fbx) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiple_sequence_alignment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conservation_(genetics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reaction_mechanism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_site
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzyme
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phylogenetic_tree
http://www.tcoffee.org/
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In the equations,  refers to the “entropy” (observable) of position x,  and  refer to the 

frequencies of each base b at positional x,y (Hall, 1999). 

 

Therefore, entropy values represent the nucleotide or protein variations in the genome alignment. 

Currently BioEdit software could calculate the entropy values at a given position in aligned 

sequences. The minimum value of entropy is zero, where no variations occur at all. The 

maximum value of entropy  is 3.04, where all 20 amino acids are different or a gap occurs at 

equal frequencies (Bruni et al., 2011). In this study, entropy values are used to compare the 

nucleotide variation differences between OBI and nonOBI aligned sequences. 

 

Statistically q value can be calculated to compare the amino acid variation differences between 

OBI and nonOBI. Q values are similar to the well-known p-values. The p-value of a test 

measures the minimum false positive rate that is incurred when calling that test significant, it is 

commonly used for performing a single significance test. Likewise, the q-value of a test measures 

the minimum false discovery rate that is incurred when calling that test significant, it is useful for 

assigning a measure of significance to each of many tests performed (Storey, 2002). In this study 

thousands of hypothesis tests were completed and qVALUE package (Dabney et al., 2004) was 

chosen to calculate the q-values to compare the amino acid variations in the S, X, C, P regions 

between OBI and nonOBI HBV sequences (Storey, 2002).  

1.5 Conclusions  

Transfusion safety remains a hot issue worldwide. The well-established transfusion-transmitted 

virus HBV and the emerging transfusion-transmitted virus RRV are both of importance to blood 

safety.  

 

Research has shown that RRV did exist in the blood while no research has shown that RRV could 

be transmitted by transfusion. If we use an adult mouse model, Ross River viraemia duration 

could be calculated and the viraemia duration is an important parameter for RRV transfusion 

transmission risk estimation. 

H(x) 

H(y) = - "i, fby x ln(Jby ) 

H(xy) = - "i, fbxbyx ln(Jbxfby ) 

fbx fby 
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Based on the risk estimation model for dengue virus and West Nile virus, it is necessary to 

develop one model to estimate RRV transfusion transmission risk to blood safety. The results 

from the risk estimation model would offer important information to policy makers if any 

intervention methods should be implemented during the epidemic peak season. 

 

In terms of limitations of the mainstream detection method immunoassays for HBV diagnosis 

and treatment, it is necessary to find an alternative to immunoassays, namely establishment of 

predictive models by pathology data mining. These models utilizing already available routine test 

results are useful for predicting HBV DNA viral load and HBsAg positive or negative based on 

pathology data mining. These models would serve as a supplement to traditional diagnostic 

methods or expensive molecular tools. 

 

Occult hepatitis B virus infection is a new blood safety issue. It is important to identify the OBI 

mechanism in view of computational approaches, which could offer new clues for HBV 

diagnostic reagents design and HBV vaccine program. Although mechanisms of OBI have been 

explored by many researchers, there are few reports about the computational aspects of OBI or 

mechanism in view of molecular evolution. Multiple genome alignment would provide essential 

information including phylogenetic trees and different mutation rates between OBI and overt 

hepatitis B virus infection. These results would provide useful information for HBV vaccine 

design or HBV diagnostic reagent improvement, which will further ensure blood safety.  

1.6 Aims 

This study will focus on one classical transfusion-transmitted virus HBV and one emerging 

transfusion-transmitted virus, RRV.  

 

The aims of this study are: 

1) To determine RRV viraemia duration using an adult outbred mouse model.  

2) To develop a risk estimation model for RRV to blood safety based on models for dengue virus 

and West Nile virus.  

3) To explore an alternative to traditional HBsAg diagnosis methods. Using predictive models for 

hepatitis B virus DNA viral load or hepatitis B surface antigen by pathology data mining.  
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4) To investigate the computational aspects of the emerging occult hepatitis B virus infection 

(OBI). Using multiple sequence alignment, phylogenetic trees and investigating the differences 

between OBI and nonOBI site by site both in nucleotide sequences and in amino acid sequnces. 
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Chapter 2  

Ross River virus, viraemia duration and implications for transfusion 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Ross River virus 

It was first reported that RRV does exist in human sera  in 1995 using nested reverse 

transcription polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Sellner et al., 1995). It has also been suggested 

that RRV could be transmitted by blood although there have been no reported cases of this 

occurring (Dunstan et al., 2008). 

 

RRV particles are inoculated and attach to a cell surface receptor after the bite of an infected 

mosquito. The virus penetrates and is uncoated within the cell. Primary virus replication occurs in 

skeletal muscle. RRV then enters the blood, where neutralizing antibodies and type I interferon 

mediates the clearance of the RRV. At the time when patients become symptomatic, virus usually 

cannot be cultured from peripheral blood, assuming that it has been cleared from blood by the 

mechanisms discussed above although it has infected other tissues where it can still be detected 

(Harley et al., 2001). 

 

In 1992, Sellner et al detected Ross River virus in serum using nested polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) (Sellner et al., 1992). Later Ross River virus animal models were established (Morrison et 

al., 2006, Lidbury et al., 2000) to decipher the pathogenesis of RRV and the role of cytokines 

including complement in RRV pathogenesis. Although a lot of researches on RRV have been 

done primarily focusing on the pathogenesis and cytokines for RRV infection, there is little 

known about the viraemia duration for RRV infection. Since the majority of Ross River virus 

infection only have asymptomatic or mild clinical signs (Harley et al., 2001), it is very difficult to 

determine RRV vireamia duration in patients and therefore there is no data available. Meanwhile, 

animals have been used to determine the vireamia duration for rotavirus (Blutt et al., 2006), 

where mice were infected with rotavirus and the study results showed that infectious rotavirus 

has access to any extraintestinal cell within contact of blood. Previous study by Lidbury and 

Morrison et al (Lidbury et al., 2000, Morrison et al., 2006) showed that Ross River vireamia in 

young mice is between 3-5 days using plaque assay, which is not sensitive enough to detect the 
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low viralload in the serum. The duration of RRV viraemia is an important parameter for RRV 

transfusion transmission risk estimation since it is viraemic blood (assumed infectious) that raises 

the concerns for blood safety. Further work is required to investigate the RRV viremia duration 

using an adult mouse model, which will contribute to the RRV risk estimation by blood and will 

further ensure blood safety. 

2.1.2 Aims of study 

Since RRV vireamia duration is an important parameter for risk estimation by transfusion, it is 

important to use adult outbreed mice to determine the RRV viraemia duration. Although mice 

and human beings diverged somewhere between 65 and 75 million years ago, mice are still the 

mainstream of in vivo immunological experimentation. Mice can mirror human biology markedly 

well in many aspects, including the innate and adaptive immune systems (Mestas and Hughes, 

2004). Therefore, in this study the mouse model was used to investigate the RRV viraemia 

duration. Furthermore, since the majority of RRV infections are asymptomatic, it is impossible to 

obtain the RRV vireamia duration in humans. With reference to the paper published by Holzer et 

al (Holzer et al., 2011), the adult outbred mouse model was established to mirror the human RRV 

infections. Swiss outbred mice are preferential to inbred mice because their genetic variability 

makes them a better model of human populations. This is important when extrapolating mouse 

data to human infection (Rice and O'Brien, 1980). Adult mice are used given the age eligibility 

for blood donors is 16-70 years old (Australian Blood Services, 2010). 

 

The aims of this study are: firstly, to determine RRV vireamia duration, using an animal model 

and real time PCR. Secondly, using the accurate data of RRV vireamia duration to determine the 

risk estimation concerning the possibility of RRV transmission by blood. This research result 

would provide substantial proof for policy makers for blood donor selection criteria and blood 

screening strategies to ensure further blood safety.  

2.2 Methods  

2.2.1 Cell culture 

Vero cells derived from African green monkey kidney (ATCC CCL-81) were cultured in 

optimum modified Eagle’s medium (Opti-MEM, GIBCO) with 3% new born calf serum 

(GIBCO). 
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Vero cells were maintained by changing the culture medium twice a week. Before changing the 

medium, the cells were washed with warm phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) three times and then  

Opti-MEM with 3% new born calf serum (NBS) was added. When the cells reached 85% 

confluence, the cells were passaged by adding 2.5% trypsin in 1% EDTA and incubated at 37°C 

in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2 for five minutes after PBS washing, cells were 

transferred to a new flask and Opti- MEM with 3% NBS added.  

2.2.2 Virus propagation 

Stocks of the wild-type T48 strain of RRV were produced by transcription of the pRR64 plasmid, 

which encodes the full-length of the T48 cDNA clone (Kuhn et al., 1991). The T48 strain of RRV 

was initially isolated from Aedes vigilax mosquitoes in Queensland, Australia (Kuhn et al., 1991). 

The transcripts were cultivated in 80% confluent Vero cell and the supernatant was collected 48 

hours later. The supernatant was centrifuged at 112×g for 10 mins at 4°C, which would clarify 

the virus by removing most cellular debris. The supernatant was aliquoted and store at -80°C for 

future use.  

2.2.3 Plaque assay 

Titration was performed by plaque assay on Vero cells. Serial dilutions of the samples were 

absorbed to 100% confluent Vero cell monolayers for 1h at 37°C prior to incubation for 48h at 

37°C under a semisolid (1% agarose (Sigma) in PBS )) overlay containing Opti-MEM with 3% 

new born calf serum. The semisolid media was then aspirated and plates stained with 0.02% 

crystal violet (0.02% crystal violet in 20% ethanol, GIBCO, Australia). RRV plaques were 

counted and virus concentrations were calculated and expressed as plaque forming units (PFU) 

per millilitre (PFU/ml).  

2.2.4 Animal studies 

2.2.4.1 Mice 

Swiss outbred mice were obtained from Australian BioResources Pty Ltd. The experiments were 

approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Canberra. Ninety-one-day old 

mice were used for this animal study. 
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2.2.4.2 RRV infection 

Mice were divided randomly into two groups, RRV group and mock group. The RRV group 

contained 25 mice, and the mock group contained six mice. The RRV group was infected with 

10
4 

PFU of RRV in PBS in a 50µl volume by subcutaneous injection into the upper right leg 

using a 32G needle. Mock mice were injected with PBS. 

2.2.4.3 Clinical observations 

Mice were weighed and scored for disease symptoms every 24 hours. Disease symptoms were 

scored as in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Ross River virus infection disease score system 

Disease Score Symptom observed 

0 No disease 

1 Ruffled fur 

2 Very mild hind limb weakness 

3 Mild hind limb weakness 

4 Moderate hind limb weakness 

5 Severe hind limb weakness 

6 Complete loss of hind limb function 

7 Moribund 

8 Death 
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2.2.4.4 Collection of sera  

RRV infected mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation on days 1, 5, 7, 9 and 11. Mock mice 

were sacrificed on day 1 and day 11. Blood was collected from all mice by heart puncture. Blood 

samples were centrifuged at 1107×g at 4°C for 10 minutes (CT15RT, versatile refrigerated 

centrifuge, EVISA). Serum was separated immediately and frozen at -80°C for further analysis. 

2.2.5 Quantitative reverse transcriptase real time PCR (qRT-PCR) 

2.2.5.1 Standard curve 

DH5α E. coli containing the RRV infectious clone as a plasmid (Kuhn et al., 1991) was grown on 

LB agar (LB supplemented with 1.5% (w/v) bacterial agar No. 1 (Oxoid)). RRV T48 DNA was 

extracted using the Zyppy
TM

 plasmid MiniPrep Kit (Zymo Research) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. The concentration of DNA was determined using the nanodrop (ND-

1000, Spectrophotometer, USA) and diluted to obtain a dilution curve comprising of 9750000, 

650000, 43333.3, 2888.9, 192.6, 48.1, 12.8 and 3.2 copies per µl.  

2.2.5.2 RNA extraction 

Viral RNA was extracted from 140 µl of serum using the QIAamp Viral RNA kit (QIAGEN) 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol and the final product was eluted into 60 µl RNase- and 

DNase- free H2O. 

2.2.5.3 cDNA synthesis 

Using 8 µl of the extracted RNA as a template, cDNA was synthesised in a volume of 10 µl 

containing 1 mM dNTP (Bioline) and 2.5 µM random primer (Promega) at 70°C for 10 minutes, 

followed by the addition of 10 µl of reverse transcription master mix, consisting of M-MLV 

reverse transcriptase buffer (Sigma, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM KCl, 0.6 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT), 

200 units of M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Sigma) and 20 units of RNase inhibitor (Promega).  

Reactions were run with the following conditions: 25°C for 10 minutes, 37°C for 50 minutes, 

90°C for 10 minutes (Eppendorf, Mastercycler). cDNA samples were stored short-term at 4-8°C 

or at -20°C for longer-term use.  

2.2.5.4 Real time PCR 

The primers were designed based on the complete RRV sequence to target the non-structural 

proteins 4 (nsP4) region. The sequences are as the following and were ordered from Sigma: 
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Forward (from position 6567): 5’- CGATA GAATTC CGTGAAAGTTACCCCTGGCAC-3’ 

Reverse (from position 6934): 5’- CGATA AAGCTT GTGGACGCTGGTAATTTCCCC-3’. 

Using qRT-PCR, the standard curve dilutions and cDNA samples were run in parallel to 

determine the viral copies in the RRV and mock infected mice. cDNA samples were diluted (in 

RNase- and DNase- free H2O) from 1:5 to 1:25 to ensure samples were within the range of the 

standard curve. All samples and standards were run in triplicate. All qRT-PCR was undertaken in 

a final volume of 25 µl consisting of 2× FASTSYBR GREEN Master Mix (Roche, IN, USA), 0.2 

mM of forward and reverse primer respectively, 6.5 µl of RNase- and DNase- free H2O and 5 µl 

of cDNA samples or standard. qRT-PCR was completed on a BIO-RAD CFX96 real time 

machine using the following program: 95°C for 10 minutes followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 

seconds, 58.7°C for 1 minute and 72°C for 1 minute. Viral copies in the mouse samples were 

determined from the standard curve. 

 

Based on the standard curve dilutions the efficiency of the assay was within the range of 90-

100%, with the R
2
 value between 0.993 and 0.998.  

 

The detection limit of the assay was determined as 3.2 copies per µl serum, which was the lowest 

dilution for the standard curve. Samples that fell below this limit were further classified as either 

‘under the detection limit’, if they had a Ct value less than that of the lowest standard dilution or 

‘negative’ if they failed to amplify after 40 cycles.  

2.2.5.5 Conversion factor between PFU and RNA copies 

140µl of 10
4 

PFU RRV RNA was extracted using the the QIAamp Viral RNA kit (QIAGEN) 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol and the final product was eluted into 60 µl RNase- and 

DNase- free H2O. cDNA synthesis and real time PCR were completed as detailed previously 

(sections 2.2.5.3 & 2.2.5.4). The conversion factor was calculated by using the standard protocols 

taking account of the volume of the variables in each procedure. 

2.2.6 Statistical analysis 

2.2.6.1 Mathematics equation for Ross River virus risk estimation 

The risk of transfusion-transmitted RRV for a given time period was estimated by determining 

the proportion of prospective donors who would be asymptomatically viraemic (and could 
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therefore give a viraemic donation), defined as P (inf/vir). This was assumed to be the product of 

the incidence of asymptomatic RRV infection among the population at large (i.e., potential 

donors), P(inf), and the mean length of asymptomatic viraemia, L(vir).  

2.2.6.2 General approach 

A  modification of a previously published model used to estimate the risk of dengue transmission 

by blood (Seed et al., 2009) was applied. A primary assumption is therefore that the 

epidemiology of dengue and RRV is similar enough to allow for extrapolation of the model. The 

successful application of a similar model to assess the potential transmission risk for 

Chikungunya virus (an alphavirus closely related to RRV) by Brouard et al. (Brouard et al., 

2008) was supportive of the application to RRV. 

 

The potential risk of RRV transfusion transmission during an outbreak in Cairns, from 1
st
 of 

January to 30
th

 of June, 2004 was modeled. This was chosen as it enabled comparison with a 

2004 dengue outbreak which occurred at the same location and time period to which the model 

had previously been applied. Consistent with the probabilistic model applied to dengue, it was 

assumed that the potential for RRV transfusion transmission correlates with the incidence of 

asymptomatic viraemia among the donor population during the outbreak period. As blood donors 

are not currently screened for arboviruses, a population estimate of the risk of viraemia was 

derived from laboratory-confirmed notifications of Ross River virus disease (RRVD). 

 

For key modeling assumptions such as the clinical: subclinical infection ratio and duration of 

viraemia, a range of published values were used to derive the most plausible estimate bounded by 

an uncertainty range representing the ‘maximum’ and ‘minimal” risk (rather than classical 

confidence intervals). The subclinical data was determined from the experimental data obtained 

in the study (2.2.5). The key assumptions and parameter ranges are presented in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2 Values and sources for key modeling assumptions 

 Lower
a
 Most plausible

b
 Upper

c
 

Clinical/subclinical infection ratio (Aaskov et 

al., 1981b, Harley et al., 2001) 

1-1.2 1-2.1 1-3 

Proportion of asymptomatic infections
d
 0.454 0.602 0.75 

Clinical infections-days before symptoms 

(Harley et al., 2001) 

0.5 1 2 

Subclinical infections-days (experimental data) 2 5 9 

a
 Parameters applied to derive the lower uncertainty estimate, i.e. minimal risk estimate. 

b
 Parameters applied to derive the median or most plausible risk estimate. 

c
 Parameters applied to derive the upper uncertainty estimate, i.e. maximal risk estimate  

d
 proportion of asymptomatic infection= 1-proportion of clinical infection 

 

 

2.2.6.3 RRV incidence among donors [P(inf)] 

Since the ratio of clinical (symptomatic patients, who visit a medical practitioner) to subclinical 

(asymptomatic patients, who don’t visit a medical practitioner) infections during the outbreak 

was unknown, we assumed a subclinical:clinical range of 1.2: 1 to  3.0 : 1 with the median value 

(most plausible) being 2.1 to 1 based on published studies (Harley et al., 2001, Aaskov et al., 

1981b). Meanwhile assuming that only individuals with a clinical infection are tested, the total 

number of cases (including the asymptomatic and symptomatic) in the population at large would 

be approximately 2.2 to 4 times the number of reported (symptomatic) cases. 

 

The estimated population in 2004 at Cairns was approximately 123,000 (Queensland 

Government, 2008). The proportion of   the population with RRV infection during a specified 

time period was estimated to range from 2.2 to 4 times the number of observed infections divided 

by the population at large (123,000), P(inf).  

2.2.6.4 Probability of asymptomatic viraemia [L(vir)] 

The viraemic period for RRV infection is drawn from animal experiment data. 0.5 to 9 days is 

used as viraemia duration. Then: 
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2.2.6.5 Transmission risk (frequency of RRV viraemic donations) 

The transmission risk, the frequency of RRV donations, is the product of the RRV incidence 

among donors (P(inf)) and the mean length of asymptomatic vireamia: 

 

 

2.3 Results  

2.3.1 Clinical observations 

Swiss outbred mice were infected with RRV and sacrificed on days 1, 5, 7, 9 and 11 to obtain 

blood samples. There were no differences between the RRV and mock infected mice in body 

weight (data not shown). In mice the clinical signs are rated as “0” no disease signs; “1” ruffled 

fur; “2” very mild hind limb weakness; “3” mild hind limb weakness; “4” moderate hind limb 

weakness and dragging of hind limbs; “5” severe hind limb weakness/dragging; “6” complete 

loss of hind limb function; “7” moribund; “8” death (Morrison et al., 2006). The clinical signs of 

all mice in this study were zero, meaning none of the mice showed any signs of RRV infection 

(data not shown). 

2.3.2 Conversion factor-PFU to copies RRV RNA 

A virus stock of 4×10
4
 PFU RRV virus was prepared. 140 µl of the virus stock was used for 

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and real-time PCR, which was performed exactly as per the 

samples. For statistical analysis, six samples were made from the same virus stock and the RNA 

copies determined (Table 2.3).  It was established that 10
4
 PFU=4.89×10

7
 copies/µl RRV RNA. 

This conversion factor was calculated as follows:  

 

The mean of the copies is 182666 copies per sample. Then consolidating the volume of variables 

involved, the conversion factor was calculated as 182666÷5×100÷8×60÷140×1000÷4=4.89×10
7
 

copies/µl. From this, it was established that 10
4
PFU=4.89×10

7
 copies/µl RRV RNA. 

L(vir) = effective window period fro clin ical infection as proportion of stu.dy period 
x proportion of donors with cliical infection. 
+ vireamia period of R RV infection as proportion of stu.dy period 
x proportion of donors with sub clin ical infection 

inf 
P(-. - ) = P(inf) X L(vir) 

tnV 
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Explanations for the calculation are as the following: “÷5” because the cDNA volume used for 

qPCR is 5µl in a final volume of 25µl, “×100” because the volume of cDNA product is 20µl and 

diluted (1:5)  to 100µl , “÷8” because the volume used for cDNA synthesis is 8µl, “×60” because 

the final volume of RNA extraction is 60µl, “÷140” because the serum volume for extraction 

RNA is 140µl,  “÷4×1000” because 10
4
 PFU is made by 12.5 µl of 3.2×10

6
 PFU/ml RRV into 

987.5µl PBS. 

 

 

Table 2.3 qRT-PCR result for conversion factor-PFU to copies Ross River virus RNA 

Sample  (140µl 10
4
 PFU) Copies per sample (×10

5
) 

1 1.88 

2 2.22 

3 2.21 

4 1.02 

5 1.79 

6 1.84 

qRT-PCR: qualitative real time PCR; PFU=plaque forming units. 

 

 

2.3.3 Viraemia duration 

Viraemia duration was assayed by qRT- PCR.  On day 1 and day 5 post infection, RRV RNA 

could be detected from all mice infected with RRV (Figure 2.2). RRV RNA copies were greatest 

at day 1 with an average of 23,820 copies/µl serum and decreased to an average of 37 copies/µl 

serum at day 5 (Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1 Viral load at days 1 and 5 in Ross River virus (RRV) challenged mice.  

Adult outbred Swiss mice were challenged with 10
4 

plaque forming units RRV. Serum samples 

were collected on day 1, 5, 7, 9 and 11. Average viral load (five mice - dots represent individuals) 

is greatest on day one post infection 23,820 RNA copies/µl and declined to 37 copies/µl by day 5 

post infection. * indicates p<0.05 using the t test. 

 

 

On day 7, virus could only be detected in one mouse infected with RRV (6 copies/µl serum) as 

was the case at day 9 (4 copies/µl serum). It should be noted that at day 7 and day 9, PCR 

amplification curves were detected for four and three mice, respectively, but fell below the limit 

of the assay (3.2 copies/ul serum) and were therefore reported as ‘below the detection limit of the 

assay (Figure 2.2).  

 

At day 11 no virus was detected in any of the RRV infected mice (Figure 2.2). No virus was 

detected in any of the mock infected mice at day 1 or day 11 (data not shown). 

• 
• 
• •• 

• •• •• 
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Figure 2 RRV Kinetics in challenged mice
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Figure 2.2 Ross River virus (RRV) kinetics in Swiss outbred mice.  

Adult outbred Swiss mice (n=5/time point) were challenged with 10
4 

plaque forming units RRV. 

Serum samples were collected on day 1, 5, 7, 9 and 11 and viral load determined using real-time 

PCR. The average viral load peaks on day 1 post infection but declines significantly by day 5. On 

day 7 and day 9, RNA could be detected in only one of the five mice in each group with no 

detection in any mice on day 11.  * indicates p<0.05 using the t test. The black arrow indicates 

the detection limit of the assay which is 3.2 copies/µl serum. 

 

 

2.3.4 Predicted RRV infection rate 

The modeling predicts that the total number of RRV infections (clinical plus subclinical) among 

the population at large during the entire outbreak ranged from 290.1 to 526.8 per 100,000 

inhabitants.  

2.3.5 Risk estimation for transfusion-transmitted RRV 

Using the most plausible modeling parameters and the equations from Seed et al 2009, where the 

viraemia duration for asymptomatic mouse is an important parameter, the risk of a viraemic 

donation (and consequently the potential risk of transmission) during the entire outbreak was 

estimated. Based on the data from the literature and animal experiment, the possibility of a 

viraemic donation or the potential risk of transmission during the entire outbreak was estimated 
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as 1 in 13,542, ranging from 1 in 4756 to 47,563 (Table 2.4). The risk peaked during March with 

an estimated risk of 1 in 4917 (range 1 in 1730-17,629) and the lowest risk was in January with 

an estimate risk of 1 in 373,657 (range 1 in 131,483-1,312,435). 

Table 2.4 Risk of Ross River-viraemic donations during the 2004 outbreak  

in Cairns, Australia 

Interval (2004) Period 

(days) 

Confirmed 

RRVD cases
a
 

Predicted RRV 

infections (plausible 

range)
b
 

Transmission risk  

(plausible range)
c
 

January 1 to 31 31 

 

1 

 

2.8
 

(2.2-4) 

1 in373,657 

(131,483-

1,312,435) 

February 1 to 29 

 

29 41 116.5 

(90.3-164) 

1 in 8,526 

(3,000-29,945) 

March 1 to 31 

 

31 76 215.9 

(167.4-304) 

1 in 4,917 

(1,730-17,269) 

April 1 to 30 30 22 62.5 

            (48.5-88) 

1 in 16,437 

(5,784-57,732) 

May 1 to 31 31 15 42.6 

(33-60) 

1 in 24,910 

(8,766-87,496) 

June 1 to 30 30 7 19.9 

(15.4-28) 

1 in 51,658 

(18,177-181,443) 

     January 1 to 

June 30 

182 162 460.2 

(356.8-648) 

1 in 13,542 

(4,765-47,563) 

a 
Laboratory-confirmed cases of Ross River virus disease (RRVD) for Cairns (data kindly 

provided by Health Surveillance Unit, Cairns Public Health Unit) 

b
 Predicted number of Ross River virus (RRV) infections derived by multiplying the confirmed 

RRVD cases by the hypothesized ratio of clinical/subclinical infection (see Table 2.2 for details) 

c
 Reciprocal of the P(inf/vir) 
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2.3.6 Example of calculation: minimal risk estimate 

P(inf) 

For period 01 Feb to 29 Feb 2004, number of laboratory confirmed RRV notifications in Cairns 

was 41 (Table 2.4). Therefore, the minimal estimate of actual RRV infections was (confirmed 

cases × estimate of subclinical/clinical infection rate) or (41 × 2.2) which is 90.3. P(inf) is 

calculated as ( the estimated number of actual RRV infections)/population of Cairns. Therefore, 

P(inf) is 90.3/123,000=7.34×10
-4

. 

 

L(vir) 

Using the equation created by Seed et al 2009, L(vir) is the mean length of asymptomatic 

viraemia. The experimental data showed that the length of RRV viraemia duration is from two to 

nine days. Therefore, the lower value is two days and the upper value is nine days. The most 

plausible is five days when the viral load decreased significantly. The ratio of clinical to 

subclinical infections is 1:1.2, i.e. 45.4% of donor infections are clinical with an effective 

viraemic window period of 0.5 days (assuming donors will not donate or will be prevented from 

donating if symptomatic) and 54.6% are subclinical who may be viraemic for up to 11 days 

(worst case scenario). 

 

Refer Table 2.4: L(vir) [1 February to 29 February 2004]=[(effective window period for clinical 

infection as proportion of study period ×proportion of donors with clinical infection)+(viraemic 

period of RRV infection as proportion of study period ×proportion of donors with subclinical 

infection)]=[(0.5/29×0.45+(2/29×0.55)]=0.045 

 

=7.34×10
-4

×0.045 

=3.34×10
-5

 

=1 in 29,945 

2.4 Discussion 

Little is known about the course of viraemia during RRV infection in humans principally because 

most of the recognized clinical cases do not persist at high viral load (Calisher and Monath, 1988, 

Carter et al., 1985). In the context of assessing the potential for transfusion as a route of infection, 

Inf 
P(-) = P(tnn X L(vir) 

vir 
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it is critical to determine whether a period of asymptomatic viraemia occurs and for what 

duration. 

 

In this study it was found that RRV viraemia in adult outbred mice usually extends from 1-5 days 

after infection, although it can persist up to 9 days in some cases. RRV RNA was detected in one 

mouse at day 9 and the RT-PCR amplification plots suggest that RRV may have been present in 

three of the remaining four mice at this time point, although at levels below the detection limit of 

the assay. The five day estimate compares closely with published estimates of 3-4 days in 

younger mice (Lidbury et al., 2000, Morrison et al., 2006), however the data extends the 

maximum duration to 9 days.  The level of RNA at day 1 was high, averaging 23,820 copies/µl or 

0.6 PFU (based on applying the conversion factor and considering the average body weight of the 

mice (35 g) and assuming whole blood volume is 6-8% of body weight (Hoff, 2000),) but 

decreased significantly (p < 0.05) by day 5 (Figure 2.1).  Viral load continued to decrease 

through day 9 and was undetectable in all mice by day 11 post infection (Figure 2.2). 

 

The choice of RT-PCR to monitor RRV viraemia was based on two criteria. Firstly, PCR has 

greater sensitivity than virus isolation by tissue culture (Sellner et al., 1995). This provides the 

potential to more accurately estimate the maximum duration of viraemia compared to previous 

studies which applied less sensitive plaque assays. RT-PCR also has the added advantage of 

accurately quantifying the viral load. The second criteria is the widespread application of Nucleic 

Acid Testing (NAT) to screen blood donors for transfusion transmissible blood-borne viruses 

(Stramer et al., 2004, Coste et al., 2005). 

 

The choice of adult, outbred mice is consistent with the recent publication (Holzer et al., 2011), 

which was designed to test the efficiency of the Ross River virus vaccine. This also reinforces the 

experiment design to choose adult mice. Although there were no clinical symptoms in any of the 

infected mice, we are confident the mice were infected based on previous lab research experience 

and RRV infection characteristic, which have been published by  colleagues (Rulli et al., 2007, 

Rulli et al., 2009). Furthermore, the main concern of this research is the viraemia duration. In 

view of blood safety, any viral DNA/RNA in blood is considered infectious. These results 

demonstrate that RRV RNA did exist in blood and could last for 9 days. 
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The results of this study, in association with other published reports, suggest that the duration of 

Ross River viraemia in mice is not markedly affected by species and virus dosage (Morrison et 

al., 2006, Lidbury et al., 2000). This is consistent with Rotavirus viraemia in mice (Blutt et al., 

2006), where mice were used to investigate the Rotavirus viraemia duration. However, the 

reported duration of RRV viraemia may to some extent be associated with the sensitivity of the 

detection method. Morrison et al (Morrison et al., 2006) challenged 15-day-old CD-1 mice and 

found the viraemia duration to be 4 days. Earlier research by Lidbury et al (Lidbury et al., 2000) 

who challenged 17-day-old outbred mice, showed that the RRV viraemia duration was 3 days. 

Both studies used 10
3
 PFU RRV to challenge mice and plaque assays to determine the virus titre. 

However, when we compared this result with previous reports of  virus titre in young outbred 

mice (Lidbury et al., 2000, Morrison et al., 2006) where the viraemia duration was three or four 

days in young mice, the results of this study  suggest that RRV pathogenesis in young outbred 

mice differs from that of adult outbred mice and the virus titre in mice is associated with age. 

This is in consistent with the statement by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) that different 

arborviruses have different predilections for certain age groups (Stramer et al., 2009). 

 

Although RRV transfusion transmission is plausible, at present it is only a theoretical risk. 

However, pre-emptive estimation of potential risks to blood safety is best practice of risk 

management allowing for the development of appropriate mitigation strategies. Applying the 

dengue transmission model to a RRV outbreak occurring in Cairns during 2004, it was estimated 

that the overall potential transmission risk during the outbreak was approximately 1 in 13,000 but 

could have been as high as 1 in 1,730 using the most conservative parameters. This risk level is 

comparable to the risk of dengue transmission by blood during a 2004 outbreak in Cairns, 

estimated as approximately 1 in 19,000 with a maximal estimate of 1 in 3,400 (Seed et al., 2009).  

In the absence of a registered blood screening test, the Blood Service mitigates the risk for 

dengue by restricting collection of fresh blood components during outbreaks, one of the possible 

interventions should RRV be determined to be transmitted by transfused blood. NAT for RRV is 

also a possible intervention however there are two significant barriers. Firstly, it would be 

difficult to establish a favorable cost/benefit for screening donors in the absence of confirmed 

transfusion-transmission. Secondly, as with dengue there are no Therapeutic Goods 
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Administration (TGA) registered donor screening assays available for RRV, a prerequisite for 

donation testing.  

 

This study has a number of limitations. In respect of the RRV infection component, the viral load 

in the infected mice at 24 hours post inoculation had already peaked and thereafter steadily 

declined. Therefore it cannot be excluded that the findings reflect elimination of virus without 

actual infection although this is unlikely as two previous (Lidbury et al., 2000, Morrison et al., 

2006) studies using lower doses of RRV have been shown to infect younger mice. We have 

previously used the same inoculation protocol (data not included) and demonstrated an increasing 

viral load which was lower 12 hours post inoculation and peaked at 24 hours. A second limitation 

is that none of the infected adult mice showed clinical symptoms. Therefore, this model does not 

fully reflect the human situation. A third limitation relates to the lack of an internal control for 

each PCR reaction. Therefore the possibility of ‘false negative’ results due to extraction or 

amplification failures cannot be excluded. However, given that five mice were sampled at each 

time point this is unlikely to have markedly impacted the overall result as it would have required 

all five replicates to have given false negative results. Had any false negative results occurred on 

day 11, this would have resulted in the estimated RRV viraemia duration being conservative.  

The risk analysis also has limitations of which the assumption that a model for dengue can be 

applied to RRV is the most important. It is difficult to assess the validity of this until the output 

can be verified, which is dependent on identifying transfusion as a proven source of infection. 

Another limitation is the assumption that all recipients are susceptible to infection. This is 

conservative given a proportion of recipients will be ‘immune’ as a result of previous infection 

with RRV. The inclusion of this in the modelling though is problematic given seroprevalence 

varies markedly by geographical area and this will be reflected in the susceptibility of transfusion 

recipients. 

 

This study suggests that RRV viraemia may persist for up to 9 days without symptoms in adult 

Swiss outbred mice and should this be reflected in human infection confirms the potential for 

transfusion transmission. It also establishes RT-PCR as an alternative to plaque assays for 

monitoring RRV in blood very early after infection. Should RRV transmission by transfusion be 

proven, our risk analysis indicates a risk level comparable to that for dengue, requiring 
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consideration of possible interventions to protect blood recipients. Possible options to further 

ensure blood safety include:  donation testing or the application of physicochemical pathogen 

reduction methods for fresh blood components which inactivate the majority of transfusion-

transmissible viruses including dengue and WNV (Dodd et al., 2009). 
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Chapter 3  

Combined model to estimate risk of Ross River virus in blood 

transfusion 

3.1 Introduction  

In chapter two, it was determined that RRV viraemia could persist for up to nine days in adult 

mice without symptoms. This indicates there is potential for RRV to be transmitted through 

blood transfusion.  

3.1.1 Ross River virus 

Ross River virus (RRV) was first identified from mosquitoes in 1959 and was isolated from 

humans in Australia in 1985 (Harley et al., 2001). Its clinical signs are high fever, pain in the 

joints, loss of appetite and weakness (Russell, 2002). It is transmitted by mosquitoes and is 

epidemic in Australia with around 5,000 cases reported annually (Woodruff et al., 2006). RRV 

infection has three characteristics, which raise concern for blood transfusion. These 

characteristics are as follow: a high proportion of asymptomatic infections (Aaskov et al., 1981, 

Russell et al., 1998), vireamia duration before symptom onset (Harley et al., 2001) and viraemia 

duration for asymptomatic infection (Shang et al., 2011). There is one published paper which 

estimated the risk of RRV to blood safety with several fixed parameters (Shang et al., 2011). This 

project developed a combined model to account for the limitations of published models and 

offers accurate information for public health in the matter of the safety of blood donations. 

 

Aaskov and Nair reported that a ratio of asymptomatic RRV infection to symptomatic infection 

was 3:1  in an outbreak in Fiji in 1979 (Aaskov et al., 1981); however, some reports suggest this 

could be as high as 20:1 (Aaskov et al., 1998). These estimates suggest that the majority of 

people infected with RRV have a subclinical infection. It is these asymptomatic, infected persons 

who are of concern as blood donors, because their donated blood may contain RRV with the 

potential to transmit infection to recipients. 

 

Determining the duration of pre-symptomatic viraemia, as well as the proportion of 

asymptomatic infections (i.e. the ratio of subclinical to clinical infections), is critical in assessing 
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the potential for transmission by transfused blood. Shang et al have reported the pre-symptomatic 

viraemia could be as 2-9 days using a mouse model (Shang et al., 2011). A 1995 report 

highlighted that, assuming RRV is transmitted by blood transfusion, an estimated nine viraemic 

donations collected among 170,000 donations in Queensland, Australia would lead to one 

symptomatic infection in a recipient per year. Despite this, no cases of transfusion associated 

RRV have yet been reported (Harley et al., 2001).  

3.1.2 Risk estimation models 

Transfusion risk models have since been developed for other arboviruses including West Nile 

virus (WNV) (Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003), dengue (DENV) (Seed et al., 2009) and 

Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) (Brouard et al., 2008) but to date no further risk estimation model 

has been published for RRV. 

 

Biggerstaff et al  used a statistical resampling approach to estimate for any time t during a WNV 

outbreak the number of infected persons in the population of interest who were infected but 

asymptomatic (Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003). This estimated number was divided by the 

population size to yield an estimate of risk of transfusion-associated WNV transmission at time t. 

This model is reasonably straightforward and computationally inexpensive, relying only on the 

availability of case onset dates and execution of computer simulation, but the above are indirect.  

 

Seed et al  applies a mathematical model to estimate the frequency of dengue-viraemic donations 

during an Australian DENV outbreak (Seed et al., 2009). Using the most conservative values for 

key assumptions, the model estimated the risk of transfusion-transmitted dengue for a given time 

period by determining the proportion of prospective donors who would be asymptomatically 

viraemic (and could therefore give a viraemic donation). This was assumed to be the product of 

the incidence of asymptomatic DENV infection among the population at large (potential donors) 

and the mean length of asymptomatic viraemia. 

 

Brouard et al  used a similar method to Biggerstaff et al developed for WNV to estimate blood 

transfusion risk for CHIKV (Brouard et al., 2008). These studies illustrated how risk estimation 

models may contribute to guiding prevention measures, including strict questionnaire selection 

processes during CHIKV peak seasons.  
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3.1.3 Aims of this study 

Based on the published literature on WNV, DENV and CHIKV where key assumptions for risk 

estimation are available, using Monte Carlo simulations to simulate some uncertainties in RRV 

risk estimation, the aim of this study was to develop a combined model for risk estimation of 

viruses belonging to the Togaviridae family, especially for RRV risk estimation. This study also 

aims to compare the RRV risk estimation results obtained with this combined model to the results 

obtained using a previously published model (Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003). 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Software 

In this study R code was developed to plot the onset data and simulation. See appendix 1 for the 

codes which were used in this chapter. 

 

R is a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics. It is a GNU project 

which is similar to the S language and environment which was developed at Bell Laboratories 

(formerly AT&T, now Lucent Technologies) by John Chambers and colleagues. R can be 

considered as a different implementation of S. There are some important differences, but much of 

the code written for S runs unaltered under R (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996).  

 

R has been applied to risk estimation in food industry (Pouillot et al., 2009), survival time for 

cancer patients (Holleczek et al., 2009, Lusa et al., 2007) and other medical research (Scrucca et 

al., 2007).  

 

In this research R was used to simulate variables (uncertainties) and put those values into Seed’s 

model (Seed et al., 2009). The following parameters were simulated: proportion of asymptomatic 

cases, viraemia duration for asymptomatic cases, and pre-symptomatic duration for symptomatic 

cases. RRV risk estimation was performed by combining the results of parameter simulations 

with Seed’s model (Seed et al., 2009), this is referred to the combined model. The result, 

compared with results obtained using Biggerstaff’s model (Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003), 

which is referred to BP’s model. 

http://www.gnu.org/
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3.2.2 Data 

Epidemiological data for RRV was drawn from the Cairns Public Health Unit, Australia. RRV 

outbreak occurring in the City of Cairns, North Queensland during 2004 was modeled, to allow 

comparison with a 2004 dengue fever outbreak to which Seed’s model had previously been 

applied (Seed et al., 2009). The data is shown in Figure 3.1. 

RRV onset data in Cairns, Australia 2004
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Figure 3.1 Ross River virus onset data in Cairns, Australia 2004.  

This outbreak started from the first of February, 2004, peaked in March and gradually fewer 

cases reported in June. 

 

 

3.2.3 Establishment of the combined model  

3.2.3.1 Assumptions for the model 

When referring to “the population”, the following assumptions are made. First, the dates of 

infection of the cases with known symptom onset dates are similar to those of all residents of the 

area of interest who became infected.  Next, it is assumed that the ratio of asymptomatic 

infections is constant across the time, as is the size of the population at risk. Finally, it is assumed 
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that the rate of blood donation is constant over the time of interest and that potential blood donors 

have the same risk of infection with RRV as the general population.  

3.2.3.2 Parameters in the model 

Data on the values of the three parameters utilized in the models are in Table 3.1. Both the 

combined model and BP’s model simulated the same parameters but under different assumptions. 

The parameter P(inf) is the incidence of asymptomatic RRV infection among the population at 

large (i.e., potential donors). The parameter L(vir) is the mean length of asymptomatic viraemia. 

The combined model estimated the ratios by determining the proportion of prospective donors 

who would be asymptomatically viraemic (and could therefore give a viraemic donation). This is 

defined as P(inf/vir), the product of P(inf) to L(vir). BP model was completed by Dr Brad 

Biggerstaff, Centre for Disease Control, US, where Weibulls and gammas assumptions were 

used. However, R code related to this part was not included since it was not written by me. 

Table 3.1 Parameters simulated using different simulation methods 

 Combined Model 

(distribution assumption) 

BP’s model (distribution 

assumption) 

Ratio of symptomatic to 

asymptomatic infections 

(Aaskov et al., 1981b, Russell 

et al., 1998) 

from 1:3 to 1:1.2 

(uniform) 

from 1:3 to 1:1.2 (gamma) 

Clinical infection days before 

symptom onset (Harley et al., 

2001) 

from 0.5 to 2 (uniform) from 0.5 to 2 (gamma) 

Subclinical infection days 

(Shang et al., 2011) 

from 2 to 9 (uniform) from 2 to 9 (Weibull) 

Uniform distribution: a family of probability distributions such that for each member of the 

family, all intervals of the same length on the distribution's support are equally probable. It is 

defined by its minimum and maximum values.  

Gamma distribution: a general type of statistical distribution related to beta distribution, it has 

two free parameters, α and θ. 

Weibull distribution: a versatile distribution that can take on the characteristics of other types of 

distributions, based on the value of the shape parameter, β. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability_distributions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interval_(mathematics)
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3.2.3.3 RRV incidence among donors (P(inf))  

The ratio of clinical (infections eliciting a visit to a medical practitioner) to subclinical (not 

eliciting a visit to a medical practitioner) infections during the outbreak is unknown. Based on the 

published literature (Aaskov et al., 1981, Russell et al., 1998, Harley et al., 2001) (data are listed 

in Table 3.1), assuming that only individuals with a clinical infection are targeted for testing, the 

total number of cases in the population at large would be approximately 2.2 to 4 times the 

number of reported cases.  This ratio is from epidemiological investigation based on a population 

other than blood donors (Aaskov et al., 1998, Russell, 2002). The estimated population in Cairns 

in January 2004 was approximately 123,000 (Qeensland Government, 2008). The proportion of 

Cairns population with RRV infection during a specified time period (every day) is therefore 

estimated to range from 2.2 (1.2 (Table 3.1) +1=2.2) to 4 (3 (Table 3.1) +1=4) times the number 

of observed infections divided by the population at large. It is expressed in Equation 3.1. 

Let  

n= Number of confirmed cases on a certain day 

N=the population of the number of the city (Cairns in this context) 

R=Ratio of asymptomatic to symptomatic cases 

 

(3.1) 

3.2.3.4 Probability of asymptomatic viraemia (L(vir)) 

The viraemic period of RRV infection before the onset of clinical symptoms ranged from one-

half to two days. If it is assumed that donors will not donate or will be prevented from donating if 

they have clinical symptoms of RRV infection, the effective asymptomatic “ viremic window 

period” is therefore 0.5 to 2 days for the 25% to 45% (Aaskov et al., 1981, Russell et al., 1998, 

Harley et al., 2001) of donors with clinical infection.  The duration of viraemia for subclinical 

infections is determined in chapter 2. 

 

There are a few fixed parameters of Seed’s  model (Seed et al., 2009), namely the viraemia 

duration of RRV in the mouse model, the proportion of asymptomatic infections was from places 

other than Cairns and the viraemia duration of symptomatic RRV infections from other 

literatures.  Random values for selected distributions were used to account for these limitations 

(Park and Bera, 2009). 

P( inf) = n X (1 + R) 
N 
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Then, during the specified outbreak, the variables are simulated based on the cases reported each 

day and the risk was spread over a number of days.   

Let  

WP = a random number between 0.5 and 2, representing the effective window period for clinical 

infection, measured in days 

UNAP = a random number between 2 and 9, representing the viremia duration of RRV infection 

for asymptomatic cases, measured in days 

ASYM = proportion of donors with subclinical infection, a random number between 0.45 and 

0.75 

SYM = 1 – asym (the proportion of symptomatic cases) 

L(vir) = (WP× SYM) + (UNAP × ASYM) (3.2) 

The combined model (equation 3.1 and 3.2) takes account of the continuous nature of risk by 

spreading the risk over a number of days instead of treating each notification as only a risk on 

notification day.  This is done by establishing two matrices of size 162 by 151. The study period 

is from 1
st
 of February 2004 to 30

th
 of June 2004, which means 151 days. The maximum number 

of days at risk is 151 days plus the maximum of 2 days (duration of vireamia for symptomatic 

infections) and 9 days (duration of vireamia for asymptomatic infections), which is a total of 162 

(151+2+9=162) days. Each time a case is encountered in the data, the commencement and 

completion of risk is simulated by a value of UNAP in a matrix of asymptomatic cases, and 

similarly by a value of WP in a matrix of symptomatic cases. The two matrices are summed to 

produce a spread of risks instead of spikes such as are seen in Figure 3.1.  

3.2.3.5 Transmission risk (number of RRV viraemic donations) 

The transmission risk, that is, the number of viraemic donations, is the product of the RRV 

incidence among donors (P(inf)) and the mean length of asymptomatic viremia can be expressed 

as  

P(inf/vir)=P(inf) × L(vir) (3.3) 
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3.2.3.6 Fitting the combined model 

To fit the model based on equation 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, using the Table 3.1 data, the simulation 

method for West Nile virus has been used (Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003). The entire procedure 

was developed using R software, and is available in appendix 1. Each scenario was tested on a set 

of 10,000 iterations.   

3.2.4 Fitting BP’s risk estimation model 

For BP’s model, using Monte Carlo simulation method, the ratio of asymptomatic to 

symptomatic with a range of 3:1 to 1.2:1 (indicated on Table 3.1) was simulated under gamma 

distribution. The viraemia period before onset 1 day with a range of 0.5 to 2 days, the subclinical 

vireamia duration 5 days with a range of 2 to 9 days were simulated (indicated in Table 3.1) 

under gamma distribution and Weibull distribution respectively. 

 

Ten thousand replications of the simulated risk curve, indexed by time t, were averaged to 

produce a final risk curve estimate. Each replication was computed by viewing the case symptom 

onset times as anchor times and then simulating viraemia times for each case based on the 

published information on viraemia timing and duration (Shang et al., 2011, Dunstan et al., 2008). 

To simulate a viraemia time for a case, Biggerstaff’s model sampled from an assumed 

distribution for the duration from onset of viraemia to symptom onset and then subtracted this 

duration from the smoothed case onset time to represent the time of viraemia onset for the case. 

At this point, BP’s model have for each case a simulated viraemia time or duration, expressed as 

start and end times of viraemia (Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003). 

 

Finally Biggerstaff’s model averaged all of the 10,000 replicated vireamia curves and divided by 

the population size to yield an estimated risk curve, which is a curve indexed by time t that 

represents the risk of transfusion-associated RRV transmission over the course of the outbreak. 

The mean and maximum risks (and associated 95% confidence intervals) over the course of the 

outbreak provide convenient summaries of the full risk curve, so these are also computed. A 

detailed mathematical development of this approach can be found in Biggerstaff and Peterson 

(Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003).  
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3.2.5 Sensitivity to distributional assumptions 

Simulations are done under the assumption that parameters including the ratio of asymptomatic 

to symptomatic onset cases, the viraemia duration for asymptomatic infections and the viraemia 

duration for symptomatic infections are of uniform or normal distribution. The sensitivity test 

will help determine whether the model varies much under different assumptions for the 

distribution of parameters. A sign test was used to determine how many values of RRV risk to 

blood safety change from the assumption of a normal distribution to the assumption of a uniform 

distribution for the parameters.  

3.3 Results 

In this section the results of the simulation over time, the histograms of the maximum and mean 

risk using combined model are discussed. The results of the sensitivity test are discussed along 

with a comparison of these results with those of BP’s model (Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003).  

3.3.1 Simulation results on the assumption that parameters are of uniform distribution 

Since the distribution of the three parameters namely proportion of asymptomatic cases, viraemia 

duration for asymptomatic cases and presymptomatic viraemia duration for symptomatic cases 

are not known, it is assumed that the variables are uniformly distributed in order to undertake the 

risk estimation. The results are shown in Figure 3.2. The mean RRV risk to blood safety per 

10,000 donations under the assumption of uniform distribution is 0.98, ranging from a minimum 

of 0.79 to a maximum of 1.25. The maximum RRV risk to blood safety per 10,000 donations is 

4.45, ranging from a minimum of 2.62 to maximum of 7.67. The minimum RRV risk to blood 

safety is 0. 
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Estimated RRV risk for Transfusion in Cairns, Australia 2004
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Figure 3.2 The RRV risk of transmission in Cairns, Australia 2004 using the combined 

model on the assumption variables are of uniform distribution.  

X-axis is the onset date, ranging from 1
st
 of January 2004 to 30

th
 of June 2004. Y-axis is the RRV 

risk to blood safety per 10,000 donations. The red lines represent smooth curves showing the 

smoothed minimum risk, smoothed mean risk, and smoothed maximum risk.  

 

 

3.3.2 Distribution of mean and maximum risk of RRV 

Histograms of the mean RRV risk to blood safety and RRV maximum risk to blood safety are 

shown in Figure 3.3. The height of the rectangle is frequency. The shapes of the histogram for 

both maximum risk and mean risk are moderately skewed to the right. The majority of the 
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maximum risk values lay around 4.45 per 10,000 donations. The majority of the mean risk values 

lay around 0.98 per 10,000 donations. The maximum risk tends to be larger than mean risk. Maximum of Ross River virus risk in Cairns, Australia 2004
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Maximum of Ross River virus risk in Cairns, Australia 2004
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Figure 3.3 Actual mean and maximum risk of RRV per 10,000 donations.  

The x-axis is the value of the risk and the y-axis is the frequency of the value. The maximum and 

minimum of the risk estimation under the uniform distribution assumption is skewed to the right. 

Shown are the risk estimation results for an outbreak occurring in Cairns, Australia in 2004. 

 

 

3.3.3 Sensitivity analysis for the combined model 

The sensitivity of the combined model was tested by repeating the simulation under the 

assumption that the parameters are normally distributed. In order to test the differences between 

results, R code was used to conduct a sign test. The sign test gave a p value of 0.6, which means 

that there is no evidence of a difference of the RRV risk between the simulations under uniform 

and normal distributions. Therefore the combined model is robust to distribution choice. A sign 

test was performed to check the difference between the combined model results and that of BP’s 

model. The p value was 1, indicating there is no evidence of a difference between the combined 

model and BP’s model. This is a further indication that the combined model is robust.  

Mean value of Ross River virus mean risk based on daily onset data 

Mean value of Ross River virus maximum risk based on daily onset data 
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3.3.4 Risk estimation using BP’s model 

BP’s model  estimated the risk of transfusion-associated RRV transmission from reported cases 

of RRV with their dates of symptom onset during the 2004 epidemic from Cairns Public Health 

Unit, Australia along with data drawn from literature and laboratory results (Biggerstaff and 

Petersen, 2003). Simulation of these data was used to estimate at any time t during the outbreak 

the number of persons in the population of interest who were viraemic and asymptomatic, 

although for persons who developed symptoms, only the time of viraemia before symptom onset 

was included. This provided a curve, indexed by time t, which estimates the number of potential 

donors who may transmit RRV through donation over time. BP’s model then divided this curve 

by the population size to estimate the risk of transfusion-associated RRV transmission. Results 

are shown in Figure 3.4.  
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Figure 3.4 Ross River virus risk of blood transfusion per 10,000 donations using BP’s risk 

estimation model.  

The X-axis is the onset dates and Y-axis is the RRV risk of transmission per 10,000 donations. 

The upper broken line is the curve for maximum risk, the middle black line is the curve for mean 

risk and the lower broken line is the minimum risk curve.  

 

 

3.3.5 Comparison of the combined model and BP’s model 

Table 3.2 compares the results of the two models: the combined model and Biggerstaff’s model.  

The sign test was used to test the difference between the daily risk under the two models and the 

p-value was 1, which indicates that there is no evidence of a difference between the two models. 
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Table 3.2 Risk estimation results using different simulation ways 

 Combined model BP’s model 

Mean Risk (per 10,000) 0.98(0.79-1.25) 1.20(0.84-1.55) 

Maximum Risk (per 10,000) 4.45(2.62-7.67) 2.86(1.33-5.23) 

 

 

3.4 Conclusion and discussion 

This combined model developed to determine RRV risk to blood safety is robust to distribution 

of the parameters and comparable to BP’s risk estimation model. The result is validated by 

comparison with the published model and sensitivity tests. The combined model simulates the 

continuous nature of risk by spreading the risk over a number of days instead of treating each 

notification as only a risk on the notification day.  The combined model could be used to predict 

other arbovirus risk for blood safety as well. 

 

The combined model has simulated three parameters, which could overestimate the risk as they 

combine within the calculations. From Table 3.2 the mean risk appears to be comparable between 

models. Sign test is used to assess the difference between the combined model and the published 

WNV risk estimation model. The sign test result shows there is of no statistically significant 

difference and p value is 1. This further validated the comparability of the two models. However, 

the differences of maximum risk between the two models could be due to the fact that in the 

combined model, all the three parameters are simulated under the uniform distribution. In BP’s 

model, the ratio of asymptomatic to symptomatic and viraemia duration for symptomatic ones are 

simulated under the gamma distribution, the viraemia duration for asymptomatic ones are 

simulated under the Weibull distribution. Although the distribution choice will not affect the 

mean risk estimation results, characteristics of  uniform distribution could cause the 

overestimation of maximum risk (Falk, 1989, Ross, 1996).  

 

From Table 3.2, the mean risk of RRV to blood safety could be around one hundred cases per 

million, which is comparable to that of dengue virus (Seed et al., 2009). Different models showed 

similar results, which confirmed the usefulness of the combined model. 
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The results of the sensitivity analysis suggest that there is no significant difference between using 

a uniform or a normal distribution for the parameter values. In this thesis  results under the 

assumption of uniform distribution results was presented because when the distribution of a 

parameter is not known, fewest assumptions are made by assuming its distribution is uniform 

(Park and Bera, 2009). Secondly, the BP’s model for risk estimation of West Nile virus 

(Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003) used the assumption of uniform distribution. The mean RRV 

risk to blood safety under the assumption of uniform distribution is 0.98 with a range of 0.79 and 

1.25 per 10,000 donations as stated before. 

 

There are some other reasons that might overestimate the risk. First, the model assumes that 

viraemia durations are often infectious and will always transmit RRV when transfused. This 

precautionary assumption is appropriate given the unavailable data on the transfusion 

transmissibility of RRV. Second, the proportion of potential viraemic blood donors who would 

self-defer or be excluded because of symptoms is unknown. As our estimates incorporate, most 

infected persons remain asymptomatic, however, and many symptomatic donors would have 

symptom onset after donation, thus limiting the potential impact of symptom-based self-deferral 

or exclusion. 

 

Validation of the accuracy of the simulation depends on actual Ross River virus transfusion- 

transmitted cases. However, currently there has been no report on this. Considering that the RRV 

antibody cannot clear RRV from infected macrophages (Linn et al., 1998) and its risk to blood 

transfusion is comparable to dengue virus (Seed et al., 2009), it is necessary to implement some 

preventions eg. the selection criteria of blood donor recruitment. 

 

This model can be applied to other arbovirus if the following data on virus infection is available: 

proportion of asymptomatic to symptomatic infection, the viraemia duration of asymptomatic 

infection and the presymptomatic vireamia duration for the symptomatic cases. Using this model 

to estimate the related virus risk to blood safety will provide data for policy makers to implement 

some measurements during the peaking time, including strict donor selection and recruitment and 

plasma pathogen inactivation etc to further ensure blood safety. 
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Chapter 4 

Prediction of hepatitis B virus DNA viral load and hepatitis B 

surface antigen in infectious disease patients from Shenzhen China 

by pathology data mining  

4.1 Introduction 

In chapter two and chapter three, RRV viraemia duration has been explored and the risk 

estimation result has shown that RRV could be transmitted by blood with a mean risk of 0.98 per 

10,000 donations. RRV risk to blood safety was found to be comparable to that of dengue virus 

(Seed et al., 2009). In this chapter, the focus is on another transfusion-transmitted virus, hepatitis 

B virus (HBV) and the use of pathology data mining to predict the presence of HBsAg of HBV 

infection.  

4.1.1 Hepatitis B virus  

Hepatitis B virus is a species of the genus Orthohepadnavirus. In addition to causing hepatitis B, 

infection of HBV can lead to cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. It has been also suggested 

that it may increase the risk of pancreatic cancer (Lavanchy, 2004). 

 

The genome of HBV is made of circular DNA, but it is unusual because the DNA is not fully 

double-stranded. One end of the full length strand is linked to the viral DNA polymerase. The 

genome is 3020-3320 nucleotides long (for the full length strand) and 1700-2800 nucleotides 

long (for the short length strand) (Kay and Zoulim, 2007).  

4.1.1.1 Diagnosis of hepatitis B 

The tests, called assays, for detection of hepatitis B virus infection involve serum or blood tests 

that detect either viral antigens (proteins produced by the virus) or antibodies produced by the 

host. Interpretation of these assays is complex (Lin and Anderson, 2000). The serological 

markers can be detected at different time intervals (Figure 4.1). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_polymerase
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nucleotide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assay
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blood_plasma
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blood_test
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antibody
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Figure 4.1 Detectable markers after infection with HBV.  

After infection, using immunoassays HBsAg can be first detected at around 10-20 days, HBeAg 

can be detected at around 30-40 days, anti-HBc IgM can be detected around 42 days. HBsAg: 

hepatitis B surface antigen; HBeAg: hepatitis B e Antigen; anti-HBc: hepatitis B core antibody. 

Source: Ganem and Prince, 2004:1124. 

 

 

The HBsAg is most frequently used to screen for the presence of HBV (Blumberg, 1977). It is 

the first detectable viral antigen to appear during infection. However, early in an infection, this 

antigen may not be present and it may be undetectable later in the infection as it is being cleared 

by the host. The infectious virion contains an inner "core particle" enclosing the viral genome. 

The icosahedral core particle is made of 180 or 240 copies of core protein, alternatively known as 

hepatitis B core antigen, or HBcAg. During this 'window' in which the host remains infected but 

is successfully clearing the virus, IgM antibodies to the hepatitis B core antigen (anti-HBc IgM) 

may be the only serological evidence of disease (Lok and McMahon, 2007). 

 

Shortly after the appearance of the HBsAg, the hepatitis B e antigen (HBeAg) will appear. 

Traditionally, the presence of HBeAg in a host's serum is associated with much higher rates of 

viral replication and enhanced infectivity; however, variants of the hepatitis B virus do not 

produce the 'e' antigen, so this rule does not always hold true (Lindh et al., 1997). During the 
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natural course of an infection, the HBeAg may be cleared, and antibodies to the 'e' antigen (anti-

HBe) will arise immediately afterwards. This conversion is usually associated with a dramatic 

decline in viral replication (Lok and McMahon, 2007). 

 

If the host is able to clear the infection, eventually the HBsAg will become undetectable and will 

be followed by IgG antibodies to the hepatitis B surface antigen and core antigen, (anti-HBs and 

anti HBc IgG) (Chai et al., 2008). The time between the removal of the HBsAg and the 

appearance of anti-HBs is called the window period. A person negative for HBsAg but positive 

for anti-HBs has either cleared an infection or has been vaccinated previously (Lok and 

McMahon, 2007).  

4.1.1.2 Hepatitis B and hepatitis B surface antigen 

Individuals who remain HBsAg positive for at least six months are considered to be hepatitis B 

carriers (Lok and McMahon, 2007). Carriers of the virus may have chronic hepatitis B, which 

would be reflected by elevated serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) levels and inflammation of 

the liver, as revealed by biopsy. Carriers who have seroconverted to HBeAg negative status, 

particularly those who acquired the infection as adults, have very little viral multiplication and 

hence may be at little risk of long-term complications or of transmitting infection to others (Chu 

and Liaw, 2007). 

4.1.1.3 Hepatitis B and HBV DNA viral load 

PCR tests have been developed to detect and measure the amount of HBV DNA, called the viral 

load, in clinical specimens. These tests are used to assess a person's infection status and to 

monitor treatment (Zoulim, 2006). Individuals with high viral loads, characteristically, also, have 

ground glass hepatocytes on biopsy (O'Sullivan et al., 2004), which are liver parenchymal cells 

with a flat hazy and uniformly dull appearing cytoplasm on light microscopy and indicate 

abundance of hepatitis B antigens. 

 

Furthermore, HBV DNA contains the genes that make up the virus, that is, the material that the 

virus uses to make more copies of itself. A blood test is taken to find out if someone has HBV 

and, if so, how many viral copies are in the blood. The results of the viral load test are listed as 

copies or in international units. Also, the viral load test is used to find out if someone needs HBV 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IgG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Window_period
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alanine_aminotransferase
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PCR
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viral_load
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viral_load
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viral_load
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ground_glass_hepatocyte
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parenchyma
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_(biology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cytoplasm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microscopy
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medication and if the medication has been effective (Arasli et al., 2012). HBV viral load is also 

used to determine who will have more liver damage. People who have high viral load counts over 

a long period of time are more likely to have more damage to the liver (Arasli et al., 2012).  

4.1.2 Data mining 

Data mining emerged in the middle of the 1990’s and is relatively a new approach to data 

analysis and knowledge discovery. Data mining mainly originated from statistics and machine 

learning as an interdisciplinary field. In the past two decades, it has advanced from these 

beginnings to include pattern recognition, database design, artificial intelligence and visualization 

(Mannila et al., 2001).  It  has the potential to provide novel biomedical and health care 

knowledge which can be effectively used to support clinical decision-making (e.g. the process of 

diagnosis, choice of treatment options, prognosis prediction) as well as administrative decision-

making (e.g. insurance, demographic and market trends, quality assurance, process efficiency 

etc.) in healthcare delivery (Silver et al., 2001, Harper, 2005, Sierra and Larranaga, 1998, 

Eastwood et al., 2002, Stel et al., 2003, Bellazzi and Zupan, 2008). It can then, directly, help 

healthcare providers to better serve patients.  

4.1.2.1 Data mining procedures  

Data mining is the analysis of (often large) observational data sets to find unsuspected 

relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both understandable and useful to 

the data owner (Mannila et al., 2001). The data mining includes six steps: business understanding 

which includes healthcare, data understanding, data preparation, modelling, evaluation, and 

deployment (Shearer, 2000).  

 

Data mining has been widely used in the biomedical and healthcare fields because of its 

descriptive and predictive power (Yoo et al., 2012). Using data mining technologies, healthcare 

professionals can predict health insurance fraud, under-diagnosed patients, healthcare cost, 

disease prognosis, disease diagnosis, and the length of stay (LOS) in a hospital. In addition, they 

can obtain frequent patterns from biomedical and healthcare databases, such as relationships 

between health conditions and a disease, relationships among diseases, and relationships among 

drugs. 
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4.1.2.2 Biomedical science and healthcare requirements in data mining 

When data mining is used in biomedical and healthcare, data should meet the following two 

requirements (Yoo et al., 2012): firstly, in many cases, the data should be of high quality 

although medical data inevitably contains many missing values since much of the historical 

patient data cannot be used for data mining without significant data preparation. Secondly, de-

identification/anonymising of patient data must be undertaken to protect patient privacy. 

4.1.2.3 Data mining algorithms 

Generally, data mining algorithms are classified into descriptive (or unsupervised learning) and 

predictive (or supervised learning) data mining (Yoo et al., 2012, Berger and Berger, 2004). The 

former category clusters data by measuring the similarity between objects (or records) and 

discovers unknown patterns or relationships in data so that users can readily understand a huge 

amount of data. The later one infers prediction rules from (training) data and applies the rules to 

unpredicted/unclassified data. Prediction data mining includes prediction, regression, time series 

analysis, and prediction. There are three most widely-used data mining approaches: classification, 

clustering and association. In this project, classification algorithms were used, including multiple 

linear regression, logistic regression and decision tree. Here some details about classification are 

given. 

 

Classification is a two-step process consisting of training and testing (Yoo et al., 2012). In the 

training step, a classification model is built, consisting of classifying rules, by analysing training 

data containing class labels. Classifying rules are not necessarily 100% accurate; generally, rules 

with 90-95% accuracy are regarded as solid rules (Setiono, 2000) in this context. The accuracy of 

a classifier depends on the degree to which classifying rules are true. In the testing step, a 

classifier is examined on accuracy or its ability to classify unknown objects for prediction. The 

testing step is very simple and computationally inexpensive as compared to the training step, 

which is complex and requires substantial computational resources. 

 

An example of a classification algorithm is a decision tree. The output of a constructed decision 

tree is a flowchart-like tree structure in a top-down, recursive, divide-and –conquer manner (Yoo 

et al., 2012). The major advantage of the use of decision trees is the class-focused visualization of 

data. This visualization is useful in that it allows users to readily understand the overall structure 
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of data in terms of which attribute mostly affects the class (the root node is always the most 

significant attribute to the class). A drawback to this method occurs when a data set contains 

many attributes. In this case, the decision tree may be too complex to be easily understood. To 

resolve the problem, tree pruning approaches are applied to such decision trees. These approaches 

resolve the problem of overfitting the dataset (in other words, too complex decision trees) by 

using a tradeoff between complexity and accuracy to prune the least important branches (nodes) 

so that users can more easily capture the overall structure of data. Pruning assists interpretation 

even though there may be are some loss of accuracy in the trees generated following its 

application. 

 

Currently, data mining has several problems that hampers its clinical usage by health 

professionals (Yoo et al., 2012). Firstly, data mining algorithms usually require user parameter(s) 

mainly because data mining algorithms require a starting point to be input by the user. End-users 

often do not have much information about the parameters and their selection. To make the 

problem worse, data mining results are usually very sensitive to the parameters. Secondly, the 

accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of data mining methods is normally not high enough to be 

used in a clinical environment. General patient data contributes to the problem given that hospital 

information systems are usually designed for financial/billing purposes, not for data mining 

purposes. So variables that help raise powering are not available. Another reason for the low data 

predicted power is that biomedical and healthcare factors that affect diseases are not fully known. 

Thirdly, the lack of full data mining packages for knowledge discovery hampers the widespread 

application of data mining. An ideal data mining package should have the following characters: 

(1) support intelligent data preprocessing that automatically selects and eliminates data for the 

purpose of data mining and use domain knowledge for various data processes, and (2) fully 

automate the knowledge discovery process so that the package understands and utilizes existing 

knowledge in data mining processes for better knowledge discovery. If these problems were 

properly resolved, it is highly likely that data mining could become a core technology required 

for the practice of evidence-based medicine.  

4.1.3 Aims of study 

Data mining has been widely used to predict patient  outcomes  including postoperative 

complications for gastric cancer patients (Chien et al., 2008), large esophageal varices in cirrhotic 
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patients (Hong et al., 2011), smear negative pulmonary tuberculosis (Mello et al., 2006), 

aggressive prostate cancer on biopsy (Spurgeon et al., 2006), breast cancer survivability (Delen et 

al., 2005), 5-year survival of colorectal carcinoma patients (Chhieng et al., 2007) and three year 

kidney graft survival (Tang et al., 2011). There are few reports about pathology data mining 

applications although pathology data can be used to assist in enforcing best care practice 

(McDonald et al., 1998). 

 

This project is designed to predict HBV viral load based on other pathology data, for example, 

values of alanine aminotransferase, albumin and alkaline phosphatase. HBV is one of the 

transfusion transmission viruses and can be transmitted even at a very low viral load (Candotti 

and Allain, 2009). Furthermore, there is a significant association between serum HBV DNA level 

and hepatocellular carcinoma risk among chronic hepatitis B (CHB) patients. However, little is 

known about the relationship between HBV DNA level and other pathology data for CHB 

patients. This knowledge will enable the doctors to choose appropriate test items and monitor the 

disease processes more efficiently. The aim of this research is to find the relationship between 

hepatitis B DNA level and other pathological data. Prediction of hepatitis B DNA level is also 

investigated using decision tree analysis, which is shown to be a useful tool to predict the 

prognosis for patients. 

 

Another aim is the binary prediction of HBsAg based on pathology data using logistic regression 

model and decision tree. HBsAg is the first marker for HBV infection and is the most widely 

used method to diagnose HBV infection in developing countries. Altered ALT is associated with 

many diseases. In this context, the data set is composed of hepatitis B patients’ data (HBV) and 

healthy check up (nonHBV) data as well. The results show that ALT, ALP and albumin are 

valuable predictive variables for HBV. 

4.2 Method  

4.2.1 Data structure and preprocessing  

Pathology data of 902 patients, including 602 CHB patients and 300 nonCHB patients, was 

drawn from Shenzhen 3
rd

 Hospital, China. All the data are deidentified. There were 31 variables 

which are listed at Table 4.1. Patient origin location is included since HBV subtypes show a 

distinct geographical distribution between regions and even within regions (Kramvis et al., 2005). 
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Patient origin location is a routine variable for the pathology data information in China. In this 

thesis, patient origin location was identified as a variable of no statistical significance. Each result 

was categorized as low, normal or high according to the reference ranges (Prati et al., 2002). 

Preprocessing of the data led to the exclusion of 84 patients because of data entry errors. The 

remaining 821 patients (518 CHB and 303 nonCHB) were used for analysis. For immunoassay 

results, such as HBsAg, HBeAg, HBsAb, HBcAb, the square root was used to improve data 

normality (Osborne, 2010). For HBV DNA viral load analysis, only 220 patients had HBV DNA 

viral load results since HBV DNA viral load test is more expensive than HBsAg detection. This 

is also one reason why HBV DNA viral load result is not as robust as that of HBsAg prediction. 

For both groups (CHB and nonCHB) every available pathology variable was collected for the 

research. 

4.2.2 Multiple linear regression model and testing 

Multiple linear regression (MLR) is a method used to model the linear relationship between a 

dependent variable and one or more independent variables. The dependent variables is sometimes 

also called response variable and independent variables are called explanatory variables. MLR is 

based on least squares: the model is fit such that the sum-of-squares of differences of observed 

and predicted values is minimized (Armitage et al., 2002). Every value of the independent 

variable x is associated with a value of the dependent variable y (Armitage et al., 2002), the 

dependent variables are  continuous data.  In this context, HBV DNA viral load is a response 

variable and the other pathology data, including the other 30 variables, are explanatory variables. 

Since HBV DNA viral load are continuous data, multiple linear regression model is used to fit 

the data.  

4.2.2.1 Model 

Model equation: The model expresses the value of a predicted variable as a linear function of 

one or more explanatory variables: 

y=a0+a1x1+a2x2+
…

+akxki+ei 

xk=value of k
th

 explanatory variables 

a0=regression constant 

ak=coefficient on the k
th

 explanatory variables 

(4.1) 
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y=predicted variables 

ei=error term 

Prediction equation: The model (4.1) is estimated by least squares, which yields parameter 

estimates such that the sum of squares of errors is minimized. The resulting prediction equation 

is:  

yi=â0+â1x1+â2x2+
…

+akxki (4.2) 

where the variables are defined as in (4.1) except that “^”denotes estimated values 

Residuals: The error term, ei, is unknown because the true model is unknown. Once the model 

has been estimated, the regression residuals are defined as: 

êi=yi-ŷi 

yi=observed value  

ŷi=predicted value 

(4.3) 

The residuals measure the closeness of fit of the predicted values and observed values. The 

variance of the residuals measures the “size” of the error, and is small if the model fits the data 

well. 

4.2.2.2 Assumptions 

The MLR model is based on several assumptions. Provided the assumptions are statisfied, the 

regression estimators are optimal in the sense that they are unbiased, efficient, and consistent. 

Unbiased means the expected value of the estimator is equal to the true value of the parameter. 

Efficient means that the estimator has a smaller variance than any other estimator. Consistent 

means that the bias and variance of the estimator approaches zero as the sample size approaches 

infinity (Armitage et al., 2002). One assumption for linear regression model is that the response 

variable should be of normal distribution. In this study, the original data of HBV DNA viral load 

is not of normal distribution. Box-Cox transformation is used to identify logarithm data 

transformation for this data set (Box and Cox, 1964). This transformation does not guarantee that 

the transformed data are of normal distribution, however, it does reduce problems with 

estimation, prediction and inference (Hyde, 1999). Using R code, the distribution of logarithm 

value of HBV DNA viral load is checked. There are 302 CHB patients’ data for this analysis.  
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4.2.2.3 Establishment of multiple linear regression model 

Sum of square terms. Several regression statistics are computed as functions of the sums-of 

squares terms: 

 

      sum of squares, error (SSE) 

  sum of squares, total (SST) 

 

 sum of squares, regression (SSR) 

 

Partitioning of variation. The regression equation is estimated such that the total sum-of-

squares can be partitioned into components due to regression and residuals: 

SST=SSR+SSE 

 

Coefficient of determination. The explanatory power of the regression is summarized by its “R-

squared” values, computed from the sums-of-squares term as 

   R
2
=SSR/SST=1-SSE/SST 

The coefficient of determinations, denoted by R
2
, is often described as the proportion of variance 

“accounted for”, “explained”, or “described” by regression. A high R
2
 does not imply causation. 

The relative sizes of the sums-of-squares terms indicate how “good” the regression is in terms of 

fitting the calibration data. If the regression is “perfect”, all residuals are zero, SSE is zero, and 

R
2
 is 1. If the regression is not good at all, the SSE equals the SST, no variance is accounted for 

by regression, and R
2
 is zero. 

 

Adjusted R
2
.  The R

2
 value for a regression can be made arbitrarily high simply by including 

more and more predictors in the model. The adjusted R
2
 is one of several statistics that attempts 

to compensate for this artificial increase in accuracy. The adjusted R
2
 must be smaller than R

2
. 

n 

ssE=I et 
i-= 1 

n 

SST= L(yi - y)2 

i-= 1 

n 

SSR= L (yi - y)2 

i-= 1 
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Based on the above MLR concept (Aiken et al., 2003), the multiple linear regression model is 

developed to predict the HBV DNA viral load based on other pathology data. The logarithm of 

HBV DNA viral load is the dependent variable; the other variables are treated as independents. 

The data contains 31 pathology results of 302 CHB patients. Furthermore, the fitness of multiple 

linear regression model was tested by: 

1) The value of R
2
: for social science, R

2
 should be greater than 0.6, for medical science, R

2
 

should be bigger than 0.8 (Weisberg, 2005). 

2) Plot the residuals and normal quantile plot (qqnorm). The x-axis of the residual plot is the 

model predicted value and the y-axis of the residual plot is the difference between observed 

values and model predicted values. If the plot of the residual is a random scatter, the linear 

regression model is said to meet conditions required for linear regression to be valid. The x-axis 

of quantile plot is the quantile value of the predicted and y-axis of quantile plot is the quartile 

value of observed.  If the quantile plot looks like a line with an angle of 45 degree, it is said the 

linear regression model satisfied the conditions of normal residuals (Weisberg, 2005). 

If meet the above requirements are met, the model is said to fit the data well.  

4.2.3 Logistic regression model and testing 

For the HBV DNA viral load prediction, multiple linear regression model was developed since 

the response variable is quantitative. Other than MLR, a generalized linear regression model was 

established in this section since the response variable is categorical, called binary response 

variable here. For a binary response variable y, its two categories are denoted by 1 and 0 (Hosmer 

and Lemeshow, 2000). Logistic regression is used to predict the probability of occurrence of an 

event by fitting data to a logistic function. It belongs to generalized linear regression model and it 

is used for binomial regression. It uses one or more predictor variables that may be either 

numerical or categorical (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000). Logistic regression can handle multiple 

predictors. The multiple logistic regression model has the form 

Logit[P(y=1)]=α+β1x1+
…

+βixi 

The formula for the probability itself is: P(y=1)= 

       

e"+Plxt+-+Pkxk 

1 + e"+Plxt+-+Pkxk 
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Exponentiating a beta parameter provides the multiplicative effect of that predictor on the odds, 

controlling for the other variables. The farther a βi falls from 0, the stronger the effect of the 

predictor xi, in the sense that the odds ratio falls farther from 1. For this project, HBsAg is the 

response variable, the other pathology data are treated as explanatory variables. One logistic 

regression is established to predict HBsAg positive or negative based on categorized pathology 

data.  

4.2.3.1 Categorizing and plotting the variables for logistic regression model  

Pathology data of 905 infectious diseases patients from the time period 1
st
 December 2010 to 31

st
 

March 2011, including 602 chronic hepatitis B (CHB) patients and 303 nonCHB patients, were 

collected from Shenzhen 3
rd

 Hospital, China. Eighty-four data were excluded because of data 

entry errors. The dataset was deidentified. Twenty six variables (immunoassay results such as 

HBsAb, HBeAg, HBeAb, HBcAb are not included, DNA viral load are not included either) were 

examined and these are given in Table 4.1. Since categorization of continuous variables makes 

the analysis and interpretation of results more straightforward (Liao and Lee, 2002) and reference 

ranges of the variables are well established (Prati et al., 2002), continuous measurements were 

categorized before development of the logistic regression model and establishment of a 

classification decision tree. The following rules were used to categorize the deidentified data 

(Table 4.1). Corrected age was not categorized and was the age at 30
th

 of November 2011. As to 

place of birth, since Guangdong is one province in China with a relatively high CHB prevalence 

(Yao, 1996) and Shenzhen is located in Guangdong,  place of birth was categorized as 

Guangdong and other places (nonGuangdong).  

 

Data from 821 infectious diseases patients including 26 variables were categorized to develop the 

logistic regression model. The rules for categorizing are shown in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Pathology data preprocessing from 821 infectious diseases patients 

Variables (full name) Rules (Part I) 
HBsAg (hepatitis B surface antigen) Negative=”0”, Positive=”1” 

HBsAb (hepatitis B surface antibody) Negative=”0”, Positive=”1” 

HBeAg (hepatitis B e antigen) Negative=”0”, Positive=”1” 

HBeAb (hepatitis B e antibody) Negative=”0”, Positive=”1” 

HBcAb (hepatitis B core antibody) Negative=”0”, Positive=”1” 

Sex Female=”0”, Male=”1” 

Genotype B=”0”, C=”1” 

Place of Birth Guangdong=”1”, other places=”0” 

Variables (full name, reference range)       Rules (Part II) 

           low                      normal                     high 
ALT (alanine aminotransferase , 5-40IU/L*)             <5                        8-40                        >40 
ALB (albumin, 35-55g/L)            <35                       35-55                      >55 
ALKP (alkaline phosphatase,53-128IU/L*)            <53                       53-128                    >128 
Creatine (30-120mmol/L)           <30                       30-120                    >120 
TBil (total bilirubin, 3.4-20µmol/L)           <3.4                      3.4-20                     >20  
GGT (gamma glutamyl transpeptidase , 11-

50u/L) 
          <11                       11-50                      >50 

Urea (2.9-7.0mmol/L)           <2.9                      2.9-7.0                    >7.0 
Na

+
 (sodium, 135-145mmol/L)           <135                     135-145                  >145 

K
+
 (potassium, 3.5-5.2mmol/L)           <3.5                       3.5-5.2                   >5.2 

Hb (haemoglobin, 120-160g/L)           <120                     120-160                  >160 
RCC(red cell count, 4-5.5×10

9
/L)           <4×10

9
                 4-5.5×10

9
               >5.5×10

9
 

MCV (mean corpuscular volume, 80-98g/L)           <80g                     80-98                     >98 
Hct (hematocrit , 37-52%)           <37                        37-52                    >52 
RDW (red cell distribution width, 10.9-

15.4%) 
          <10.9                    10.9-15.4               >15.4 

Mch (mean cell haemoglobin, 27-35pg)           <27                        27-35                    >35 
MCHC (mean cell haemoglobin 

concentration, 329-360g/L) 
          <329                     329-360                 >360 

PLT (platelet, 90-303×10
9
/L)           <90×10

9 
               90-303×10

9
          >360×10

9
 

WCC (white cell count, 3.5-9.5×10
9
/L)           <3.5×10

9
               3.5-9.5×10

9
          >9.5×10

9
 

Neut (neutrophile count, 2.0-7.0×10
9
/L)           <2.0×10

9
               2.0-7.0×10

9
          >7.0×10

9
 

Lym (lymphocyte count, 1.5-4.0×10
9
/L)           <1.5×10

9
               1.5-4.0×10

9
         >4.0×10

9
 

Mono (monocyte count, 0-0.75×10
9
/L)            NA                       0-0.75×10

9               
>0.75×10

9
 

Eos (eosinophil count, 0-0.45×10
9
/L)            NA                       0-0.45×10

9
          >0.45×10

9
 

Bas (basophil count, 0-0.2×10
9
/L)            NA                       0-0.2×10

9
            >0.2×10

9
 

*IU refers to international unit; NA indicates the data was not available.  
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4.2.3.2 Establishment, assessment of goodness of fit of logistic regression model 

After categorizing the data, logistic regression model is established and assessment of the logistic 

regression model is performed by the following tools: 

1) Akaike information criterion (AIC). AIC is a measure of the relative goodness of fit of a 

statistical model. It was developed by Hirotsugu Akaike, under the name of "an information 

criterion", and was first published by Akaike in 1974 (Akaike, 1974). It is grounded in the 

concept of information entropy, in effect offering a relative measure of the information lost when 

a given model is used to describe reality. It can be said to describe the tradeoff between bias and 

variance in model construction, or loosely speaking between accuracy and complexity of the 

model. AIC values provide a means for model selection. The model with the smaller AIC was 

chosen.  

 

2) Hosmer-Lemeshow (H-L) test. The Hosmer-Lemeshow test is a commonly used test for 

assessing the goodness of fit of a model and allows for any number of explanatory variables, 

which may be continuous or categorical (Bewick et al., 2005). The test is similar to a chi-square 

goodness of fit test and has the advantage of partitioning the observations into groups of 

approximately equal size, and therefore there are less likely to be groups with very low observed 

and expected frequencies. In this study Hosmer-Lemeshow test was used to validate the goodness 

of fit of the logistic regression model (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000). 

 

3) Pseudo R
2
. The Cox & Snell and the Nagelkerke R

2
 may be used to measure the usefulness of 

the logistic regression model, similar to the coefficient of determination (R
2
) in linear regression 

model (Bewick et al., 2005, Bewick et al., 2003). The maximum value that the Cox & Snell R
2 

attains is less than 1. The Nagelkerke R
2 

is an adjusted version of the Cox & Snell R
2
 and covers 

the full range from 0 to 1, and therefore it is often preferred. The R
2
 statistics do not measure the 

goodness of fit of the model but indicate how useful the explanatory variables are in predicting 

the response variables and can be referred to as measures of effect size. In this study the logistic 

regression model was validated using both the Cox & Snell and the Nagelkerke R
2
. SPSS 

(version 19.0) is used to calculate them. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goodness_of_fit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hirotsugu_Akaike
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_entropy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kullback-Leibler_divergence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bias
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_selection
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4) The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC).  The sensitivity of a 

diagnostic test is the proportion of patients for whom the outcome is positive that are correctly 

identified by the test (Bewick et al., 2004). The specificity is the proportion of patients for whom 

the outcome is negative that are correctly identified by the test. Generally, both the sensitivity and 

specificity of a test need to be known in order to assess its usefulness for a diagnosis. A 

discriminating test would have sensitivity and specificity close to 100%. However, a test with 

high sensitivity may have low specificity and vice versa.  A graph of sensitivity against 1-

specificity is called a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. An ideal test would have 

sensitivity and specificity both equal to 1. The ROC curve would start at the origin (0, 0), go 

vertically up the y-axis to (0, 1) and then horizontally across to (1, 1). A good test would be 

somewhere close to this ideal (Bewick et al., 2004). The discrimination ability of the logistic 

regression model can be quantified by calculating the AUROC. The value of the AUROC is the 

probability that a patient who was HBsAg positive had a higher predicted probability than did a 

patient who was HBsAg negative. In this study AUROC is calculated by using a statistical R 

package Deducer (http://www.deducer.org/manual.html) to assess the discrimination ability of the 

model to distinguish HBsAg positive from HBsAg negative. 

4.2.4 Decision trees establishment by five- and ten-fold cross-validation 

Decision tree methods partition the feature space into a set of rectangles, and then fit a simple 

model (like a constant) in each one. They are conceptually simple yet powerful (Breiman et al., 

1984).  In this study, tree-based regression and classification was implemented using the RPART 

algorithm in R. 

 

Cross-validation (CV) is recognized as the standard tool for assessing model fit in a predictive 

accuracy sense. CV was introduced by Kohavi (1995) in the context of linear regression. It was 

proposed to balance the benefit of using as much data as possible to build a model against the 

false optimism created when models are tested on the same data that were used to construct them. 

It is a compromise between the need to fit and the need to assess a model. Many versions of 

cross-validation exist; the most common one is K-fold cross validation. In this study ten-fold 

cross-validation was chosen to build decision tree for categorized data (HBsAg prediction, 

including 821 data), five-fold cross-validation was chosen to establish decision tree for 
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continuous data (HBV DNA viral load prediction, including 302 data) because five- or ten-fold 

cross-validation are widely recommended (Kohavi, 1995, Breiman and Spector, 1992).  

4.2.4.1 Choice of complexity parameter to prune the decision tree 

Decision trees (Gu et al., 2003) are a widely used symbolic modeling technique for classification 

tasks in machine learning. The most common approach to constructing decision tree classifiers is 

to grow a full tree and prune it back. Pruning is desirable because the tree that is grown may 

overfit the data by inferring more structure than is justified by the training set. Specifically, if 

there are no conflicting instances, the training set error of a fully built tree is zero, while the true 

tree is likely to be smaller. To combat this overfitting problem, the tree is pruned back with the 

goal of identifying the tree with the lowest error rate on previously unobserved instances, 

breaking ties in favor of smaller trees (Olshen and Stone, 1984). Currently there are several 

pruning methods, including cost-complexity pruning, reduced error pruning, pessimistic pruning, 

error-based pruning, penalty pruning, and MDL pruning. In this study, cost-complexity pruning is 

used to prune the decision trees. One efficient way to choose complexity parameter (CP) is to be a 

balancing value indexing a tree with the minimal predictive error in future cases and good fit for 

the current training data (Cappelli et al., 2002). In this project, CP was chosen depending on the 

complexity of the tree and the goodness of fit of the data. Values of all error (y-axis) are plotted 

against the increasing values of CP (x-axis). A good choice of CP for pruning is often the 

minimum left value for which the mean lies below the horizontal line (Ihaka and Gentleman, 

1996). The horizontal line is one standard error above the minimum of the curve. 

4.2.4.2 Decision tree for continuous data by five-fold cross-validation 

In each round of cross-validation, 80% of each group was assigned to the training set and the 

remaining 20% was held out as the test set. Specially, in this study, there were 219 observations 

about HBV DNA viral load (continuous data), 175 were in the training set and 44 were in the 

testing set.   

4.2.4.3 Decision tree for categorized data by ten-fold cross-validation 

In each round of cross-validation, 90% each group was assigned to the training set and the 

remaining 10% was held out as the test set. Specially, in this study, there were 821 observations, 

739 were in the training set and 82 were in the testing set.   
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4.2.4.4 Testing the regression tree for continuous data 

For five established regression trees using five-fold cross validation, a boxplot was drawn to 

show root mean square error (RMSE) or root mean square deviation (RMSD)  for each tree. The 

tree with the smallest RMSE was considered the most powerful regression tree. 

4.2.4.5 Testing the classification tree for categorized data 

For ten established classification trees using ten-fold cross validation, a boxplot was drawn to 

show the overall accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of each tree. The tree with the highest 

sensitivity and specificity was considered the most powerful regression tree. 

4.2.5 Validation of the model by field lab testing 

The final step of knowledge discovery from data is to verify that the patterns produced by the 

data mining algorithms occur in the wider data set and field testing is considered the most 

effective validity test (Poch et al., 2004). To further validate our model, 300 observations from 

health check department of Shenzhen 3
rd

 Hospital, China were included since the data of 

infectious disease patients had been used to fit the model. However, since the models were 

established from infectious diseases patients, the data from non-infectious diseases people would 

not support the model well (Sun et al., 2007). A boosting of the HBsAg positive data was used 

and established the new model, which fit the boosted data quite well. 

4.2.6 R  

In this project, R code was developed for almost all the procedures except SPSS was used to find 

the pseudo-R
2
 for the logistic regression model. 

 

R provides a wide variety of statistical (linear and nonlinear modelling, classical statistical tests, 

time-series analysis, classification, clustering) and graphical techniques, and is highly extensible. 

The S language is often the vehicle of choice for research in statistical methodology, and R 

provides an Open Source route to participation in that activity (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996).  

Please see the Appendix 2 for the R code used in this chapter. 

4.2.7 SPSS 

SPSS (originally, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) was released in its first version in 

1968 after being developed by Norman H. Nie and C. Hadlai Hull. It is used by market 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norman_H._Nie
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researchers, health researchers, survey companies, government, education researchers, marketing 

organizations and others (Wellman, 1998). In this project, SPSS was used to calculate pseudo-R
2
 

for the logistic regression model. 

4.3 Results 

For DNA viral load prediction, a linear regression model and a decision tree were established. 

For HBsAg prediction, a logistic regression model and a decision tree were established.  

4.3.1 The distribution of log value of viral load 

The distribution of the HBV DNA viral load was found to be negatively skewed, therefore 

departing from normality (Figure 4.2). Indeed, the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality was rejected (p 

=7.35e-07). However, a Box-Cox transformation (Box and Cox, 1964) process suggests using a 

power transformation around 0.01 (Figure 4.3), and that a log transformation is only just outside 

the 95% confidence interval of maximum likelihood. Therefore in the interest of straightforward 

interpretability by clinicians, the log transformation was used on this response variable.  
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Figure 4.2 Distribution of log HBV DNA viral load.  

The x-axis is the log value of the viral load. The y-axis is the frequency of the value. 

 

 

From Figure 4.3, the profile log-likelihood for λ=1 is -988.40. The maximum is attained at 

λ=0.14 and is -896.14. Twice the difference between these values gives a chi-squared statistics of 

183.14 on one degree of freedom, which is larger than the 5% critical value of 3.84. Thus, it is 

necessary to transform the data. Furthermore, Figure 4.3 shows that a 95% confidence interval for 

λ goes from 0.01 to 0.28. If a 95% confidence interval for λ goes close to 0, it is necessary to 
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transform the data. If a 95% confidence interval for λ goes close to 1, it is unnecessary to 

transform the data (Box and Cox, 1964). In Figure 4.3, log likelihood for λ=0 (log 

transformation) is almost within the 95% confidence interval, therefore, it is necessary to 

transform the data by logarithm. The y-axis is log likelihood of the data for λ, the residual sum of 

squares at these values (λ) in order to choose the transformation which gives the best result.  

Because the residual sum of squares is proportional to the log-likelihood, this transformation 

amounts to approximate maximum likelihood estimation.  
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Figure 4.3 Box-Cox transformation for HBV DNA viral load analysis.  

The x-axis is λ with a range of values, the parameter governing the power of transformation. 

 

 

4.3.2 The multiple linear regression model for HBV DNA viral load prediction 

The statistics coefficients of HBV DNA viral load linear regression model was shown in Table 4.2. 

··································································;,··.,-r-l"-:.··························································· 
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Table 4.2 Statistical coefficients of HBV DNA viral load linear regression model 

Variables Estimate Standard error t valule Pr(>|t|)   

Intercept     14.41 1.89 7.44    5.34e-12 *** 

Corrected Age   0   0.023    0  0.99   

Sex (Male)  0.34      0.69 0.49    0.98  

birthplace 

(Guangdong)   

0.93   0.47  0.05    0.050.  

HBeAg positive 1.04  0.87 1.19    0.23 

HBeAb positive  -1.37  0.87  -1.57   0.12       

 Higher ALT 0.49   0.89  -0.56    0.58      

Normal ALB     -0.83   0.58  -1.42    0.16      

Normal ALKP  0.53   0.73  0.73    0.46          

Higher ALKP  0.096   0.93 0.10   0.92        

Normal Creatinine -2.28  2.17 -1.05 0.29 

Normal TBil  -6.76  0.5  -1.35  0.18   

Higher GGT  -0.61   0.55  -1.11  0.27 

Lower Urea  0.29   1.21  0.25 0.81 

Higher Urea -1.44  -0.69  -2.08    0.039*  

Higher Na 5.23  3.08 1.70  0.091. 

Lower Na 0.66   0.83 0.80 0.42 

Higher K  0.31   1.08  0.29    0.77  

Lower K -1.41   1.43 -0.98 0.32 

Lower Hb  -5.40  0.79  -0.69   0.49 

Higher Hb -2.02   1.38  -1.46    0.15  

Lower RCC  0.15   1.19  0.13    0.89 

Higher RCC  -0.63   1.05  -0.59    0.55  
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Lower MCV          0.79   0.77  1.03  0.31  

Higher MCV          0.69   2.07 0.34   0.74 

Lower Hct          2.22  1.33  1.67   0.097. 

Higher RDW            -1.11  0.79  -1.4   0.16   

Lower Mch -4.73  2.24 -2.11 0.037* 

Higher Mch -1.35e  1.99 -0.68 0.49 

Higher MCHC            0.19 1.18  0.16    0.88 

Lower MCHC -0.059   2.75 -0.021 0.98 

Lower Plt             1.11   1.38 0.79  0.43  

Higher Plt -0.34   0.85 -0.39    0.69 

Lower WCC            0.60   1.40  0.43   0.67  

Higher WCC            0.64   1.02  0.63   0.53  

Lower Neut 0.12   1.63 0.077 0.93 

Higher Neut           0.26  7  0.70  0.38    0.71 

Lower Lymph -1.93  2.04 0.95 0.35 

Higher Lymph  -0.39   0.54  0.72 0.48   

Higher Mono            -0.087  0.56  0.16  0.87 

Higher Eos           -0.64   1.72 0.37    0.71 

Significance codes:   ‘***’ means P<0.001 ; ‘**’ means P<0.01;  ‘*’ means P<0.05;  ‘.’ means 

P<0.1;  ‘ ’means P= 1  

Multiple R-squared: 0.29,     Adjusted R-squared: 0.12 

The independent variables (Table 4.2) such as birthplace, Urea, Na, Hct and Mch were found to 

be of statistical significance. The linear regression is expressed as: 

Predicted log (viral load) =14.41+0.93Ibirthplace (Guangdong)-1.43IUrea (higher)+5.23INa 

(higher)+2.22IHct(lower)-4.73IMch (Lower). 

P value in this model: P value of birthplace<0.1, Urea (higher Urea) <0.05, Na (higher Na)<0.1, 

Hct (lower)<0.1, Mch (lower)<0.05. 
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Abbreviations: ALT: alanine aminotransferase; ALB: albumin; ALKP: alkaline phosphatase; 

Tbil: total bilirubin; Hb: hamoglobin; RCC: red cell count; GGT: gamma glutamyl 

transpeptidase; Na: sodium; Hb: haemoglobin; MCV: mean corpuscular volume; MCV: mean 

corpuscular volume; Hct: hematocrit; RDW: red blood cell distribution width; MCHC: mean cell 

haemoglobin; Plt: platelet; WCC: white cell count; Neut: neutrophil count; Lymph: lymphocyte 

count; Mono: monocyte count; Eos: eosinophil count; Bas: basophil count. 

 

 

In order to investigate the reasons for the low value of R
2 

(0.29) and adjusted low value of R
2
 

(0.12), the systematic variations in viral load between the levels of birthplace, Urea, Na, Hct and 

Mch were plotted at Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 Plot of log value of HBV DNA viral load and predictors birthplace, Urea, Na, 

Hct and Mch.  

The y-axis is the log value of viral load and the x-axis is the categorical value for  

a) birthplace: Guangdong or nonGuangdong. The Figure 4.4 a) showed lack of systematic 

variations in viral load between Guangdong and nonGuangdong. 

b) Urea: low/normal/high relative to its reference range. The Figure 4.4 b) showed lack of 

systematic variations in viral load between low/normal/high levels of Urea. 

c) Na: low/normal/high relative to its reference range. The Figure 4.4 c) showed lack of 

systematic variations in viral load between low/normal/high levels of Na. 

d) Haemocrite (Hct): low/high relative to its reference range. The Figure 4.4 d) showed lack of 

systematic variations in viral load between low/high levels of Hct. 

e) Mean cell haemoglobin (MCH): low/normal/ high relative to its reference range. The Figure 

4.4 e) showed lack of systematic variations in viral load between low/normal/high levels of Mch. 

 

 

Furthermore, the relationships among the predictors of HBV DNA viral load models including 

birthplace, Urea, Na, Hct and Mch were determined (Table 4.3) to explain the low values of 

R
2
(0.29) and adjusted R
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by chi-square test. Nine out of the 10 p values were smaller than 0.05 showing the variables are 

related and not independent. 

Table 4.3 Relationship among the variables in the multiple linear regression model 

 birthplace Urea Na Hct Mch 

birthplace  0.028 0.61 0.01 0.52 

Urea   0.0061 0.02 0.0003 

Na    5.005e-10 0.001 

Hct     0.0002 

Mch      

Abbreviations: Hct: haemocrit; Mch: mean cell haemoglobin 

 

 

4.3.3 Testing the goodness of fit of the linear regression model 

It is essential to test the goodness of fit of the linear regression model. In this project, the model 

was tested using the following three ways: the value of R
2
, the fitted values versus residual values 

and theoretical quantiles versus sample quantiles. 

 

The original R square value for this linear regression model is 0.29. This model can only account 

for 29% of the variance in log (viral load). The reasons for the low values of R
2
 and adjusted R

2
 

were accounted in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.3. 

 

The fitted values versus residual values plotting is shown in Figure 4.5. The plot is scattered 

randomly. From this it can be inferred that the linear regression model fitted the data well. 
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Figure 4.5 Testing the HBV DNA viral load model: fitted values versus residual values.  

The x-axis is the predicted value and the y-axis is the difference between the predicted value and 

observed value. Only 55 individuals have observations of 32 variables in this study. 

 

 

The theoretical quantiles versus sample quantiles (qq plot) is shown in Figure 4.6. The points 

(theoretical quantiles and sample quantiles) and line are almost in a line at 45 degree angle. From 

this we can infer that the fitness of the linear regression model is good.  
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Figure 4.6 qq plot of residual values.  

The x-axis is the predicted quantiles and the y-axis is the sample quantiles. Only 55 individuals 

have observations of 32 variables in this study. 

 

 

4.3.4 Establishment of the logistic regression model 

4.3.4.1 Distribution of the sample data 

Patient age ranged from 0.5 to 90 years old (mean = 36.5; SD = 15.6) and 75% of patients were 

male.  The mean age of the patient HBsAg negative and positive were 34.8±20.8 and 37.5±11.4 

respectively. The distribution of age in HBsAg negative patients was statistically different from 

that of HBsAg positive patients (t-test, p=0.016) but this distribution difference did not contribute 

to the decision trees development. There were 437 patients who had genotype results, 387 of 

them belonged to subtype B and 50 of them to subtype C, which are the most prevalent genotypes 

in China. Among the 821 patients, 518 (63.09%) were HBsAg positive and 303 (36.91%) were 

HBsAg negative. The percentage of low, normal and high values for a selection of the additional 
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pathology test variables are listed in Figure 4.7. Based on the relevant reference range intervals, 

the percentages of low, normal and high values for a selection of variables were plotted (Figure 

4.7). Only the variables whose percentages of low, normal and high values in HBsAg negative 

patients were statistically significantly different (Fisher’s exact test) from those of HBsAg 

positive patients were plotted. The variables such as creatinine, potassium, red cell count, red cell 

distribution width, neutrophil were not included in Figure 4.7 because the distribution of low, 

normal and high in HBsAg negative and positive patients were not statistically different 

(p>0.05/23=0.002, 23 variables tested). 
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Figure 4.7 The percentage distribution of low (red), normal (blue) and high (yellow) assay 

values for routine pathology predictor variables used to model hepatitis B surface antigen 

(HBsAg) positive or negative immunoassay status.  

The classifications low, normal and high pertain to the relationship to the laboratory reference 

range (e.g. “normal” is a result within the reference range). The p values of those variables whose 

percentages of low, normal and high are statistically significantly different are all smaller than 

0.02. The plus (+) and minus (-) symbols on the x-axis indicate HBsAg positive or negative cases 

respectively. The y-axis represents the percentage of normal, low and high values for each 

variable. Abbreviations: ALT: alanine aminotransferase; ALB: albumin; ALKP: alkaline 

phosphatase; Tbil: total bilirubin; GGT: gamma glutamyl transpeptidase; Na: sodium; Hb: 
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haemoglobin; MCV: mean corpuscular volume; Hct: hematocrit; MCHC: mean cell 

haemoglobin; Plt: platelet; WCC: white cell count; Lymph: lymphocyte count; Mono: monocyte 

count; Eos: eosinophil count; Bas: basophil count. 

 

 

4.3.4.2 Establishment of the logistic regression model for HBsAg prediction 

Both 521 CHB patients and 300 nonCHB patients data were used and HBsAg was categorized as 

positive (“1”) and negative (“0”). First when including all the predictors, the model was found to 

be meaningless since all p=1 (data not shown). Then the decision tree was grown to identify the 

related variables and the identified variables were used to establish a logistic regression model 

(Figure 4.8). The following variables are important: ALT, ALB, ALKP (Figure 4.8). 

|
ALT< 0.5

ALB>=-0.5

ALKP>=-0.5

ALB>=0.5

0 1
1

0 1

 

Figure 4.8 HBsAg logistic decision tree.  

The “0”s and “1”s at the end of the branches are predicted values (“0”= HBsAg negative, 

“1”=HBsAg positive). For example, at the end of the left branch where the result is shown as “0”, 

it means that: if patient’s ALT is higher than 40u/L and albumin is higher than 55g/L and ALKP 

is higher than 30IU/L, then the patients are predicted to be HBsAg negative. Abbreviations: ALT: 

alanine aminotransferase; ALB: albumin; ALKP: alkaline phosphatase. 

 

I I I I 
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Then using those variables, the logistic regression model was established (Table 4.4).  

Table 4.4 Statistical coefficients of logistic regression model to predict HBsAg 

Variables Estimate Standard Error Z value Pr(>|z|) 

Intercept  6.08 1.32 4.60 4.30e-06 *** 

High ALT    4.41   0.29   15.10   < 2e-16 *** 

Normal ALB -4.73      1.07   -4.42 9.87e-06 *** 

High ALB -23.84    610.61   -0.04 0.97  

Normal ALKP -3.38 0.81 -4.18 2.94e-05*** 

High ALKP -2.65 1.06 -2.49 0.013* 

*** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; *p<0.05; normal means within the reference range. There is no 

coefficient for low ALT as no examples of low ALT occurred in the data set. Abbreviations: 

ALT: alanine aminotransferase; ALB: albumin; ALKP: alkaline phosphatase 

 

 

The logistic regression model is: 

log =6.08+4.41I(ALT>40IU/L)-4.73I(ALBnormal)-23.84I(ALB>55g/L)-

3.38I(ALKP normal)-2.65I(ALKP>128IU/L) 

where “ALB/ALKP normal” refers ALB/ALKP is within its reference range individually; and I 

represents the indicator function. The indicator function equals 1 when the condition inside the 

round brackets is met and 0 otherwise. 

 

The parameter estimates can be interpreted as follows. 

When all factors are low (normal ALT, low ALB and low ALKP), P(HBsAg positive), the predicted 

probability of HBsAg positive is  in this study, the observed data (Figure 4.14) 

showed that 3 patients of normal ALT, low ALB and low ALKP all are HBsAg positive, which is 

3/3=100%, very close to the predicted probability (99.77%). 

If ALT is high (high ALT, low ALB and low ALKP), P(HBsAg positive) is 99.99%; 

in this study, the observed data (Figure 4.14)  showed that 4 patients of high ALT, low ALB and 

[Pr (H8:.Ag = 1)] 

[Pr (HBsAg = o) ) 

e6.os / (1 t e6.08) = 99.77%; 

e6.08+4.41 /(l t e•·08+4.41) = 
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low ALKP all are HBsAg positive, which 4/4=100%, very close to the predicted probability ( 

99.99%). 

If ALB is normal (normal ALT, normal ALB and low ALKP), P(HBsAg positive) is 

=79.42%; in this study, the observed data (Figure 4.14)  showed that among 9 

patients of normal ALT, normal ALB and low ALKP, 8 patients are HBsAg positive, which is 

8/9=88.89%, close to the predicted probability (79.42%).  

 

If ALKP is normal (normal ALT, low ALB and normal ALKP), P(HBsAg positive) is 

93.70%; in this study, the observed data (Figure 4.14)  showed that among 9 

patients of normal ALT, normal ALB and low ALKP, 8 patients are HBsAg positive, which is 

8/9=88.9%, very close to the predicted probability (93.07%). 

 

If ALKP is high (normal ALT, low ALB and high ALKP), P(HBsAg positive) is 

 In this study, the observed data (Figure 4.14)  showed that 11 patients of 

normal ALT, low ALB and high ALKP all are HBsAg positive, which is 11/11=100%, very close 

to the predicted probability (96.88%). 

 

The parameter estimates for HBV infection status via HBsAg immunoassay detection are 

summarised in Table 4.5. 

e6.0S- 4,7l /(l t e6.0S- 4,7l) 

i OS-3.38 /(1 t e6,08-3.38) = 

e6.0S-2.65 / (i + e6.0S-2.65) = %.BB%, 
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Table 4.5 Probability of HBsAg positive prediction using a logistic regression model of 

routine pathology data mining after a primary analysis by CDT 

Predictor Variable Profile Predicted * Observed** 

Normal ALT + Low ALB + Low ALP 99.77% 3/3 = 100% 

High ALT + Low ALB + Low ALP 99.99% 4/4 = 100% 

Normal ALT + Normal ALB + Low ALP 79.42% 8/9 = 88.88% 

Normal ALT + Low ALB + Normal ALP 93.07% 8/9 = 88.88% 

Normal ALT + Low ALB + High ALP 96.88% 11/11 = 100% 

* Refers to the predicted probability of HBsAg positive, using the equation in “Logistic 

Regression” section of the Materials and Methods. 

** Refers to the observed proportion of HBsAg positive cases within specific ALT, ALB and 

ALP profiles from the original data. 

Abbreviations: ALT: alanine aminotransferase; ALB: albumin; ALP: alkaline phosphatase 

 

 

Table 4.5 shows when all predictor variables are low or within the reference range (normal ALT, 

low ALB and low ALP), the predicted probability (P(HBsAg positive)) of HBsAg positive is 99.77%;  

which is close to the actual number of cases in the original data set that have this profile. The 

variable profile of normal ALT, low ALB and normal ALP had the closest predictive outcome to 

when compared to the original cases (93.07% predicted versus 88.88% observed). The profile of 

normal ALT, normal ALB and low ALP had the least robust prediction of HBsAg positive cases 

at 79.42%. 

4.3.5 Assessing the logistic regression model   

Three methods were used to test the fitness of the model: Hosmer-Lemeshow test, pseudo-R
2
 and 

AUROC. 

 

The Hosmer-Lemeshow test (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000) can be used to assess the goodness-

of-fit of the logistic regression model. The fit is considered good if the Hosmer-Lemeshow 

statistic p value is >0.05 (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000). The test has one parameter that needs to 
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be chosen by the researcher, namely the number of groups, g. For this test, we choose g=4 

because of the small amount of variation in the predicted values. The Hosmer-Lemshow test 

(p=0.74) indicates that the numbers of HBsAg positive or negative are not significantly different 

from those predicted by the logistic regression model and that the overall model fit is good. 

 

Using SPSS version 19.0, the Cox & Snell and the Nagelkerke R
2 

for this logistic regression 

model were found to be 0.58 and 0.79 respectively. These two values indicate that the model is 

useful in explaining a majority and up to 80% of the variation in HBsAg. 

 

The capacity of the logistic regression model to discriminate was expressed by an AUROC value 

of 0.95 (95% confidence interval: 0.94-0.96) (Figure 4.9), which demonstrates a 95% ability to 

differentiate positive patients from negative patients. 
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Figure 4.9 The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) for the 

established logistic regression model.  

The accuracy of the logistic regression model is assessed by AUROC, which is 0.95 (area under 

characteristic curve (AUC) =0.95) in this study. The maximum value of AUROC is 1. A value of 

AUROC of 0.95 indicates that the model could classify HBsAg positive patients from HBsAg 

negative patients with a 95% confidence. 
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4.3.6 Decision tree for viral load using five-fold cross-validation 

4.3.6.1 Unpruned decision tree for HBV DNA viral load prediction 

302 CHB patients data were used. The results showed that 7 predictors were involved, the data 

was overfitted visually (Figure 4.10) before pruning. 

|
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Plt>=207.5

Urea< 4.95

Urea>=4.53

Hct< 42.1
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ALT< 81.5

Hct>=44.85

Lymph>=2.54ALT>=337.5

10.13

10.63

11.4213.88

14.8

10.95

12.47

14.6617.19

12.74

13.7916.42
16.5218.62

 

Figure 4.10 One representative regression tree for HBV DNA viral load prediction using 

five-fold cross-validation before pruning.  

The unpruned tree showed that there were too many nodes and obviously the tree was overfitted 

the data. Abbreviations: HBeAb: hepatitis B e antibody; ALT: alanine aminotransferase; Crea: 

Creatine; Hct: hematocrit; Plt: platelet; Lymph: lymphocyte count. 
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4.3.6.2 Choice of complexity parameter (CP) 

To reduce the complexity, the tree was pruned by way of complexity parameter (CP) to balance 

between accuracy and loss of information (Figure 4.11). Based on this, complexity parameter 

(CP) =0.03 was chosen.  
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Figure 4.11 Choice of CP for DNA viral load decision tree. 

The set of possible cost-complexity prunings of a tree form a nested set. The X-axis is the 

number of tree leaves (variables) remaining. The Y-axis is the error rate. The broken horizontal 

line is one standard error above the mean of errors. A good choice of CP for pruning is often the 

leftmost value for which the mean lies below the horizontal line, in other words, the value to 

minimize the cross-validated sum of squares (Ripley, 2008) where the most leaves are kept with 

the lowest error rate.  
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Using a CP of 0.03 the regression tree for HBV DNA viral load prediction showed that if the 

patients was HBeAb positive and the creatine is smaller than 73.5, then the log value of HBV 

DNA viral load could be predicted as of 10.32 (Figure 4.12). 
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Figure 4.12 One representative regression tree for HBV DNA viral load prediction using 

five-fold cross-validation after pruning.  

Abbreviations: HBeAb: hepatitis B e antibody; Crea: Creatine; Plt: platelet; WCC: white cell 

count; Hct: haematocrit; ALT: alanine aminotransferase. 

 

 

4.3.6.3 RMSE for HBV DNA viral load regression trees using five-fold cross-validation 

The mean RMSE before pruning was found to be 2.77 with a standard deviation of 0.42 (Figure 

4.13). After pruning with CP=0.03, the mean RMSE increased to 3.01 with a standard deviation 

of 0.44.  

HBeAb positive 
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Figure 4.13 RMSE before and after pruning for HBV DNA viral load regression trees using 

five-fold cross-validation.  

“(a)” is the RMSE before pruning. “(b)” is the RMSE after pruning. RMSE: root-mean-square 

deviation. The RMSE increased after pruning. 

 

 

The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) or root-mean-square error (RMSE) is used to test the 

accuracy of this decision tree. RMSE is a frequently used measure of the differences between 

values of the response predicted by a model or an estimator and the values actually observed. It is 

used to evaluate the prediction accuracy. These individual differences are also called residuals, 

and the RMSD serves to aggregate them into a single measure of predictive power. RMSD is a 

good measure of accuracy (Ripley, 2008) . 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Errors_and_residuals_in_statistics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accuracy_and_precision
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Five-fold cross-validation method was used to split data into 80% for training and 20% for test 

for ten times. RMSE was calculated each time. For these five split data, RMSE were 2.66, 3.23, 

3.12, 2.64, 2.21 before pruning with a mean of 2.77 and standard deviation of 0.41. After pruning 

with CP of 0.03, RMSE were 3.67, 3.09, 3.04, 2.67, 2.56 with a mean of 3.01 and standard 

deviation of 0.44. These five RMSE after pruning differs only marginally with respect to RMSD 

values, the decision tree model was robust against CP choice (Ripley, 2008).  

4.3.7 Classification decision tree results 

Categorized data from 821 patients were used. The results showed that HBsAg can be predicted 

based on the value of ALT (alanine aminotransferase), ALB (albumin) and ALKP (alkaline 

phosphate). ALT was found to be the most important factor, ALB the second most important 

factor and ALKP the third most important factor (Figure 4.14). The interpretation of the tree is as 

the following: at the primary branching point, if ALT<40IU/L go left, if ALT≥40IU/L go right. 

There are 266 cases with predicted HBsAg negative, 473 cases with predicted HBsAg positive. 

At the second branching point of the left, if ALB ≥35g/L go left, if ALB<35g/L go right. There 

are 228 (of 266) with predicted HBsAg negative and 38 (of 473) with predicted HBsAg negative. 

So are the other branching points. The detailed predicted values are listed in Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.6 Predicted values from the classification decision tree based on ten-fold cross-

validation 

Branches Predicted HBsAg negative Predicted HBsAg positive 

First branching point   

ALT 228 (of  266) 51 (of 266) 

 38 (of 473) 422 (of 473) 

Subtotal 266 473 

Second branching point   

ALT+ALB 227 (of 228) 29 (of 228) 

 1 (of 51) 22 (of 51) 

 12 (of 38) 0 (of 38) 

 26 (of 422) 422 (of 422) 

Subtotal 266 473 

Third branching point   

ALT+ALB+ALKP 226 (of 227) 21 (of 227) 

 1 (of 29) 8 (of 29) 

Subtotal 227 29 
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4.3.7.1 Classification decision tree  

Using ten-fold cross-validation, ten trees were produced. The one with the highest predictive 

power is explained in Figure 4.14. 

Figure 4.14 One representative of HBsAg classification decision trees using ten-fold cross-

validation.  

Ten trees were produced and shown is the one with the highest predictive value. The “0”s and 

“1”s at the end of the branches are predicted values (“0”= HBsAg negative, “1”=HBsAg 

positive). The pair of numbers at each split is the sample size. For example, at the end of the 

branch where the sample size appeared as “12/0”, if patient’s ALT is higher than 40u/L and 

albumin is higher than 55g/L, all 12 patients are predicted to be HBsAg negative. Abbreviations: 

ALT: alanine aminotransferase; ALB: albumin; ALKP: alkaline phosphatase 

 

 

4.3.7.2 Testing the robustness of the classification decision tree by ten-fold cross-validation 

The overall accuracy rate was found to be stable across the ten folds with a mean of 0.93 and a 

standard deviation of 0.038 (Figure 4.15). The mean of negative accuracy rates (the specificity of 

the decision tree) was 0.89 with a standard deviation of 0.056. The mean of positive accuracy 
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rates (the sensitivity of the decision tree) was 0.94 with a standard deviation of 0.050. This 

indicates that the trees have similarly high predictive power across all ten folds, supporting the 

use of the variables identified in the decision trees. 
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Figure 4.15 Boxplot of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of ten classification decision trees 

based on ten-fold cross-validation.  

The figure showed the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the ten classification decision trees. 

 

 

4.3.8 Model validation of the decision trees 

Prognostic models are used in medicine to investigate patient outcome in relation to patient and 

disease characteristics. Such models do not always work well in practice, so it is widely 

recommended that they need to be validated (Altman and Royston, 2000). There are two types of 
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validation models: a statistically validated model, which passes all appropriate statistical checks, 

including goodness-of-fit on the original data set and unbiased prediction on a new data set and a 

clinically validated model, which performs satisfactorily on a new data set according to context-

dependent statistical criteria laid down for it (Altman and Royston, 2000). However, a clinically 

validated model is likely to be more useful than a statistically validated one (Altman and 

Royston, 2000). The logistic regression model to predict HBsAg positive or negative had been 

validated statistically robust. Then a clinical validation is performed. 

 

Pathology data from 305 healthy people were collected. Since there are only 30 of them are 

HBsAg positive, we balance the data by boosting the HBsAg positive number. Therefore, the 

following exploration is called as model validation other than field validation. Then we establish 

the classification tree using 10-fold cross-validation. One representative of the decision tree is 

shown in Figure 4.16.  
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Figure 4.16 One representative of unpruned classification tree using ten-fold cross-

validation based on balanced model validation data.  

This figure has been included to shown that pruning is necessary because otherwise the data is 

over fitted and unreadable. Abbreviations: RCC: red cell count; Eos: eosinophile; Lymph: 

lymphocyte; Mono: monocyte; ALKP: alkaline phosphatase; RDW: red cell distribution width. 
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The classification tree was found to overfit the data. A CP plot was used to find the value of CP 

(Figure 4.17). 
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Figure 4.17 CP plot of classification tree using ten-fold cross-validation based on model 

validation data after balancing.  

The X-axis is the number of tree leaves (variables) remaining. The Y-axis is the error rate. The 

left most value of CP under line the broken line is 0.015. CP of 0.015 is chosen. However, the tree 

is still too complicated and then the best balance between simplicity and accuracy is found at a CP 

of 0.050. Using a CP of 0.05 a new classification tree was contructed which showed HBsAg could 

be predicted as positive or negative on the data of birthplace, Corrected age, RCC, Eos and 

Lymph. Abbreviations: RCC: red cell count; Eos: eosinophile; Lymph: lymphocyte. 
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Figure 4.18 One representative classification tree using ten-fold cross-validation based on 

balanced model validation data after pruning.  

If the patient was born in provinces other than Guangdong, the corrected age was younger than 

72.5 years old, then the patient could be predicted as negative. Abbreviations: RCC: red cell 

count; Eos: eosinophile; Lymph: lymphocyte. 

 

 

The boxplot of the ten classification trees values of accuracy, specificity and sensitivity is shown 

as Figure 4.19. From Figure 4.19, the mean accuracy is 80.41% with a standard deviation of 0.44. 

For HBsAg prediction, the mean specificity is 73.67% with a standard deviation of 0.077, the 

mean sensitivity is 86.86% with a standard deviation of 0.073. The overall accuracy is between 

0.8-1, which means the classification decision tree is a good predictor (Figure 4.19). 

I I 
I I 
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Figure 4.19 Boxplot of accuracy, specificity and sensitivity of classification trees using ten- 

fold cross-validation based on balanced model validation data.  

The accuracy, sensitivity and specificity was shown in this figure as mean values with standard 

error. 

 

 

4.4 Conclusions and discussion 

It has been shown that viral load can be predicted on the value of birthplace, Urea, Na, Hct and 

Mch. HBsAg can be predicted as negative or positive on the value of ALT, ALKP, ALB. ALT is 

a very sensitive marker for the prediction of both viral load and HBsAg. This finding is 

consistent with the publications about hepatitis B patients (Yang et al., 2008, Bushra et al., 2011, 

Ijaz et al., 2011). HBeAb is an important factor to predict viral load, which is in conformity with 

the publication (Bushra et al., 2011, Ijaz et al., 2011).  
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From Table 4.2, after the linear regression model was established, R
2
 is 0.29, the adjusted R

2
 is 

only 0.11. The multiple linear regression model has a small adjusted R
2
 (0.11). One reason for 

this maybe because the categorical data is used (Naggara et al., 2011). The other reason is that the 

huge variations in the values of HBV DNA viral load. The third reason is the lack of systematic 

variation in viral load between the levels of birthplace, Urea, Na, Hct and Mch (Figure 4.4), 

which indicate a problem: that a linear regression model will not be able to explain much of the 

variation in viral load (Breiman et al., 1984). The fourth reason for the small adjusted R
2
 is the 

variables including birthplace, Urea, Na, Hct and Mch are related (Table 4.3). The related 

variables for  multiple linear regression may cause the final model to be unstable or have 

coefficients that are the “wrong” sign (Breiman et al., 1984). However, this result can give some 

indications for the further research, such as HBsAg other than DNA viral load could be as 

dependent variables using logistic regression model, which was done in 4.3.4. 

 

As to the field validation test, HBsAg can be predicted as negative or positive based on the value 

of HBeAb, birthplace, Urea, RCC, Lymph and Eos. HBeAb is still an important factor to predict 

the result of HBsAg, which is in conformity with the publication (Bushra et al., 2011). 

 

The binary HBsAg prediction results obtained demonstrate the high potential of the application 

of a logistic regression model or decision tree for clinical decision making for infectious disease 

patients. Data was collected from Shenzhen 3
rd

 Hospital, China. Shenzhen 3
rd

 Hospital is a 

general hospital specializing in infectious diseases, including hepatitis, acquired 

immunodeficiency syndrome and other gastroenterological diseases. Using a classification 

decision tree and logistic regression model, it was found that HBsAg could be predicted as 

positive or negative based on ALT, ALB and ALKP. 

 

Although HBsAg could be detected by immunoassays and molecular testing, molecular testing is 

not cost-effective (Stramer et al., 2011). Therefore, given the limitations of current HBsAg 

testing methods,  the decision tree and logistic regression model from this work can be a useful 

supplement to assist the clinical decision making process. In the meantime, field pathology tests 

could be done to further validate the methods in the future. Other methods such as artificial 

neutral network and support vector machine can be considered. 
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The approach applied in this work is based on data mining and especially on a classification 

decision tree and logistic regression model. In each method, testing procedures were carried out 

to ensure the robustness of the results by data and method tests. The results showed that these two 

data mining methods are robust for pathology data mining. Well-characterized HBsAg could 

contribute to the diagnostic reagents design or HBV vaccine design, which will further ensure 

blood safety. 
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Chapter 5  

Computational aspects of occult hepatitis B virus infection 

5.1 Introduction 

In chapter four, HBV DNA viral load and HBsAg were predicted based on other pathology data 

by data mining. In the last decades, another form of HBV DNA, occult hepatitis B virus infection 

has become a hot issue for blood safety. Occult hepatitis B virus infection (OBI) is a worldwide 

issue and is defined by the presence of hepatitis B virus (HBV) DNA in the absence of detectable 

hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) (Raimondo et al., 2008).  Extensive research has been 

previously done on occult HBV infection demonstrating that OBI is associated with mutations 

and deletions in the HBV genome, coinfection with other microbes, apolipoprotien B mRNA-

editing enzyme catalytic polypeptide, host immune responses, epigenetic changes, genome 

integration and immune complexes. However, there are few reports about the molecular 

evolutionary mechanism of OBI. In this chapter, three computational aspects of molecular 

evolutionary mechanism of OBI will be discussed, including alignments and phylogenetic trees, 

entropy values for nucleotide sequences and q values for amino acid sequences.  

5.1.1 Molecular mechanism of occult hepatitis B virus infection 

There has been considerable research over the last few decades into the molecular mechanisms of 

OBI, details of which are discussed in the following sections: 

5.1.1.1 Mutations and deletions in the hepatitis B virus genome 

There are four types of sequence variation in HBV genomes which have been linked to OBI. 

These are mutations in the “a” determinant of HBsAg, treatment-associated mutations, splicing 

and mutations in the pre-S. 

 

One of the first identified mechanisms leading to OBI is a mutation in the “a” determinant of the 

surface antigen. Mutations in HBsAg lead to the fact that the S protein cannot be detected by 

some of the commercially available HBsAg assays (Raimondo et al., 2008). It is widely reported 

that some but not all commercial assays were unable to detect HBsAg from samples associated 
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with mutations in the “a” determinant (La’ulu and Roberts, 2006). This “a” determinant can 

infect both unvaccinated and vaccinated individuals, which poses a challenge to vaccine design. 

Treatment-associated mutations, such as resistance to lamivudine and hepatitis B immune 

globulin treatment, in combination of vaccine escape mutations, cannot be detected by some 

commercial assays. Furthermore, this type of mutations confers replication competence 

comparable to that of the wild type virus. Even worse these mutants can still infect vaccinated 

individuals and the infections are resistant to lamivudine treatment. These factors all have 

considerable implications for public health (Wakil et al., 2002). 

 

It is reported that splicing has a significant effect on HBV gene expression (Hass et al., 2005), 

particularly  the  mutation G to A at position 458 which alters the S region RNA splicing. S 

region RNA splicing results in the reduced HBsAg secretion, which will lead to OBI (Hass et al., 

2005). 

 

A lack of detectable HBsAg in the serum is associated with mutations in the pre-S region, 

especially deletions. Deletions in the pre-S region can cause reduced expression of HBV surface 

proteins and also can eliminate HLA-restricted B-cell and T-cell epitopes which will help HBV 

viral particles persist in host cells. Furthermore, it is reported that pre-S1/pre-S2 mutations can 

frequently be detected in occult HBV infection (Chaudhuri et al., 2004). 

5.1.1.2 Coinfection with other microbes 

Research (Rodriguez-Inigo et al., 2005, Schüttler et al., 2002) has shown that coinfection of 

hepatitis C virus and HBV can inhibit HBV gene expression by directly interacting with HBx 

protein and suppressing HBV replication. This kind of interaction interferes with the binding of 

core and polymerase to package signal “ε” present in pregenomic (pgRNA) within the 

hepatocyte, thereby preventing HBV encapsidation. Occult HBV infections are common among 

HIV-positive individuals (Hofer et al., 1998). However, the specific mechanisms leading to 

occult HBV infection in HIV-infected individuals still remain unknown. Coinfection with HBV 

and Schistosoma occurs frequently in areas where both pathogens are endemic (El-Sayed et al., 

1997) and is mainly associated with interferon-γ and Th1 response (El-Sayed et al., 1997). 
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5.1.1.3 Apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing enzyme catalytic polypeptide and occult HBV 

infection 

Apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing enzyme catalytic polypeptides (APOBECs) can function as  

cytidine deamination in host cells (Teng et al., 1993). APOBECs have been shown to inhibit 

HBV replication by both deamination-dependent mechanisms which lead to various mutations 

associated with occult HBV infection (Suspène et al., 2005) and deamination-independent 

mechanisms. It is thought that deamination-independent mechanism can increases HBV 

susceptibility to nuclease digestion and decreases protein processing. The end result of this is the 

development of occult HBV (Noguchi et al., 2007). 

5.1.1.4 Host immune responses and occult hepatitis B virus infection  

Host-derived responses, including a noncytolytic T-cell response, vitamine D receptor 

polymorphism, immunosuppression, and differential regulation of apoptosis, all contribute to the 

etiopathogenesis of occult HBV infection (Zerbini et al., 2008, Huang et al., 2009, Rehermann et 

al., 1996). Furthermore, the virus-host interactions can determine the outcome of HBV infection. 

The above factors down regulate the expression of S protein and lead to OBI. 

5.1.1.5 Epigenetic changes  

Recently the epigenetic research has shown that methylation plays a key role in the regulation of 

transcriptional activity. For HBV amplification, methylation of HBV DNA can impair HBV 

proteins, HBV replication, and HBV virion production, which can cause occult HBV infection 

eventually (Vivekanandan et al., 2008). Several studies have demonstrated that in the regulation 

of HBV replication and transcription, acetylation of histones can bind to HBV DNA to lead to 

epigenetic changes to lead to the OBI (Newbold et al., 1995, Pollicino et al., 2006). 

5.1.1.6 Genome integration  

As the majority of the HBV infection will become chronic, it is reported that HBV DNA 

sequences can be integrated into the host genome. Subsequently this integration can cause  loss of 

HBsAg in the serum, reduction in virion production and loss of detectable HBV DNA in serum 

(Urashima et al., 1997). Eventually this kind of loss of HBsAg in serum can lead to OBI. 
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5.1.1.7 Immune complexes in occult hepatitis B virus infection  

Circulating HBsAg-containing immune complexes are reported to be associated with occult HBV 

infection (Pernice et al., 1979) . However, the exact mechanism of chronic hepatitis results still 

remains elusive although it is much clearer how the acute hepatitis can be resolved (Madalinski et 

al., 1991). Among HBsAg negative but anti-HBc (anti-hepatitis B core antigen) positive blood 

donors, HBV DNA could be detected in 40% of them. Sequencing of the HBV DNA from blood 

samples from these individuals showed the lack of nucleotide acid changes and would not alter 

the HBsAg express. Therefore, there is no nucleotide sequence changes in these individuals but 

their HBsAg negative. This showed that it is the immune complexes other than the nucleotide 

changes which decrease HBsAg expression and the final outcome is HBsAg negative. This 

confirms the role of circulating immune complexes in OBI (Yotsuyanagi et al., 2001). 

5.1.2 Aims of study 

Although there are a range of reports about the mechanism of OBI, there are few reports about 

the molecular evolutionary mechanism of OBI. An understanding of the molecular evolutionary 

of OBI is essential because this will contribute to the eradication of HBV infection and 

improvement of HBV vaccine design. The aim of this study was to describe OBI in 

computational aspects, including: 1) the multiple genome alignment of OBI and nonOBI and 

their phylogenetic trees; 2) entropy values of OBI and nonOBI site by site at the nucleotide and 

amino acid sequence level; 3) multiple hypothesis tests site by site to compare OBI and nonOBI 

at amino acid level and 4) comparison between the results from nucleotide sequences and amino 

acid sequences and try to decipher the possible molecular mechanism of OBI. 

5.2 Method 

Firstly multiple genome alignment was used to align complete nucleotide sequences of OBI and 

nonOBI, and phylogenetic trees were drawn. Secondly, site by site entropy values of the S, C, P, 

X regions for complete nucleotide sequences were used to identify differences and correlations 

between OBI and nonOBI, raw entropy value differences between OBI and nonOBI were 

investigated as well. Thirdly, site by site multiple hypothesis tests of S, C, P, X regions for amino 

acid sequences were investigated to identify the difference between of OBI and nonOBI at amino 

acid level. Finally the results from nucleotide sequences were compared to those from the amino 

acid sequences to try to describe the possible molecular mechanism of OBI. 
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5.2.1 Retrieving complete HBV genome from GenBank 

HBV complete genome sequences were retrieved from GenBank 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore?term=hepatitis%20B%20virus). GenBank is the National 

Institute of Health (NIH) genetic sequence database, an annotated collection of all publicly 

available molecular sequences. GenBank is designed to provide the most up to date and 

comprehensive molecular sequence information with no restrictions on the use or distribution of 

the GenBank data. The US Congress established National Center for Biotechnology Information 

(NCBI) in 1988 to develop bioinformatics approaches to support the progress of biomedical 

research (Miller et al., 2009). In addition to the actual molecular sequence, each GenBank entry 

includes a set of associated metadata that provide information about each sequence. These 

metadata elements include a description of the sequence, the scientific name of the organism, 

bibliographic information citing relevant publications, taxonomy of the source organism, and a 

features table providing information about coding regions, translated protein sequence, repeat 

sequences and many other relevant characteristics of the sequence (Miller et al., 2009). The 

importance and accuracy of GenBank annotations has been the topic of recent discussion 

(Bidartondo, 2008). Therefore, after the complete HBV genomes were extracted from the 

GenBank, editions such as deletions of the incomplete HBV genomes, deletions of the irrelevant 

complete genomes and separating the OBI from the nonOBI HBV genomes were performed 

manually. The sequences of S region (the length of nucleotide sequence is 681 bases) were for S 

region and not the complete sequence of HBV, therefore, those sequences were deleted. The 

complete duck HBV genome sequences were deleted as well because this study focused on HBV 

that were of significance to human beings. 

 

Geneious software was applied to extract complete genomes of hepatitis B virus. In the Geneious 

software, on the “Agent” column, input “complete hepatitis B virus genome”, then click “create” 

button, then all the complete genomes of HBV were retrieved, including short sequences of HBV 

regions and those unrelated genomes which would be deleted before alignment. 

5.2.2 Multiple genome alignment and drawing of phylogenetic tree 

Genome sequence alignments can be used to find functional elements (protein-coding sequences, 

RNA structures, cis-regulatory elements, mRNA target sites, etc.) and charting evolutionary 
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history (Stark et al., 2007, Friedman et al., 2009, Janečka et al., 2007). Many genome alignment 

algorithms have been developed, e.g. reviewed by (Treangen and Messeguer, 2006). 

 

Phylogenetic trees have been an essential tool in the study of evolution since the time of Charles 

Darwin (Baum, 2008). A phylogenetic tree or evolutionary tree is a branching diagram or "tree" 

showing the inferred evolutionary relationships among various biological species or other entities 

based upon similarities and differences in their physical and/or genetic characteristics. The taxa 

joined together in the tree are implied to have descended from a common ancestor. Furthermore, 

phylogenetic trees provide an efficient structure for organizing knowledge of biodiversity and 

allow one to develop an accurate, nonprogressive conception of the totality of evolutionary 

history (Baum, 2008).  

 

Geneious 5.2.2 created by Biomatters was chosen as the software to do the genome alignment. 

Geneious is a DNA and protein analysis, alignment and assembly software, that combines 

powerful bioinformatics and molecular biology tools into one package (Drummond et al., 2011).  

 

The origin of the OBI/nonOBI status is annotated by NCBI (Pruitt et al., 2009). Since there are 

3682 complete HBV genomes in GenBank, these 3682 sequences were first divided into three 

parts, containing 1147, 1263, 1272 complete sequences respectively so that alignment could be 

done more efficiently. For each part, the 3682 sequences were aligned manually by deleting or 

reordering some of the sequences and then after the individual alignment, the three parts were put 

together. Each manual action was recorded in an Excel spread sheet, including deletion of the 

gaps, relocation of some bases and deletion of some bases. The alignment was then achieved 

using Geneious MAFFT with the default values of the input parameters. MAFFT (Multiple 

Alignment using Fast Fourier Transform) is a high speed multiple sequence alignment program. 

Its default values are as the following: Algorithm=Auto, Scoring matrix: 200PAM/K=2, Gap 

open penalty=1.53, offset values=0.123. After the alignment, one phylogenetic tree for these 

3547 non-OBI complete genomes was drawn using Geneious.  

 

After 3682 HBV complete genomes were aligned, 135 complete OBI genomes were merged to 

form a database of complete genome of 3682 rows, composing of 135 OBI complete genome and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_(graph_theory)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Species
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_descent
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3647 nonOBI complete genome manually because Geneious requires OBI genomes to be aligned 

to be together in the spread sheet. The algorithm for the phylogenetic tree drawing is by 

neighbour joining method (NJ-method) (Saitou and Nei, 1987). The advantage of NJ-method is 

that it is fast and suited for large datasets and for bootstrap analysis, permits lineages with largely 

different branch lengths and permits correction for multiple substitutions. However, NJ-method 

gives only one possible tree and dependent on the model of evolution used. Currently since it 

suits large dataset it is widely used by molecular evolutionist (Saitou and Nei, 1987). The method 

is shown in the following Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 Flow chart of genome alignment and drawing of phylogenetic trees for OBI and 

nonOBI.  

Shown that based on the complete genome alignment, the master alignment is obtained, the 

phylogenetic tree is drawn and other analyses are performed. Abbreviations: HBV: hepatitis B 

virus; OBI: occult hepatitis B virus infection. 
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5.2.3 Entropy values for OBI and nonOBI complete nucleotide and amino acid sequences 

The entropy value is a measure for nucleotide or amino acid variation at a given position in 

aligned sequences (Roberto et al., 2011). It varies from 0 (i.e. no variation) to 3.04 (i.e. all the 

possible 20 amino acids or a gap occur in equal frequency). Since it was not easy to visualize the 

correlation between the raw entropy values of OBI and nonOBI and it is common practice to plot 

the logarithm of entropy values (Bruni et al., 2011), the logarithm of entropy values were plotted 

as well. 

 

Based on the alignment result, the complete genomes were exported into molecular evolution 

genome alignment (MEGA) format. The S region is the nucleotide sequence from position 155 to 

position 835 (S region); the C region is the nucleotide sequence from position 1814 to position 

2452 (C region); the X region is the nucleotide sequence from position 1374 to position 1838 (X 

region); the P region is divided into two segments, one is from position 2307 to position 3225 ( 

P2307 region), the other one is from position 1 to position 1623 (P1623 region). Then using BioEdit 

software, the entropy values of each site in the S, X, P and C regions were obtained for OBI and 

nonOBI. The algorithm for BioEdit is set as sequence mask: none; numbering mask: none. The 

procedure when using BiotEdit is: click the “alignment” button, then choose “entropy plot”. 

Entropy values were pasted to Notepad. The Entropy plot was copied to “clipboard as a Bit map”. 

To compare variability of nucleotide OBI and nonOBI sequences, entropy values (HX) along the 

678 nucleotides of the S region, 651 nucleotides of the C region, 465 nucleotides of the X region, 

2544 nucleotides of the P region were calculated and plotted using the entropy plot tool of 

BioEdit. The Shapiro test was used to test if the distributions of these entropy values were of 

normal distribution or not. If these entropy values were found not to be normally distributed, then 

the nonparameteric test Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (KS test) was used to test for differences in 

the distribution of entropy between OBI and nonOBI.  The correlation of OBI and nonOBI was 

investigated using Pearson’s R, a measure of the strength and direction of the linear relationship 

between two variables (entropy in the OBI and nonOBI sequences). 

 

Furthermore, the differences between OBI and nonOBI raw entropy values were investigated. 

Firstly the differences and the distributions of the differences were plotted. The cutoff for the 

significant differences was set as two standard deviation (2SD) of the raw values differences of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrey_Kolmogorov
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikolai_Smirnov_(mathematician)
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OBI and nonOBI, which was drawn a red line on the differences plots. Similarly the aligned 

complete nucleotide sequences were transferred to amino acid sequences using standard code 

(IUPAC). Then the differences between OBI and nonOBI raw entropy values of amino acid 

sequences were plotted for S, X, P and C regions. Finally the number of different sites was 

counted when cutoff was set as 2SD. 

5.2.4 Multiple hypothesis tests for OBI and nonOBI complete amino acid sequences 

In order to identify the differences between OBI and nonOBI, Fisher’s exact test was used site by 

site to obtain raw p values. Since there are thousands of Fisher’s exact tests, the raw p values 

were adjusted, based on the principles of multiple hypothesis testing including false discovery 

rate and q values (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003). 

5.2.4.1 Fisher’s exact test  

Fisher's exact test (Fisher, 1932) is a statistical significance test used in the analysis of 

contingency tables. Although it is generally employed when sample sizes are small, it is valid for 

all sample sizes. The test is useful for categorical data (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003). In this 

study, the amino acid sequences of OBI and nonOBI were classified as two categories, amino 

acid sequences for OBI and amino acid sequences for nonOBI. Fisher’s exact test was used to 

check the significance between OBI and nonOBI site by site in amino acid sequences. The format 

is shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 One example of Fisher’s exact test (S region position 133) 

 R Y X Total 

OBI 93 42 0 135 

nonOBI 3092 450 5 3547 

Totals 3185 492 5 3682 

R, Y is amino acid code. X represents the unknown amino acid. The probability of the table can 

be calculated:  

p = (r1! · r2! ··· rc!) × (c1! · c2! ··· cr!) / (x11! · x12! ··· xrc! × N!)  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_significance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contingency_table
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sample_(statistics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Categorical_data
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where ri is the total of the i
th

 row, cj is the total of the j
th

 column, and N is the grand total of the 

table. 

Therefore p = (135! · 3547!) × (3185! · 492! 5!) / (93! · 42! · 0! · 3092! · 450! · 5!)×(3682!) 

=0.0031. 

 

 

Currently new methodological and computational challenges have been raised because of the 

burgeoning field of genomics using multiple testing procedures. The biological questions of 

difference between two objects can be restated as a problem in multiple hypothesis testing: the 

simultaneous test for each gene of the null hypothesis of no association between two covariates, 

such as the expression levels and the responses (Dudoit et al., 2003). 

 

With the increase in genome wide experiments and the sequencing of multiple genomes, the 

analysis of large data sets has become usual in biology. It is often the case that thousands of 

features in a genome wide data set are tested against some null hypothesis, where a number of 

features are expected to be significant. In 1995 Benjamini & Hochberg proposed the false 

discovery rate concept and provide the first step-wise p-value method to control it (Benjamini 

and Hochberg, 1995). In 2003 Storey (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003) generally established one 

approach to measure statistical significance in genome wide studies based on the concept of the 

false discovery rate. Meanwhile, Storey also defines the q-value and initially studies its properties 

in a Bayesian context. In this study, multiple hypothesis tests are used to test the differences site 

by site of multiple genome alignment of OBI and nonOBI. 

5.2.4.2 False discovery rate and calculation of adjusted p values 

When testing a single hypothesis, the probability of a Type I error of rejecting the null hypothesis 

when it is true, is usually controlled at some designated level alpha (0.05). This alpha level can be 

obtained through a range of ways to suit multiple testing. For this research false discovery rate 

(FDR) was chosen to obtain the alpha level. The FDR of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) is the 

expected proportion of Type I errors among the rejected hypothesis, that is, FDR= E(Q), where, 

by definition, Q=V/R if R>0 and 0 if R=0. R is an observable random variable and V is 

unobservable random variables. Ideally, one would like to minimize the number V of false 

positives or Type I errors.   It is one of a variety of ways (including the per-comparison error 
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rate (PCER), the per-family error rate (PFER) and the false discovery rate (FDR)) to control the 

Type I error when we do  multiple hypothesis testing. In a list of rejected hypotheses, FDR 

controls the expected proportion of incorrectly rejected null hypotheses (type I errors). In 

particular terms, the FDR is the expected proportion of false positives among all significant 

hypotheses; for example, if 1000 observations were experimentally predicted to be different, and 

a maximum FDR for these observations was 0.10, then 100 (1000*0.1) of these observations 

would be expected to be false positives. When using FDR, alpha level is calculated as alpha 

level=(FDR*RANK)/number of tests; the adjusted p value=(the original p value*number of 

tests)/RANK. 

5.2.4.3 q values 

The q-value is similar to the well-known p-value. The p-value of a test measures the minimum 

false positive rate that is incurred when calling that test significant. Likewise, the q-value of a test 

measures the minimum false discovery rate that is incurred when calling that test significant.  

The p-value is commonly used for performing a single significant test; the q-value is useful for 

assigning a measure of significance to each of many tests performed simultaneously. A measure 

of significance therefore roughly measures how much a single test deviates from the null. The 

false positive rate and false discovery rate accomplish this quite differently. 

 

The false positive rate of the rule can then be loosely described by:  

False positive rate ≈ (#of false positives)/(# of true null tests).  

Therefore, the false positive rate measures the proportion of true null hypotheses that were 

(incorrectly) called significantly by this rule. 

 

A false discovery rate is also a false positive rate; however, the different terminology stresses the 

fact that we are concerned with false positives among the significant tests (i.e., the discoveries). 

The false discovery rate is the expected proportion of false positives among the tests found to be 

significant. The false discovery rate can then be loosely described by:  

False discovery rate ≈ (#of false positives)/(# of significant t tests). 

 

Therefore, for a single test, the false positive rate can be useful for measuring how likely it is for 

a truly null case to be as significant as what has been observed. However, this is not as useful for 
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many tests. For example, suppose we decide that we can live with a false positive rate of 5%. 

Then about 5% of the time, we will call a truly null hypothesis significant. If we perform 1000 

tests at a 5% false positive rate, then we can expect up to 50 false positives. This will typically be 

too many in practical situations. 

 

When performing many significance tests, the false discovery rate gives more useful information. 

If a false discovery rate is 5%, this means that among all tests we call significant, about 5% of 

them will be false positives. If 1000 tests at a 5% false positive rate are performed, there are 50 

significant tests, this results in about 2.5 false positives; 500 significant tests results in about 25 

false positives, etc. 

 

The q-value is defined to be the FDR analogue of the p-value. The q value of an individual 

hypothesis test is the minimum FDR at which the test may be called significant. One approach is 

to directly estimate q-values rather than fixing a level at which to control the FDR.  

 

Based on the multiple genome alignment result, the master alignment (which contains the 

OBI/nonOBI complete genomes) was extracted as S region, P region, X region and C region. 

Since HBV virus is a very economical virus and partially overlapping (Kidd-Ljunggren et al., 

2002), the amino acid sequences rather than the nucleotide sequences for these regions will be 

analysed. The extracted nucleotide sequences were transformed to amino acid sequences using 

standard amino acid codes. For each region, Fisher’s exact test is performed site by site. Then the 

p values with their related positions were sorted and their sorted positions were called RANK. 

 

In this study, QVALUE software (Storey, 2002) was used to obtain q values. To obtain q values, 

p values are calculated using Fisher’s exact test results. For the q values when using QVALUE 

software, three optional parameters can be set that affect how the q-values are estimated. The first 

parameter is the value of π0, which is the most delicate aspect of this process, where π0 is the 

overall proportion of the true null hypotheses. The user can decide between using the smoother 

method (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003) or the bootstrap method (Storey et al., 2004) when 

estimating π0. In this study for C, X and P regions, the smoother method was chosen to estimate 

π0. For the S region, both the smoother method and the bootstrap method were used. However, the 
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q values for S region could not be obtained because the majority (198/227=87.22%) of the p 

values were zero and adjusted p values other than q values were used for S region. The second 

parameter is lambda (λ). The user can choose the range of the tuning parameter used in 

estimation π0 (Storey, 2002). In this study for λ the default value which ranges from 0.0 to 0.95 by 

0.05 was chosen. The third parameter is FDR. FDR is the level for each test whether its estimated 

q value is less than or equal to that level or not. In this study, FDR was set as 0.05 (Li and Roxas, 

2009).  

5.3 Result 

For this project, 3682 complete nucleotide sequences were aligned. Using multiple genome 

alignment, 3682 complete HBV nucleotide genomes were aligned and phylogenetic trees for OBI 

and nonOBI were drawn. For the nucleotide sequences, entropy values were obtained for OBI 

and nonOBI. The differences and correlations between OBI and nonOBI were investigated site 

by site for the S, X, C, P regions based on the obtained entropy values. For the amino acid 

sequences, q values or adjusted p values were obtained by calculating Fisher’s exact test site by 

site for the S, X, C, P regions. Finally the differences between OBI and nonOBI were explored 

based on the results from nucleotide sequences and amino acid sequences. 

5.3.1 Multiple complete HBV sequences alignment result 

Using Geneious, 3682 complete HBV genomes were aligned. Part of the alignment image was 

shown in Figure 5.2. The complete genome alignment was not shown here. 
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Figure 5.2 Part of multiple genome alignment image.  

The first top row shows the consensus sequence which was produced by Geneious, including the 

nucleotide A/G/C/T and the position of the nucleotide. The colour red represents A, the colour 

yellow represents G, the colour green represents T and the colour blue represents C. The second 

top row shows the identity of the sequences when compared to the consensus sequence. The 

colourful row called “identity” represents the percentage identity of the nucleotide at each 

position. If the height at one position is green, it means that all the 3642 nucleotide are the same 

as the consensus sequence at this position. The other rows represent one sequence each row 

beginning with the sequence name. The columns are the nucleotides at each position. If the 

nucleotide is in black and white, it means the nucleotide at this position is the same as that of the 

consensus sequence.  

 

 

The statistics of the alignment is as the following: 

Length: 3,229 bp 
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G. AB0738!:0-H.~ r ...;CAAG .... ::::c TGC AC■.\~ r e; 't'(; C 'l' :-' A~.Gc.i :, AC.: C TC TA T G T YT ,:cc :c ,\ TG :''Tf.C T G I A .:. ;.,p_;,..;.,_ :: c T■c l" <; t";■C GA/'.lH.: TGCACC ':' "' T P. r-;_ ,: cc.; TCC '2i1 T l. ,-: 1'C■ 
7. AB:)TJ&4:rH ... TGC A.AG!,,: C TGC ?.C Rl.l,.(: re:: TG CT .::hAGG."\.hC t: T (.: 'l"P. 'l.{.;'1"1"l'CC C :·c A TG ':''IGC "::'GT .~:AF-.A.t\ :c TIIIC: (.;(; ;ti,("'(; ra ;'\ ~ c 'T'G CAC C -:; :; TA TT•:'C c;.. TCC 2"A T("';. TC■ 
B. AB28I326}L TGCAP.GA ':..; T;;,C Ac " -.c T C '.": TC, er .... ldl. (; t'; \JI r,.. 'l'C: 'I' ;.. TG T T'I'C C C ':'C A '?t; ':'TGC TG r>. ::;.h AA i"";C 'l'!llC Gr';l\ C G Cl.1\hC TCCAC. .. T '":: T l'. ':Tc .-· C' A TCCCh TC}. TC■ 
iii AB:l'."3838 M. .. l'GC AA G;.. c c T G".'. A t lJIIAC TCC TG C T';AAG<.; .~ACC T C: '.'~ ""GT TTr:c C ':'C A TC ':TCC TG rACAAA;;c c '?lllCGG i"!. CGGJ..l AC TGCACC T -~ T A T TC(; C~l. TC: :A T C F. TC■ 
10.AB073843 ... re A/I. C l . CC TCCl~C■At. TC,:; Tr C 'J' ... h l'.GG AA. f'C 'l'C ":A TG T T 'I CCC ':'C A TC ':'TGC TG TACAA AACC ! INCGG ACGG AAn(; TGCAC CT .:i 'f P. 'f'_, CCC,. 'J'CC CA TC A re■ 
11.AB073844-, .. r :i :::: A ~ GA ~ C TGC .:i.C W;\C TC G TG C TCA P. GG AACC TC: ':'A TG 'l J."1'CC C :-;: A TG i' Tl.:iC HT TA :,::AAA.~ r;c; 'l'■C GG AC"GG ;..ii, ;.C T~CAe C TG T A TTC:C: r P.. 'J'C:C- , ... .). 'l'CA i'C■ 
12.At!073~4:r.. rG:'.: AAG.A C C T GC A.C RAC TC C T:: C -r...:AAGG ,-..1>.:.:c 'J'C ·:A TG T':' TC(' (:':'~ A 'l'(;■'t'f;(' 'l'G 'f'A t. AAAA c:c T■C GC A.(' G<.;J..AAC .1'C::::>.c C TG T~ TTCC CA TCC c;.. T C1'. re■ 
13. AB073851 ... TG:":,.. ll G;.. C C 'T'(-:;C r,C.fi(; r. '{'(' ('TC C TC. A A GG .", Al!C T■':';c■~ T'":TCCC ':' ::: ;. '!G T TGC TG TA Cl~1J. ~\1, re TN C CC .1'.CC. CAAAC re :::Ac C TG 1.•~ 'i"l CC Gt. T CC Ch TCl-. TC■ 
14.A807S856- .. TG ::'A AGi:. r: C TGC AC R"AC TC C TGC T C:A I'. GG.-. -:--. ::::c TC ':l\ 'i"C J.'~'l CCC T.::ATG T TGC TG ThCAAAP. CC TiilC GG ?!■GGll .; ,~c :'G :Ac C TG TA l'TCC :;.. TCC C ,\ l Cf-. TC■ 
IS.A807S857-... TG 8 ,\ A GA +'C T GC ACR AC T C C TC: C T CA A GGAA :c TC ':'A TG T:''IC'-CC T :A TG TTGC TG T A C AAA. ACC TWC GGAC l: GA .~ .... ■ni .:AC C TG TA TTr.c '.:A 'J'CC CA TC~ TC■ 
1&. AS010290- ... TG :A A GA cc TGC.~CWAC re ,: T~ C 'l'Ch A. GGAA ._;,:. T-: 7' 1>. TG I ~'T L L C 'l':.:A "[ (j 'J' r u e n ; 1'11. CAAAACC T fi!C GG.!\CC: GAAAC 'T'G '.":AC:\. 1'~ 1'~ TTCC '.:" rl TCC C;. T C A TC■ 
11.AB0,0291- ... 'l'~i~A A c,;;. cc 'l GCA (■,...c 1.'C C T..lC T CA .r..t:.GAA :::c TC ~i-, 7'(. T' '"""T f:C CT'.:.\ TG T rec rr: TAC .:\AA.k cc T ille t:;GA C G GA."'.:.c Tc; Cl,C C TG TJ\ TTCC :A TCC CA TC~ TC■ 
11\ ARn1r1292- TG·'.:AA GP.C C' 'I GC ;.c ;; •. _c 'i'C C r:;c T "'A AGG: .A :c T C ':'A 1.G r':'TCC C TC!', TG T r \i:.; re TJ. f"'. l\l\ i\l: i.:C 'I IE!C GG J.CG GA AAC '.i.'V CAC C '!'G ·~·A T TCC·:::A T C CCA TCA re■ 
1Q.AB·Q€884- ... TG C .1. J\ GII.CC ' ... GC .'\..; IJllh C TC\. T:: c T• : h!\CC:iACC TC TAT\' r,:-•rc CC TCA TG T rG:::: T0 TA i.::.t..A.t. i .CC 'I l:IC GG.?\C G C Jl. AAC TG CACC TG J A T'l CC•:A '1Ct... t· A 1 C A 'l' t... ■ 
20.ABiOCOOG- ... TG Chl\ GA CC 'I GC .,c■.i.. r TC C T3 C . 'LJ..A Gr: A.r~cc TC T M TG r:- i c e C 'fl.A 1 -- 1 TG ~ TG Th C■A11.1!. cc 'Illll. l;GAC GliP.,;Ac TG •':ACC TG ':A TTCCC: A TLC C:.', 'T't. :r.. 'l"r:■ 
21.ABOnMr ... TG C .~.A GACC I GC AC R .". ( TC C 'I' :;c TC f.AGG;,J,. CL TC 'I'.'!. 'l' c.; l"i'TCC CT•" A TC T rr. ::-: T l- T'A l.r. 1',.A.1" C:<' 'Tt.;C GC.JI.CGGJ!.AA ": T G C7lC■Tf;':'A T'l'CCCA T(:C' CJ, TCl-. TC■ 
22. AB267327- ... TG CAAG t-o_ C C 'I GC A C~ r. C TL r. ..., ~,: '1'r. k. l"i. r. r. ;.,,._ ('t '1't '1'■Tt; TT'!CC C T C' 'A. 'I'G T r G : TC !'/,CAA.A;.. CC ! E C tG ,\ CC: r.J. l'i.l. C T C C ACC T(.;':'A TTC.:CATCC Cl, re A TC■ 
23. AB073854- .. 'l'G CJ.. A. G A cc IGC ; ,CN ;... C r e C ':'~C TC!-•. 7.>. G GAA cc 'JCT.~ TG TTTCC C T C h. TCT re: ":"G T A C ;...P,1\ l-. cc 'IIIIC GGACG GJl.AA.2 tG C A cc TG 7 A TTC CC A TCC CA re : . TC■ 
2-4. A8 073855-... T C Cl .. r,c r.,, cc ICC ,\ Clll h CT(; C ':'GC T C A AG GA.h cc 'l' C T~ TG T TTCC C 'lCA T~T re'.': TG TAC AAA A cc HiK GGACGGJI. Ah■TG Ch ~c i G ·:p. 1·Tcc (' A 'l'CC c .; re;:, 'I'C■ 
25 AS073655-... TG CA A G r! cc TGC A CIII.A ::: TC C ".:'GC TCAA 3G .\A c i;:: TC T■:G TTTCC ,. 'f C:. A T G'l' TG::; Tl: 'l'Ja: A A..~ .--xc 1 111.C GG:\CGC, ;e AA :"'-: '!'G r: A :-:c:: '1' G ':' A :'TCC C 1~ TCC c ;., re A TC■ 
26:AB073852- .. 'l'G CnAGl\CC J'G ... ACl!lllr, :.: 1.'C C '::S C TC hAGG AA CC TC TA ~G •z·r T CC r. '!'CA 'T'C:'T' 'l'G :-' '1'C: 1'A CA ~ A hC1...- Til'.IC GG >..CGGA,\;... : TGCA ::c TG T ;,._ TT<...C Cl, TCCCl, TC A TC■ 
27.J..B~lCo.170 ... r o:; f:A 11, Gl< c:c T (~ :"'. .l.r.111 ;:. ~ ['._: C ':'GC: T C A■GG ;.1..cc TC T A. '.:'G TTTCC C T C .A TG T TGC TG TA CAA.At, cc Tit!~ cc ACt'CAAJ..:; TGC1.. ::; c TG TA T TCCCA TCC c;. re.; TC■ 
28. AB(i7384~- ... 'I' G CA .rs. GA cc rG :::.AC!ll.; '.; TCC '::GC TCt,.11. GG~\1. cc TC TA ':'C TTTC'C C TCA 'I G 'l' TGC TG TAC ri AAA CC rra.:: -, G A <.: GGAr. A ,: TGC.f. .:-c TG TA TTC C Cl-. TCC CA TC.:.:.,, TC■ 
29. A0:;02035- ... TG C A !\.GA cc r G :::: ?.Clll.Z. '...: TC'C ':'GC'~ C AACG i~A IUC TC 'J'- C; llTTCC C ·re A 11,,j T TG f' :t'.= TA l-h.\AA CC TIX'l:<:::,l1A■:.:iUAAA C 'i'!.:Ch.CC Tli 'l'A .''ICC C,~ TC:t~ C '/.. TC: G1''CII! 
lO.AB.;.00371- .. . r:.: CA !\G h cc ru;; Al IIIA: TCC TGC'I'C A.!.\G l ·l-1..C.. ,.; C 'l l. ·r Jl. ·~· ..:: 'l" fTC CC '1'C A 'I G T TG 1.. -::::; TACl-.AAMC C Tll:J.~(.; ( , AC ;G]L\A (' TC.: Ck,_ CT~ TA ~''I CL'C1.. TC( C G i'CA TC■ 
3' . A8('73853- ... TS Cl, AAI-. cc TG ::ACGJ.. : TCC 'I Gt: T(' A .~G G A'A C C T\~ 'r) .... (.: f1· T'C(:(' · ,' (: A 'I" GT TGC ':'::; T'-CA.A.Al\C C r!IJ: ;;G ;.c :.; Gl\A.l. C '!'C Cl, cc 1t T ,\ ~ '.l. cc CA TC C Ch TC A TC■ 
32. ABC•3 1256~ T '.,;C J!. GA 1\ cc 'l'G :) .. CG."..,_ TC C T ("C TCJ,...\ C(:. 1 ... 1.cc T C T1'. ':'G '["l rccc TC I~ I G T TC C ':':: Ti\ C/,AAACC r ~ :::GG ?.C 3 G;",At.c TG CA cc tG TA':' ICC C ;.. I<:: ( C A. TC .=. TC■ 
33.AB117759-.. . T ::: Cl\..l\G:'1C.: T(: ::::Ji.Crli! , • .. ':"C C T CC 'ICC a.ral.W■CC T C" TA ':S l'T l'CCC T Ch I GT TG,~ '::3 TA<::A.AAACC r !S:CGG A C :iGA ArJ- TG C:A cc 1G TA._. TC: C c,.. 1<.:u • .: .c. 1'C A TC■ 
~- 0099:;oaC ... T ~ CAA.GA C C TG· ... €>.C: li1.l.C ':'C C TGC TCG Ari:liallCC 'IC T ;._ 73 TT re .:c T C A !GT TGC '+:; T? C '-. A}d.CC f !AL ' (~l AC ::iGA AAC TG C A r.c T (, 'r).,... rc: r CA JC C CJl. TC;. TC■ 
J!>. P,l:)U;;j126f ~ .. T3C l . C:h ACC 'f(.j(;J,,.( Gf..C ·:c C 'J'G;:; 1 Cl'.A0 l; AP.CC 'l CT rl. ~::; TT r r: :::c TC" A I C 'l' 'I'l~C ?"Tl-', '.':,.., A.>,, ;.. re- "."Wcr.r. }.. C :::;,_; l'\AJl.C T":; CA CC !C:: TA':' TC'(: CA re cc .,._ TC, , ~c• 
36. /1,8073835_ •.. T ~CP. GJ.. ACC TG•::A C GJ, ,~ n:-: l 'tf.;f' Tt 1, ;r..c;;.: 'A ~ C::C:: 'T r. 'P. 7 3 TT re :::c TC A TG TT~C ":' :;; 1'/l.CJ..AA.A CC ~ CGG J,C ·:'Cll l~:'. C T:; C .~CC 'TG TA 7 T CC C • • re (:CJ: TCA •:-~■ 
37. 0099Wl5 -· ':'GC A G.; AC(' TGCA C Gl-. C ':':: C 'l'GC 'ICA AC ::; AACC 'I C 'I';, T'.; TT re .:c TCl1 r e T TC C -:,:; T;..c- ;, 1',.A A. C t NIICGGA C' GGA.\1'.C T3CP. CC TG T A TTC ::: c 'P. re ... c A TC ;. '-::■ 
38. DQ992680-... ':'CCJ': c1.r~cc TC ....: A C GA C ':':::: C TGC 'IC!.A. G GA.:t.CC 'I C 'I';,. T3 T'J' r : ::::c TCA TG TTGC T 3 TACA;;.AA.C-C TIAlCSGAC GGAAA C TS (:JI.Ct: "Hi TA '.1' JC ':.:.Ci. l't: ::CA TC A':' :■ 
39. DQ99:!M1- .. ':"GC.?. G!1.ACC rG •.:AC GAC :-;:: C TGC TC P. AG~ AP. cc 'IC T ,:._ T -, TT l'C :.::c 'l'Ch l 'G T'I'(. C T: T;l. CA :..AAC C TWCGG A~: ("(; AJ. JI r 'i'"ir .ll c c TG TA TTC ::: c Jl. ·re :ck TC A':' ::■ 
40. D0~368f:. '.'Ge ;._ GAA....:c 1'G CA C GP. C ':'2. C TGC TCA AG '3 ;,~.cc TC 'JA T ::: TT l'C ::-:r. 'T'C: ~ T' (; 'T 'T'GC TG T~ CJ... :i, A ;.cc T!liC:(;GAC GGAAJ=. C ?G C;t,CC TG 'l'A TTC .:.Cl'. TC :::c fl TC A':'•:■ 
41.A6 21252S ... ~(" JI G J:. l'I..', '("(~ C ~ t .:;~ C i:-:.:-c 1' t;C T t.' G AG :; .A ,._Cc 'I C T ,~. 'i :; TT 'lt.' :c TC."-. TG T TG CT-:; ':'l\. (' J .. \h.1\CC TlnlC C :'.:AC GGA AA C :'3 C ACC TG TA TTC ·'::Cl. T ~ .:cA r,.; A TC■ 
J\2. AS3682G5- . . ':'GCA GJ.i;C( '1'GCA :::; (JJ.. C r ::.:: TGC TCb ,\G ~ ~. /'.CC 'IC 'i' .-.. T:::; T'l' '!'-.; cc 'l'CA 1 G T T <? C T -3 ':'?-.CAAhACC T IU: G ;:;,:;c GGAAAC -:- ,·; c 1!.CC TG 1 AT T C .:cA TCCCA TC i. ·r•-• 
4~. AB212'626- .,. ':' GC A GJ;.;.cc TGCA: G.-.,.; r:: C T CC TC A i\G 3.?-.A cc TC Ti> .. TGG ·r TC cc 1 Ch rG ! T (. ~ T-3 ':'A.C Ai\hACL TIIICGSAC■GA."\~ C ':'GC A c c TG 'f A. T TC cc,-. 'T'C:·:"'-:Cll TC;.. TC■ 
44. AB205122- .. TGC A G.A ."'.CC TG er,~ GAC T ,:: C■GC TCl,AGGAA LC '1( 'l' "• TG TT TC ,:;c T C A TG I TC: C 1 r- -::M. c.~.Ah.~CC TIil(' r:: .;Ac r:GAA t,C '-:: GC A.CC re TA T TC cc:,_ T CCC ;; TCl. TC■ 
45.AE11555C .. T GC ?\ GJ •• --.c c TG CA: G ,"':. CT~ ;: TGC re,. AGG.?, P c:c: 1 C: 'T' il. 'r•~ 'r'l' TC cc 'I C/'. TG I TGC Tr: ':'AC ;.. AJ1.ACC T■C G ::;1,.c GGJ\}.11 C ':'CC 1\C1: re 'l'A TTI" cc A 'I'C 1..C A TC.,.. TC■ 
46, DOQQ36~... '.'G C A G i . .:..cc rr. L J.. :::'GA': T,.::-c TGC r e AAG GAACC TC Th TG TT T t.' •-:c 'l C' I'. 'I,: 'I TC C '.'C ':'AC /i.AJ. .~.cr: TIJC (' 3AC GGAAA i;: ':' GC ACL ~(.;TA T T C re A re CCA TC}. 'J'C■ 
47. 00093M7... TC C i 1C i . .'\C C:. T C ci.cc i~c T,:c TCC r c t . AG GA.Ar.:: TC '!'it TG TT 'i'C cc 'l CA TG T TC:(; TG -=-~ c;i.;.AA CC TIA!CG GA(. Gr. .1\.AP. L T GC AC( IG TAT T C Ge.:; 'l'C •~en ·~'CA. TC■ 
4e. DQe936~... T G G;..G.AM,C C TG CA■G t-. C TCC TGG r GAh. 0 GA !, C"C TC "':A Tr, T T Tl, CC 'ICA ,;_'c,; 1 'l'l:: C 'l'G '.'H C AAf.. ,i.C C Tl!CmiAC GG.4nZ, C l'GC: A(:(' -;'t, 'TAG 'l'C CC r,, TC■CA ':'CA 'J'(.'lli! 
49. □QW3tB5... ·r ..;iC ,.... p_,.,_(: ;_,: l "G c.-.•~{;, .-. C 'J'(.;{; ·r c;c l'C AA G GAA cc TC Th,.. G TT Tf" cc TC .~ TG T 'I'( C: T r '"';ti, (: .ll.■.t. /:\ r r: T■ ... G 17 J'.C GC AA A G TG C A cc TG 'I A T TC cc l1 TCCC !\ ':'C,'. Tc• 
m A810-l695 ... T(~C A G A. AC~ 'T'C, I, ],, ,";(~ ;:_ C '1'\.C '!'Gr l'r "AA(; GAhC:C TC 'I A 'I G TT Tt cc 'ICP. TG T TG C -~G ':'Ac;, AA,'\ CC TlftlC C GhC CG !\A?. C TGC P,, cc rG 'I A TTC. cc A TC cc i\ '-:~l, TC■ 
51. 00~93632-... TGC A C AAC 2 TG c ;~cGA C TCC 'l'GC rt: AAG GAA cc TC T 7. TC TT TC cc 'ICA TC r TGC TG T?i C?.i\Ai\.C C T ~ CGG1'.C GG A;,Ac TGCA CC TG I"~ T T C cc ;fTC c..::A '-:'::,}-. T(:■ 
l2. A02;)1909~ .. TGC A GA,\C:; TG CA CGA C T CC T GC T C AA G Gh A cc TC Ti-. TC TT re cc TC .A TG T TG C TG1' AC P. AF.AC C TR!CG G.f.C{; ti AAA C TGC.I\C C TG TA 'l' TCCC A TC cc _?I,_ '"':':A 'T'C:■ 
53. AB03l5~- .- T G C AA i-.rtC: TG C h C .., ;., C T C C TGC TC AA G GhA cc TC 1 A TG 'l '1 "1 C Ct: TCA Tl.J r T .jC TG TA■A ii.AAC C T ~ CG GA C' (.;(.; -~A ;.(: 'fGC .t.C C TG TA'? TC cc h TC cc .r... ':''.:.Z.. TC■ 
54. AB033555- .• TGC !lo.AAA';: TG c.; CG A C TCC TGC TC ~1AG G.~ACC )'C T■'I'C: 71 'rl cc '1'(' r, T t; l' T::;c TG TAC Al.l..A.CC T ~ CG GA ':GG AA;..■T(: c.r1c ._ TG T ~ T TC cc;%>, TC cc.; T :;A TC■ 
!i!i. AR4;i~a1,- TGC.ti A p.;.,,_'. C' T G ..:J..CG:\ C T CC T~C TC 4AG G.Z...AC C re 'I A TG :"I TCCC TCA TC rT :;c TGT A C /I./\.! .. \ <:. C T al:CG Uh :GG Ah AC TGC' AC C TG '!ii T1'C cc !\ T1,,,.. cc A. T-:1 .. IC■ 
66.AP011085-... -:r;c._r, 1:, 1!_ ;.C C: TC CA~G!. C T C C TGC TC i\AG G/..7' (,, C re 'I;.. ':G':''I 'I C CC T C~ T G TT 3 C l'GT t.C !'iAAAC C T fi.CGt~A- GG.;Z..AC 1 GC AC C TG l A 'l""i'C CC ."-.1'CCC .\ TCA '.t' C■ 
57. :F413972- ... TGr .;A P. LC C :'G \.ACG.-:..e Tc~C TGC T C A.AGG!~MCC re 'IA TG ':'I TC <...Cy~ A TG TT .:i C "l'G TAL tl.A AiH •. L" 1 NCGGA ..:GG AJ.AC "'GC At r' TG T /2 'I'TrC::f. .ZI. Tl tC !I. T ,:-;._ 'TC■ 
56. O::f41391C . 7(.;C ~AAAC C ':'(;C;.-;r.; _; c TC:<... '1 til" 'l't: ~ !>. G G.-,.A<.:t: l'l' 'Lr, ':'G ':'T T C C C TCA TG T1\)C Tr. T.11,C h)..;.i\C ::': 'I' fi('r.C: "1. ... GGAJ..h C TGC AC C '.f' G Th TT CC P. TC C ...:ATCl. TC■ 
59. AB4·33835- ... T GC AAA AC C '.'G CA c"'Ghr TCC 1 GC T C A.J.. (.; (;J.. .ll.C\ TC''T' 1 'l'~ ''1 'I"( CC TC A TG T-:-r:;c 7G T A■HAJl.~C C: 't' RICGGA :GGi.?. ~\ r: ';'CC AC C re ri. T TCCC ,r.,._ TCCCA TCATr:■ 
60. AB03827- ... TGC' AAA AC C ':'G CA C G ,t C 'l'.:'C 'ICC TC i.AG °; J..AC C r e 'IA TG 7'! T C C C TC -,.. TC T':'-:;c '? C T! C ;;:.A;..c:; T N CGG:\ :GG.,\ /1.A. C TGC A.C '2 TG I F.1 TCCC A TCCCA TCh TC■ 
61. AD554017- ... 'l'GC."\A ll.i\C C ':'GC A CG.; c 'l' .... C 'I G ..... TC r.A(: GAACC re'!" A TC :' I T C ( C TCA T G T".:'GC 1G TAC AA P. A C:: T • c ! Gi. ,:-;(:,1:;,.i,. A.C 'l' GC .'l,C :.: ,-r; l'r. 1 TCC C .\ TCCC A '!Cl TC■ 
02. AP0110~.e-... '! GC: r. G :,:nC C 73\.A CG.:.. C 1CC IG C TCA.AGGAAC("" TC T A 1,-: I T1 LC l'C A 'l'G 'J".'l; C '1'l:J 'f A. ChAAA.C: TN Cr·Gl, •::GG AJ... AC 'J'GC:: ~C :"'-: '1'r. .,., ,_, '.I 'J'C" CC A TCCC A '1' r A TC■ 
63. AP01109C•-. H:.iCr. G A AC C '.' :.:i CA t: Gh. C TCC 'l GC TC' A.A G-,J.~ AC1...-TC TA TG ':' T TC cc TC A '1 G 'I'~G. r: 'l'G'l' -~C ::::, AM ;:, c ::-. T• cc; GA C.-GGAh ."'-.C 'fGCACC: TG TA 'I TC cc i\. TCCC ,\ '?C h 1C■ 
64. EFf l3976 'l'(~C: t.. G ?I. AC C: "'~·::' AC GA r r ec. TGC TC A. AC: G.A .l\.CC T C TA TG ':'IT.: cc re A TG T ~ (;, C T G 'l' AC ri All. AC:: T'-1~ C. GA CCC }. A !\C TG CAC..., T(? TA 'I TC CCA. TCCCA T C.A TC■ 
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Number of sequences: 3,682 

Identical sites: 46 (46/3229=1.4%) 

Pairwise % Identity: 90.6% 

The mean ungapped (defaulted value) lengths of 3,682 sequences is 3,198.5bp with a standard 

deviation of 40.0. The maximum length is 3226bp and the minimum length is 3198.5bp. 

The frequency of base of non-gaps are as the following:  

A: 2,675,958/(3,198.5*3682)=22.7% 

C: 3,164,625/(3,198.5*3682)=26.9% 

G: 2,602,259/(3,198.5*3682)=22.1% 

T: 3,329,157/(3,198.5*3682)=28.3% 

Y: 885/(3,198.5*3682)=0.0% 

W: 361/(3,198.5*3682)=0.0% 

V: 8/(3,198.5*3682)=0.0% 

S: 199/(3,198.5*3682)=0.0% 

R: 887/(3,198.5*3682)=0.0% 

N: 1,651/(3,198.5*3682)=0.0% 

M: 499/(3,198.5*3682)=0.0% 

K: 311/(3,198.5*3682)=0.0% 

D: 8/(3,198.5*3682)=0.0% 

B: 3/(3,198.5*3682)=0.0% 

GC: 5,766,884/(3,198.5*3682)=48.5% 

-: 105,538/(3,198.5*3682)=0.9% (of any) 

The above results could be explained in three groups: first group is composed of A 22.7%, C 

26.9%, G 22.1% and T 28.3%, GC 48.5%, which could offer information for primer design (Rose 

et al., 2003). The second group is composed of International Union of Pure and Applied 

Chemistry (IUPAC) nucleotide code, including Y, W, V, S, R, N, M, K, D, B. This group is still 

quite small when compared to the whole alignment section, their functions remained unknown. 

The third group is composed of “-”. These gaps were created when doing the multiple alignment. 

The gaps might be useful to explain the nucleotide differences between OBI and nonOBI. 

5.3.2 Phylogenetic tree of OBI 

Using the Geneious software, the phylogenetic tree for 135 OBI complete genome sequences was 

built (data not shown) using neighbour joining method. The whole phylogenetic tree was not 

shown here. The tips of the tree are sometimes called leaves are basically where the actual taxa 

are, for example, a biological unit, here is a complete HBV genome. The branches of the tree are 

the lines that connect the leaves and represent the pathway that traces the proposed evolutionary 
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lineage. The points at which branches separate are called nodes and represent hypothetical 

ancestors of the descendant clades (or a group of taxa) of that node. Pairs of taxa are said to be 

sisters. The leftmost is the oldest and the rightmost is the youngest. 

5.3.3 Entropy value plots and correlation between OBI and nonOBI 

Entropy values for OBI and nonOBI S, X, C and P regions are plotting in the form of original 

entropy values (Figure 5.3-5.7), logarithm of entropy values (Figure 5.8-5.12). Distribution of the 

entropy values of S, X, C and P regions including the original and logarithm values are plotting 

in Figure 5.13-5.17. The differences between OBI and nonOBI (S, X, C and P regions) entropy 

value distributions were shown in Table 5.2 by way of KS tests. The correlation between OBI 

and nonOBI (S, X, C and P regions) was investigated using the original entropy values and 

logarithm entropy values (Figure 5.18-5.22). Differences between OBI and nonOBI raw entropy 

values were plotted in Figure 5.23 and distribution of differences were plotted in Figure 5.24. 

 

From Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.7, it showed visually that there are indications of differences between 

OBI and nonOBI, for example, in Figure 5.6, from position 600 to 800, the entropy values of OBI 

are denser than those of nonOBI.  
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Figure 5.3 Entropy values of 678 nucleotides of S region.  

Shown are the values from a) nonOBI and b) OBI sequences. The x-axis is the nucleotide 

position; the y-axis is the entropy  
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Figure 5.4 Entropy values of 651 nucleotides of C region.  

Shown are the entropy values from a) nonOBI and b) OBI sequences. The x-axis is the nucleotide 

position; the y-axis is the entropy values. 
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Figure 5.5 Entropy values of 465 nucleotides of X region.  

Shown are the entropy values from a) nonOBI and b) OBI sequences. The x-axis is the nucleotide 

position; the y-axis is the entropy values.
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Figure 5.6 Entropy values of 918 nucleotides of P2307 region.  

Shown are the entropy values from a) nonOBI and b) OBI sequences. The x-axis is the nucleotide 

position; the y-axis is the entropy values. 
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Figure 5.7 Entropy values of 1623 nucleotides of P1623 region. 

Shown are the entropy values from a) nonOBI and b) OBI sequences. The x-axis is the nucleotide 

position; the y-axis is the entropy values. 

 

 

Then logarithm of entropy values of nucleotide sequences were plotted in Figure 5.8-5.12. From 

Figure 5.8-5.12 it shows that in any of these five regions, entropy values distributions are 

definitely different between OBI and nonOBI. For example, at P2307 region, density distributions 

for OBI and nonOBI are visually different. 
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Figure 5.8 Log entropy values of 678 nucleotides of S region.  

Shown are results from a) nonOBI and b) OBI.  The x-axis is the nucleotide position and the y-

axis is the minus logarithm of entropy values. 
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Figure 5.9 Log entropy values of 651 nucleotides of C region.  

Shown are results from a) nonOBI and b) OBI.  The x-axis is the nucleotide position and the y-

axis is the minus logarithm of entropy values. 
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Figure 5.10 Log entropy values of 465 nucleotides of X region.   

Shown are results from a) nonOBI and b) OBI.  The x-axis is the nucleotide position and the y-

axis is the minus logarithm of entropy values. 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 5.11 Log entropy values of 918 nucleotides of P2307 region. 

Shown are results from a) nonOBI and b) OBI.  The x-axis is the nucleotide position and the y-

axis is the minus logarithm of entropy values. 
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Figure 5.12 Log entropy values of 1623 nucleotides of P1623 region. 

Shown are results from a) nonOBI and b) OBI.  The x-axis is the n ucleotide position and the y-

axis is the minus logarithm of entropy values. 

 

 

The distribution of entropy values between OBI and nonOBI using statistical tests was 

undertaken. The histogram of the entropy values including the original and logarithm of each 

region were plotted from Figure 5.13-5.17.  Both the original entropy values and their 

transformed log values are not of normal distribution and the Shapiro test was performed to 

confirm this as well (shown in Table 5.2). 

a) 

b) 
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Then Shapiro test is used to test the normality of entropy values distribution. Finally the 

nonparametric test Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test) is used to check the significant difference 

of entropy values distribution between OBI and nonOBI, shown in Table 5.2.  
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Figure 5.13 Histogram of entropy values distribution of OBI and nonOBI S region. 

Shown are the original entropy values and their log entropy values for S region. 
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Entropy value of nonOBI C region
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Figure 5.14 Histogram of entropy values distribution of OBI and nonOBI C region. 

Shown are the original entropy values and their entropy log values for C region.   
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Entropy value of nonOBI   P2307 region
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Figure 5.15 Histogram of entropy values distribution of OBI and nonOBI P2307 region. 

Shown are the original entropy values and their log entropy values for P2307 region. 
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Entropy value of nonOBI X region
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Figure 5.16 Histogram of entropy values distribution of OBI and nonOBI X region. 

Shown are the original entropy values and their log entropy values of X region.  
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Entropy value of nonOBI   P1623 region
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Figure 5.17 Histogram of entropy values distribution of OBI and nonOBI P1623 region. 

Shown are the original entropy values and their log entropy values of P1623 region.  

 

 

Using the Shapiro test, it was found that the distributions of entropy values (log value) of 

different regions are not normally distributed. The nonparametric KS test was used to investigate 

the entropy value distributions and results are showed in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2 Statistical comparison of difference of entropy values of OBI and nonOBI  

Region 

Name 

W value of 

Shapiro test 

P value of 

Shapiro test 

D value of KS test   P value of KS test 

S nonOBI 0.78 < 2.2e-16 0.49  < 2.2e-16 (***) 

S OBI 0.84 < 2.2e-16  

C nonOBI 0.95 9.44e-15 0.32 < 2.2e-16 (***) 

C OBI 0.89 < 2.2e-16  

X nonOBI 0.87 < 2.2e-16 0.47 < 2.2e-16 (***) 

X OBI 0.83 < 2.2e-16  

P2307 

nonOBI 

0.87 2.2e-16 0.49 < 2.2e-16 (***) 

P2307 OBI 0.79 2.2e-16  

P1623 

nonOBI 

0.94 < 2.2e-16 0.36 < 2.2e-16 (***) 

P1623 OBI 0.82 < 2.2e-16  

*** represents significant statistical differences at P=0.01. 

Abbreviations: S nonOBI: overt hepatitis B virus infection S region; S OBI: occult hepatitis B 

virus infection S region;  C nonOBI: overt hepatitis B virus infection C region; C OBI: occult 

hepatitis B virus infection C region; X nonOBI: overt hepatitis B virus infection X region; X 

OBI: occult hepatitis B virus infection X region; P2307 nonOBI: overt hepatitis B virus infection 

P2307 region; P2307 OBI: occult hepatitis B virus infection P2307 region; P1623 nonOBI: overt 

hepatitis B virus infection P1623 region; P1623OBI: occult hepatitis B virus infection P1623 region. 

 

 

The correlation between the raw and log transformed entropy values of OBI and nonOBI 

sequences for the S, C, X and P regions were determined in Figure 5.18-5.22. The results showed 

in S region, the correlation between OBI and nonOBI is moderate (r=0.54, raw entropy value). 

For the log entropy, the correlation between OBI and nonOBI is moderate (r=0.72) if log entropy 

is bigger than -3.  In C region, for the raw entropy value, the correlation between OBI and 

nonOBI is strong (r=0.80). For the log entropy, the correlation between OBI and nonOBI is 
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strong (r=0.84) if logarithm value is bigger than -3. In P2307 region, for the raw entropy value, the 

correlation between OBI and nonOBI is strong (r=0.85). For the log entropy, the correlation 

between OBI and nonOBI is moderate (r=0.75) if logarithm value is bigger than -3. In P1623 

region, for the raw entropy value, the correlation between OBI and nonOBI is moderate (r=0.68). 

For the log entropy, the correlation between OBI and nonOBI is moderate (r=0.78) if logarithm 

value is bigger than -3. In X region, for the raw entropy value, the correlation between OBI and 

nonOBI is moderate (r=0.71). For the log entropy, the correlation between OBI and nonOBI is 

moderate (r=0.77) if logarithm value is bigger than -3. 

 

Figures 5.18-5.22 show that entropy values of OBI and nonOBI nucleotide sequences are closely 

related in P2307 region (r=0.85) and C region (r=0.80). The correlation between OBI and nonOBI 

nucleotide sequences are moderate in X region (r=0.71), P1623 region (r=0.68) and S region 

(r=0.54).  
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Figure 5.18 Correlation between OBI and nonOBI using entropy values of the S region. 

Shown are the a) raw value and b) the log values. The x-axis is the jittered entropy values of OBI 

sequences; the y-axis is the entropy values of nonOBI sequences.  
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Figure 5.19 Correlation between OBI and nonOBI using entropy values of the C region. 

Shown are the a) raw value and b) the log values. The x-axis is the jittered entropy values of OBI 

sequences; the y-axis is the entropy values of nonOBI sequences.  
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Figure 5.20 Correlation between OBI and nonOBI using entropy values of the P2307 region. 

Shown are the a) raw value and b) the log values. The x-axis is the jittered entropy values of OBI 

sequences; the y-axis is the entropy values of nonOBI sequences.  
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Figure 5.21 Correlation between OBI and nonOBI using entropy values of the P1623 region. 

Shown are the a) raw value and b) the log values. The x-axis is the jittered entropy values of OBI 

sequences; the y-axis is the entropy values of nonOBI sequences.  
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Figure 5.22 Correlation between OBI and nonOBI using entropy values of the X region. 

Shown are the a) raw value and b) the log values. The x-axis is the jittered entropy values of OBI 

sequences; the y-axis is the entropy values of nonOBI sequences.  
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From Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24, the number of statistically significant differences in the S, X, 

C, P2307 and P1623 regions of nucleotide sequences were 39 (39/681=5.72%), 31(31/465=6.67%), 

58(58/653=8.89%), 78(78/923=8.45%) and 102(102/1623=6.28%) respectively. The whole 

number for the P region is 180 ((78+102)/ (923+1623)) =180/2546=7.07%). 
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Figure 5.23 Entropy value differences between OBI and nonOBI for S, C, X, P1623 and P2307 

regions of nucleotide sequences. 

The x-axis is the position; the y-axis is the raw entropy value differences between OBI and 

nonOBI at different positions for the five regions. Shown are the  

a) S region: the cutoff for statistical significant differences is 0.182, the number of statistical 

significant different sites is 39 (39/681=5.72%, 681 is the whole length of S region). 

b) C region: the cutoff for statistical significant differences is 0.19, the number of statistical 

significant different sites is 58 (58/653=8.89%, 653 is the whole length of C region).  

c) P2307 region: the cutoff for statistical significant differences is 0.36, the number of statistical 

significant different sites is 78 (78/923=8.89%, 923 is the whole length of P region starting from 

position 2307).  

d) X region: the cutoff for statistical significant differences is 0.22, the number of statistical 

significant different sites is 31 (31/465=6.67%, 465 is the whole length of X region).  

e) P1623 region: the cutoff for statistical significant differences is 0.21, the number of statistical 

significant different sites is 102 (102/1623=6.28%, 1623 is the whole length of P region starting 

from position 1). 

 

 

The distribution of the entropy value differences of nucleotide sequences were further shown in 

Figure 5.24. 
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Entropy value differences in S region
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Entropy value differences in  P1623 region
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Figure 5.24 Distribution of entropy value differences in the five regions of nucleotide 

sequences. 

The x-axis is the entropy value differences, the y-axis the frequency. Shown are the  

a) S region: the majority of differences are very small, close to 0, the number of statistically 

significant differences is 39 if the cutoff is set as 0.182 (absolute value of differences).  

b) C region: the majority of differences are very small, close to 0, the number of statistically 

significant differences is 58 if the cutoff is set as 0.19 (absolute value of differences).  

c) P2307 region: the majority of differences are very small, close to 0, the number of statistically 

significant differences is 78 if the cutoff is set as 0.36 (absolute value of differences).  

d) X region: the majority of differences are very small, close to 0, the number of statistically 

significant differences is 31 if the cutoff is set as 0.22 (absolute value of differences).  

e) P1623 region: the majority of differences are very small, close to 0, the number of statistically 

significant differences is 102 if the cutoff is set as 0.21 (absolute value of differences). 

 

 

From Figure 5.25 and Figure 5.26, the number of statistically significant differences in the S, X, 

C, P2307 and P1623 regions of amino acid sequences were 14 (14/227=6.16%), 16(16/155=10.32%), 

13(13/217=5.99%), 16(16/308=5.19%) and 35(35/508=6.88%) respectively. The whole number 

for the P region is ((16+35)/ (308+508)) =51/816=6.24%). 
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Figure 5.25 Entropy value differences between OBI and nonOBI for S, C, X, P1623 and P2307 

regions of amino acid sequences. 

The x-axis is the position, the y-axis is the raw entropy value differences between OBI and 

nonOBI at different positions for the four regions for amino acid sequences. Shown are the  

a) S region: the cutoff for statistical significant differences is 0.256, the number of statistical 

significant differences is 14 (14/227=5.72%, 227 is the whole length of S region). 

b) C region: the cutoff for statistical significant differences is 0.22, the number of statistical 

significant differences is 13 (13/217=5.99%, 217 is the whole length of C region).  

c) P2307 region: the cutoff for statistical significant differences is 0.44, the number of statistical 

significant differences is 16 (16/308=5.19%, 308 is the whole length of P region starting from 

position 2307).  

d) X region: the cutoff for statistical significant differences is 0.30, the number of statistical 

significant differences is 16 (16/155=10.32%, 155 is the whole length of X region).  

e) P1623 region: the cutoff for statistical significant differences is 0.25, the number of statistical 

significant differences is 35 (35/508=6.88%, is the whole length of P region starting from 

position 1). 

 

 

The distribution of the entropy value differences of amino acid sequences were further shown in 

Figure 5.26. 
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Entropy value differences in S region
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Entropy value differences in P1623 region
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Figure 5.26 Distribution of entropy value differences in the five regions of amino acid 

sequences. 

The x-axis is the entropy value differences, the y-axis the frequency. Shown are the  

a) S region: the majority of differences are very small, close to 0, the number of statistically 

significant differences is 14 if the cutoff is set as 0.256 (absolute value of differences).  

b) C region: the majority of differences are very small, close to 0, the number of statistically 

significant differences is 13 if the cutoff is set as 0.22 (absolute value of differences).  

c) P2307 region: the majority of differences are very small, close to 0, the number of statistically 

significant differences is 16 if the cutoff is set as 0.44 (absolute value of differences).  

d) X region: the majority of differences are very small, close to 0, the number of statistically 

significant differences is 16 if the cutoff is set as 0.30 (absolute value of differences).  

e) P1623 region: the majority of differences are very small, close to 0, the number of statistically 

significant differences is 35 if the cutoff is set as 0.25 (absolute value of differences). 

 

 

5.3.4 Multiple hypothesis testing results  

Since there are 227 Fisher’s exact test for S region, 217 for C region, 155 for X region and 848 

for P region (only the amino acid sequences are tested due to the partial overlapping of the gene 

sequences), the alpha level needed to be adjusted by false discovery rate (FDR). The q value, 

which is the analogue for FDR, was obtained using QVALUES R package. When using Q 

e) 
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VALUES package, several parameters are optional. Since the p value for the S region is really 

small, q values cannot be obtained through QVALUES package. The analysis result is shown in 

Table 5.3. From Table 5.3, the first 211 (211/227=92.95%) positions ( p value is smaller than 

alpha level (FDR=0.05) until rank 211 or adjusted p value is smaller than 0.05) are statistically 

significantly different between OBI and nonOBI amino acid sequences, only the 16 positions are 

not statistically different for S region (Table 5.3 and Figure 5.27).  
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Table 5.3 Amino acids sequence analysis results of S region 

position pvalue rank alphalevel 

FDR=0.05 

adjusted 

pvalue 

position 

(cont.) 

pvalue rank alphalevel 

FDR=0.05  

adjusted 

p value 

66 0.00 1 0.00022 0.00 0.00 0.00 115 0.025 0.00 

194 0.00 2 0.00044 0.00 150 0.00 116 0.026 0.00 

84 0.00 3 0.00066 0.00 197 0.00 117 0.026 0.00 

65 0.00 4 0.00088 0.00 79 0.00 118 0.026 0.00 

199 0.00 5 0.0011 0.00 180 0.00 119 0.026 0.00 

131 0.00 6 0.0013 0.00 74 0.00 120 0.026 0.00 

85 0.00 7 0.0015 0.00 152 0.00 121 0.027 0.00 

134 0.00 8 0.0018 0.00 143 0.00 122 0.027 0.00 

24 0.00 9 0.0020 0.00 226 0.00 123 0.027 0.00 

90 0.00 10 0.0022 0.00 168 0.00 124 0.027 0.00 

57 0.00 11 0.0024 0.00 61 0.00 125 0.028 0.00 

86 0.00 12 0.0026 0.00 154 0.00 126 0.028 0.00 

70 0.00 13 0.0029 0.00 163 0.00 127 0.028 0.00 

133 0.00 14 0.0031 0.00 181 0.00 128 0.028 0.00 

5 0.00 15 0.0033 0.00 173 0.00 129 0.028 0.00 

64 0.00 16 0.0035 0.00 137 0.00 130 0.029 0.00 

59 0.00 17 0.0037 0.00 76 0.00 131 0.029 0.00 

200 0.00 18 0.0040 0.00 77 0.00 132 0.029 0.00 

82 0.00 19 0.0042 0.00 145 0.00 133 0.029 0.00 

88 0.00 20 0.0044 0.00 191 0.00 134 0.030 0.00 

99 0.00 21 0.0046 0.00 25 0.00 135 0.030 0.00 

108 0.00 22 0.0048 0.00 78 0.00 136 0.030 0.00 

89 0.00 23 0.0051 0.00 62 0.00 137 0.030 0.00 

97 0.00 24 0.0053 0.00 209 0.00 138 0.030 0.00 

110 0.00 25 0.0055 0.00 51 0.00 139 0.030 0.00 

83 0.00 26 0.0057 0.00 174 0.00 140 0.030 0.00 

214 0.00 27 0.0059 0.00 127 0.00 141 0.031 0.00 

147 0.00 28 0.0062 0.00 166 0.00 142 0.031 0.00 

213 0.00 29 0.0064 0.00 223 0.00 143 0.031 0.00 

111 0.00 30 0.0066 0.00 156 0.00 144 0.032 0.00 

105 0.00 31 0.0068 0.00 48 0.00 145 0.032 0.00 

125 0.00 32 0.0070 0.00 198 0.00 146 0.032 0.00 

123 0.00 33 0.0073 0.00 36 0.00 147 0.032 0.00 

106 0.00 34 0.0075 0.00 175 0.00 148 0.033 0.00 

56 0.00 35 0.0077 0.00 80 0.00 149 0.033 0.00 

102 0.00 36 0.0079 0.00 94 0.00 150 0.033 0.00 

114 0.00 37 0.0082 0.00 183 0.00 151 0.033 0.00 

112 0.00 38 0.0084 0.00 157 0.00 152 0.034 0.00 
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position  pvalue rank alphalevel 

FDR=0.05 

adjusted 

pvalue 

position 

(cont.) 

pvalue rank alphalevel 

FDR=0.05  

adjusted 

p value 

107 0.00 39 0.0086 0.00 196 0.00 153 0.034 0.00 

104 0.00 40 0.0088 0.00 217 0.00 154 0.034 0.00 

113 0.00 41 0.0090 0.00 189 0.00 155 0.034 0.00 

116 0.00 42 0.0093 0.00 201 0.00 156 0.034 0.00 

164 0.00 43 0.0095 0.00 225 0.00 157 0.035 0.00 

100 0.00 44 0.0097 0.00 67 0.00 158 0.035 0.00 

120 0.00 45 0.0099 0.00 186 0.00 159 0.035 0.00 

103 0.00 46 0.010 0.00 129 0.00 160 0.035 0.00 

45 0.00 47 0.010 0.00 2 0.00 161 0.035 0.00 

98 0.00 48 0.011 0.00 53 0.00 162 0.036 0.00 

71 0.00 49 0.011 0.00 95 0.00 163 0.036 0.00 

55 0.00 50 0.011 0.00 46 0.00 164 0.036 0.00 

132 0.00 51 0.011 0.00 126 0.00 165 0.036 0.00 

115 0.00 52 0.011 0.00 161 0.00 166 0.037 0.00 

170 0.00 53 0.012 0.00 218 0.00 167 0.037 0.00 

121 0.00 54 0.012 0.00 8 0.00 168 0.037 0.00 

68 0.00 55 0.012 0.00 50 0.00 169 0.037 0.00 

119 0.00 56 0.012 0.00 9 0.00 170 0.037 0.00 

128 0.00 57 0.013 0.00 172 0.00 171 0.038 0.00 

140 0.00 58 0.013 0.00 49 0.00 172 0.038 0.00 

187 0.00 59 0.013 0.00 206 0.00 173 0.038 0.00 

93 0.00 60 0.013 0.00 195 0.00 174 0.038 0.00 

92 0.00 61 0.013 0.00 215 0.00 175 0.039 0.00 

142 0.00 62 0.014 0.00 219 0.00 176 0.039 0.00 

118 0.00 63 0.014 0.00 52 0.00 177 0.039 0.00 

149 0.00 64 0.014 0.00 54 0.00 178 0.039 0.00 

130 0.00 65 0.014 0.00 211 0.00 179 0.039 0.00 

124 0.00 66 0.014 0.00 177 0.00 180 0.040 0.00 

205 0.00 67 0.015 0.00 43 0.00 181 0.040 0.00 

91 0.00 68 0.015 0.00 167 0.00 182 0.040 0.00 

165 0.00 69 0.015 0.00 192 0.00 183 0.040 0.00 

69 0.00 70 0.015 0.00 202 0.00 184 0.040 0.00 

159 0.00 71 0.016 0.00 203 0.00 185 0.041 0.00 

136 0.00 72 0.016 0.00 44 0.00 186 0.041 0.00 

153 0.00 73 0.016 0.00 42 0.00 187 0.041 0.00 

169 0.00 74 0.016 0.00 151 0.00 188 0.041 0.00 

207 0.00 75 0.017 0.00 31 0.00 189 0.042 0.00 

3 0.00 76 0.017 0.00 188 0.00 190 0.042 0.00 

73 0.00 77 0.017 0.00 28 0.00 191 0.042 0.00 

32 0.00 78 0.017 0.00 47 0.00 192 0.042 0.00 

72 0.00 79 0.017 0.00 35 0.00 193 0.043 0.00 
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position 

(cont.) 

pvalue rank alphalevel 

FDR=0.05 

adjusted 

pvalue 

position 

(cont.)  

pvalue rank alphalevel 

FDR=0.05  

adjusted 

p value 

96 0.00 80 0.018 0.00 185 0.00 194 0.043 0.00 

109 0.00 81 0.018 0.00 16 0.00 195 0.043 0.00 

171 0.00 82 0.018 0.00 222 0.00 196 0.043 0.00 

148 0.00 83 0.018 0.00 210 0.00 197 0.043 0.00 

101 0.00 84 0.018 0.00 4 0.00 198 0.044 0.00 

160 0.00 85 0.019 0.00 204 0.01 199 0.044 0.01 

208 0.00 86 0.019 0.00 37 0.01 200 0.044 0.01 

138 0.00 87 0.019 0.00 18 0.01 201 0.044 0.01 

184 0.00 88 0.019 0.00 6 0.01 202 0.044 0.01 

144 0.00 89 0.020 0.00 20 0.01 203 0.045 0.01 

178 0.00 90 0.020 0.00 34 0.02 204 0.045 0.02 

60 0.00 91 0.020 0.00 38 0.02 205 0.045 0.02 

122 0.00 92 0.020 0.00 41 0.02 206 0.045 0.03 

75 0.00 93 0.020 0.00 7 0.03 207 0.046 0.03 

193 0.00 94 0.021 0.00 39 0.03 208 0.046 0.03 

117 0.00 95 0.021 0.00 30 0.03 209 0.046 0.03 

58 0.00 96 0.021 0.00 11 0.04 210 0.046 0.04 

158 0.00 97 0.021 0.00 29 0.04 211 0.046 0.04 

87 0.00 98 0.022 0.00 33 0.06 212 0.047 0.06 

179 0.00 99 0.022 0.00 21 0.06 213 0.047 0.06 

63 0.00 100 0.022 0.00 220 0.06 214 0.047 0.07 

139 0.00 101 0.022 0.00 10 0.07 215 0.047 0.07 

190 0.00 102 0.022 0.00 12 0.10 216 0.048 0.10 

27 0.00 103 0.023 0.00 1 0.11 217 0.048 0.12 

176 0.00 104 0.023 0.00 14 0.13 218 0.048 0.13 

146 0.00 105 0.023 0.00 23 0.15 219 0.048 0.15 

224 0.00 106 0.023 0.00 15 0.19 220 0.048 0.19 

182 0.00 107 0.024 0.00 40 0.20 221 0.049 0.21 

141 0.00 108 0.024 0.00 22 0.22 222 0.049 0.23 

162 0.00 109 0.024 0.00 13 0.22 223 0.049 0.23 

227 0.00 110 0.024 0.00 26 0.25 224 0.049 0.26 

81 0.00 111 0.024 0.00 212 0.27 225 0.050 0.27 

135 0.00 112 0.025 0.00 17 0.35 226 0.050 0.35 

221 0.00 113 0.025 0.00 19 0.49 227 0.05 0.49 

155 0.00 114 0.025 0.00      

In Table 5.2, pvalue refers to the original p value, alphalevel(FDR=0.05)=(FDR*rank)/number of 

tests=(0.05*rank)/227, adjusted p value=(original p value*number of 

tests)/rank=(pvalue*227)/rank. A red line was drawn at FDR=0.05. 
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Figure 5.27 Adjusted p value plotting for S region.  

The cut off for the adjusted p value is 0.05, which is shown as a red line. The majority ((227-

16)/227=211/227=92.95%) of the adjusted p value are below the red line, which are statistically 

significant sites. Sixteen of the adjusted p values are above the red line, indicating they are not 

statistically significant sites. 

 

 

The q values for P, X and C regions were obtained using QVALUES packages where the 

parameter λ was set as a range of 0-0.95 (step by 0.05), π0 was set as the smoother method and 

FDR was set as 0.05. 
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Results for P region showed that 240 (240/848=28.3%) sites are statistically significantly 

different between OBI and nonOBI in P region when the cut off of q value is chosen  as 0.05 or 

FDR=0.05 (Figure 5.28).  

 

Results for C region showed that  37 (37/217=17.05%) sites are statistically significantly 

different between OBI and nonOBI in C region when cut off of q value is chosen as 0.05 or 

FDR=0.05 (Figure 5.29). 

 

Results for X region showed that 39 (39/155=25.16%) sites are statistically significantly different 

between OBI and nonOBI for X region when cut off of q-value is chosen as 0.05 or FDR=0.05 

(Figure 5.30). 

 

Figures 5.28-5.30 showed that 28.3% sites of P region, 25.16% sites of X region and 17.05% 

sites C regions are statistically significantly different between OBI and nonOBI amino acid 

sequences. 
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Figure 5.28 q value for P region.  

a) showed the choice of λ and its relationship to π0.  

b) showed the relationship between p value and q value. When the p value is 0.01, the q value is 

0.018. 

c) showed the choice of cut-off of q value and the related number of significant tests. When the 

cutoff of q value is 0.05, the number of significant test is 240. 

d) showed the number of significant tests and the related expected false positives. When the 

number of significant tests is around 210, the expected false positives is zero. When the number 

of significant tests is around 250, the expected false positives rises to 25. 
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Figure 5.29 q value for C region.  

a) showed the choice of  λ and its relationship to π0.  

b) showed the relationship between p value and q value. When the p value is 0.01, the q values is 

around 0.02. 

c) showed the choice of cut-off of q value and the related number of significant tests. When the 

cutoff of q value is 0.05, the number of significant tests is 37. 

d) showed the number of significant tests and the related expected false positives. When the 

number of significant tests is around 35, the expected false positives is zero. When the number of 

significant tests is around 40, the expected false positives rises to 4. 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 5.30 q value for X region 

a) showed the choice of  λ and its relationship to π0.  

b) showed the relationship between p value and q value. When the p value is 0.01, the q values is 

around 0.02. 

c) showed the choice of cut-off of q value and the related number of significant tests. When the 

cutoff of q value is 0.05, the number of significant tests is 39. 

d) showed the number of significant tests and the related expected false positives. When the 

number of significant tests is around 35, the expected false positives is zero. When the number of 

significant tests is around 40, the expected false positives rises to 3. 
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5.3.5 Comparison the results from nucleotide sequences and amino acid sequences 

Based on the results from the raw entropy values differences of the nucleotide sequences and 

those from the amino acid sequences, the number of statistical significant sites were shown in 

Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4 The percentage of statistically significant difference for nucleotide/amino acid 

sequences 

Percentage of statistically significant sites S (%) C (%) X (%) P (%) 

Differences of entropy values of nucleotide 

sequences 

5.72 8.89 6.67 7.07 

Differences of entropy values of amino acid 

sequences 

6.16 5.99 10.32 6.24 

 q value of amino acid sequences by multiple 

hypothesis tests 

92.75 17.05 25.16 28.30 

Table 5.4 showed that percentages of statistically significant sites in nucleotide sequences and 

amino acid sequences are not statisitically significant (Fisher’s exact test p>0.05). Q values has  

more variations of statistical significance in S region of amino acid sequences than the other 

regions of amino acid sequences. 

 

 

5.4 Discussion and conclusion 

Occult hepatitis B virus infections can be transfusion-transmitted (Yuen et al., 2011). Thus it is a 

challenge for blood safety (Allain et al., 2009). Understanding the molecular mechanism of OBIs 

will provide information to the manufacturer of diagnostic reagents for blood screening and will 

further ensure blood safety. In this project, three computational aspects of OBIs were 

investigated: alignment and phylogenetic tree, the entropy values of nucleotide sequences and the 

q values of amino acid sequences. 

 

After 3682 complete HBV genome sequences were retrieved from GenBank, multiple genome 

alignment and phylogenetic trees results showed that OBI and nonOBI were correlated. OBIs are 

scattered among the nonOBIs from the phylogenetic trees. 
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Furthermore entropy values of 3682 complete nucleotide sequences were obtained using BioEdit. 

Both raw entropy values and logarithm entropy values were analysed. The results showed that the 

correlation between OBI and nonOBI ranges from moderate in S (r=0.54), P1623 (r=0.68) and X 

(r=0.71) region to strong in C (r=0.80) and P2307 (r=0.85) region. OBI and nonOBI are closely 

related in their entropy values of nucleotide sequences. This suggests that OBI and nonOBI might 

have evolved from each other. 

 

Variations in OBI and nonOBI amino acid sequences were compared site by site using Fisher’s 

exact test. Principles of multiple hypotheses tests including FDR and q values were applied for 

the comparison of the Fisher’s exact test results. The results showed that variations in 211 of 227 

(92.75%) sites of the S region are statistically significant different between OBI and nonOBI 

amino acid sequences, followed by amino acid variations in 28.3% sites of P region, 25.16% sites 

of X region and 17.05% sites of C region are statistically significantly between OBI and nonOBI. 

This discloses the critical clue for the OBI since S region protein cannot be detected in OBI. 

 

Table 5.4 showed that there is no statistical significance between the percentage of the number of 

statistical significant sites in nucleotide sequences and amino acid sequences. The possible 

reasons for this could be: the tests are based on the difference between OBI and nonOBI entropy 

values rather than the raw values. If the entropy value at one site of OBI is the same as that of 

nonOBI or slightly different, e.g., the entropy value difference is smaller than the related cutoff, 

then this site could not be included although the entropy value for OBI and nonOBI is quite high 

in the nucleotide sequences. For example, for C region site 126, entropy values of both OBI and 

nonOBI are 1.04 and the differences is 0, which is below its relevant cutoff although their 

entropy values is bigger than 1.  However, this result is not consistent with the possible 

epigenetic changes mechanisms in OBI, the researches by Gong et al (Gong et al., 2011) and 

Pollicino et al (Pollicino et al., 2006), whose results showed that acetylation played an important 

role in the HBV sequences were translated into amino acids. Researches by Kim et al (Kim et al., 

2011) and Vivekanandan et al (Vivekanandan et al., 2009) demonstrated that methylation was 

critical when the adult patients were infected with HBV. Our computational analyses of the 

differences between OBI and nonOBI concluded that epigenetic changes contributed to the 

evolution of OBI, which are consistent with the previous researches by Gong et al, Pollicino et 
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al, Kim et al and Vivekanandan et al. This might imply some mechanisms other than epigenetic 

changes underlying OBI. 

 

Although there are a range of reports about the molecular mechanism of OBI (Samal et al., 2012), 

no definite mechanism has been discovered for OBI. In this project, the S region was identified as 

the most vibrant region responsible for the evolution of OBI including all gene subtypes and 

coinfections with HCV and HIV. This finding is consistent with research by Hemert et al (van 

Hemert et al., 2008) which showed that RNA splicing in S region plays an important role in the 

OBI molecular evolutionary for HBV subtype D.  Furthermore, Fang et al (Fang et al., 2009) 

showed that deletions in S region and multiple mechanisms contribute to the evolution of OBI for 

HBV subtype C. Costantini et al (Costantini et al., 2011) showed that mutations in S region could 

exclude reinfection in HIV coinfected patients. Khattab et al (Costantini et al., 2011) suggested 

that mutations in the S region contributed to the coinfection of HCV despite no mutations in 

HCV, while HBV DNA level is in reverse to HCV RNA level. In this project, mutations in the S 

region are shown to play a critical role in the OBI evolution, including all genome subtypes and 

coinfections with HIV or HCV. This is in agreement with the previously published studies. 

 

Despite the correlation between OBI and nonOBI nucleotide sequences by way of entropy values, 

S region was identified as the most vibrant region responsible for the unsuccessful detection of 

HBsAg for OBIs. Therefore, further research could be focused on S region as opposed to the P 

region, X region or C region. However, the way to explore the model to predict OBI or nonOBI 

could not be established at this moment. Further machine learning tools should be investigated to 

identify the proper model. Spatial dependences may influence the variations in the genomes 

(Guillot et al., 2009) therefore this is an area that could be explored in future studies. Meanwhile, 

comparative results between OBI and nonOBI on the same plots and linking these to the findings 

will be future work. 
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Chapter 6  

Conclusions and future directions  

6.1 Introduction 

Blood safety has always been a major concern for blood transfusion services and efforts to make 

blood transfusions safer are constantly being made through measures such as strict donor 

screening, blood screening for transfusion-transmitted viruses, pathogen inactivation of blood and 

shortening the shelf life of platelets (Bajpai and Gupta, 2011). Although blood is currently safer 

than ever (Busch, 2004), blood is not, and may never be, 100% safe because new and emerging 

viruses, as well as re-emerging old viruses, may pose a yet undefined risk to blood safety (Bajpai 

and Gupta, 2011). This PhD study focused on two transfusion-transmitted viruses: Ross River 

virus (RRV) and hepatitis B virus with the overall aim being to characterize these two viruses by 

bioinformatics to contribute to further improvement of blood safety. 

 

RRV is epidemic in Australia and poses a threat to blood safety (Dunstan et al., 2008). Hepatitis 

B virus is a well-known transfusion-transmitted virus (Allain et al., 2009b) and the emergence of 

occult hepatitis B virus infection (OBI) in the last decade has raised a big concern for blood 

safety (Allain et al., 2009a). For Ross River virus, in chapter two, Ross River viraemia duration 

was determined using an adult outbred mouse model. In chapter three, the risk of Ross River 

virus to blood safety was estimated by establishing a combined risk estimation model. For 

hepatitis B virus, in chapter four, prediction of the hepatitis B virus DNA viral load for 

continuous pathology data and hepatitis B surface antigen positive or negative for categorical 

pathology data, by way of pathology data mining, was achieved by establishing decision trees 

and regression models. In chapter five, multiple genome alignment was undertaken for hepatitis 

B virus complete genomes and computational differences between occult hepatitis B virus 

infection and overt hepatitis B virus infection complete genomes were investigated statistically. 

6.2 RRV viraemia duration investigation and its implications to transfusion 

RRV causes frequent epidemics in Australia with approximately 5,000 reported cases annually 

(Aaskov et al., 1998). Although there has been extensive research on Ross River pathogenesis 

(Morrison et al., 2007, Lidbury et al., 2000, Morrison et al., 2006, Seay and Wolinsky, 1982), 
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there are few reports about Ross River viraemia duration. Since Ross River viraemia is an 

essential parameter to estimate the risk of RRV to blood safety, Ross River viraemia duration was 

investigated using an adult outbred mouse model in chapter two. Considering the characteristics 

of blood donors, for example, being mature and healthy (Australian Blood Services, 2010), an 

adult (90-day-old) and outbred Swiss mouse model was established. qRT-PCR was used in this 

study, instead of  the traditional plaque assay used in the previous studies (Lidbury et al., 2000),  

to determine the Ross River viraemia duration. qRT-PCR was chosen because qRT-PCR was 

more sensitive than plaque assay (Shang et al., 2011). Furthermore, since 1996 nucleic acid 

testing (NAT) has been implemented in blood screening to detect hepatitis B virus, hepatitis C 

virus and human immunodeficiency virus in many developed countries (Stramer et al., 2012). 

The results showed that Ross River viraemia duration in an adult outbred mice model could be 

nine days using qRT-PCR. Using this information, and the risk estimation model developed for 

dengue virus (Seed et al., 2009), it was determined that RRV could be transmitted by blood and 

the risk to blood safety is 1 in 13,000. This risk is similar to that of dengue virus (Shang et al., 

2011). Preventive interventions such as strict questionnaire and virus inactivation during the 

RRV peak epidemic time could be implemented to protect the blood recipients. A paper 

describing this work, titled “Duration of Ross River viraemia using a mouse model- implications 

for transfusion transmission,” has been published in Vox Sanguinis (Shang et al., 2011). 

However, as to the risk estimation model described in this paper, there are a number of 

limitations such as the vireamia duration time which was derived from a mouse model and the 

ratio of asymptomatic to symptomatic cases, the incubation time of RRV infection which were 

both taken from the other published studies. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a risk 

estimation model statistically to overcome the above limitations and provide accurate information 

to policy makers to further ensure blood safety. 

6.3 Establishment of a combined model to estimate RRV risk to blood safety 

Risk estimation models have been established for other mosquito-transmitted viruses, such as 

West Nile virus (Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003),  virus (Seed et al., 2009) and Chikungunya 

virus (Brouard et al., 2008). These models can also be used to establish a risk estimation model 

for Ross River virus or a universal model for arboviruses. In chapter three, a combined model 

was established to estimate the risk of Ross River virus to blood safety by simulation. Parameters 

including the ratio of asymptomatic to symptomatic cases, the incubation time before the 
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symptom onset and the viraemia duration, were simulated statistically and computationally using 

R code. The simulated parameters were then put into a published risk estimation model 

developed for dengue virus (Seed et al., 2009). The results showed that the mean risk of RRV to 

blood safety is estimated as 0.98 (0.79-1.25) per 10,000 donations, which is close to 1.20 (0.84-

1.55) per 10,000 donations achieved by a published model developed for West Nile virus 

(Biggerstaff and Petersen, 2003). From this study, a combined model was developed to estimate 

the RRV risk to blood safety. Furthermore, this model could be further applied to other arbovirus 

to estimate the risk to blood safety, which will provide accurate data to policy makers to improve 

blood safety further. Additional research could be focused on the further validation of this 

combined model by actual blood screening for Ross River virus in the blood services.  

6.4 HBV characters in pathology data mining 

It is well-established that hepatitis B virus is a transfusion-transmitted virus (Blumberg, 1977, 

Allen, 1966). Hepatitis B surface antigen is mainly detected by immunoassays and hepatitis B 

DNA viral load is mainly determined by PCR (Busch, 2004). Although immunoassays are the 

main method to detect hepatitis B surface antigen (Bedossa and Carrat, 2009), alternatives need 

to be investigated where immunoassays are not available. Furthermore, immunoassays have their 

limitations, for example the specificity and sensitivity (Bedossa and Carrat, 2009, Allain and 

Candotti, 2009). Molecular methods, such as PCR, can be used, however, these are not cost-

effective  (Marshall et al., 2004). Therefore it is necessary to find alternatives to these two 

methods. 

 

Hepatitis B virus DNA viral load is an important marker to guide the clinicians for the treatment 

and prognosis of hepatitis B patients (Lok and McMahon, 2007). Based on other pathological 

data, such as hepatitis B surface antigen, hepatitis e antigen and neutrophil count, it is proposed 

that HBV DNA viral load could be predicted by establishing decision trees and regression 

models. In chapter four, using the continuous data, regression decision trees and multiple linear 

regression model were established to predict the HBV DNA viral load in hepatitis B virus 

infected patients in Shenzhen, China. Decision trees were built by five-fold cross-validation and 

showed that birthplace, Urea, Na, Hct and Mch contributed to the prediction of HBV DNA viral 

load. R
2
 for the linear regression models was 0.29 and the adjusted R

2
 is only 0.11. Both R

2
 value 

are quite small. However, this result can give some indications for the further research, such as 
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HBsAg other than HBV DNA viral load could be as dependenet variables using logistic 

regression model, which was done in the following project, still in chapter 4. 

 

In chapter four, after the data was categorized, decision trees and logistic regression model have 

been established to predict the HBsAg presence in infectious diseases patients in Shenzhen, 

China. Decision trees were developed using ten-fold cross-validation showing that the 

categorized status of alanine aminotransferase, serum albumin and alkaline phosphatase 

contributed to predict HBsAg positive or negative. The goodness of fit of logistic regression 

model was assessed by Hosmer-Lemshow test (p=0.74), the usefulness of the model was assessed 

by Cox&Snell R
2
 (0.58) and Nagelkerke R

2 
(0.79), the discrimination ability of the model was 

assessed by area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC=0.95). The results of this 

study suggest that, based on other pathology data, namely alanine aminotransferase, albumin and 

alkaline phosphatase, predicting hepatitis B virus DNA level and hepatitis B surface antigen 

positive or negative could be a supplement for the clinicians to make decisions about the 

treatment or prognosis for hepatitis B patients. Further research could apply this method such as 

decision tree and regression models to the blood donors, which could help to improve the blood 

services system to further ensure blood safety. The conclusion could be translated into actual 

clinical practice by installing the software in the computer to alert the clinics, which will be cost-

effective. However, since the clinicians normally make their decision on the basis of patients’ 

clinical symptoms, this software will function as an alert or supplementary to the clinician. On 

the other hand, it will take some time to write the software to reflect our conclusion. 

6.5 Computational aspects of occult hepatitis B virus infection 

In the last decade, occult hepatitis B virus infection (OBI) has been a hot issue for blood safety 

(Allain et al., 2009a). There has been a lot of research published  on the mechanism of OBI 

(Samal et al., 2012). However, there are few reports on the computational aspects of OBI, which 

could decipher the evolutionary mechanism of OBI in a statistical and computational way. In 

chapter five, 3682 complete genomes of hepatitis B virus from occult and overt infections were 

retrieved from GenBank. Multiple genome alignment showed that sequences of OBI were closely 

related to those of overt hepatitis B virus infection (nonOBI) using Geneious software. 

Quantitatively entropy values of aligned nucleotide sequences were calculated using BioEdit 

software and the entropy values of OBI and nonOBI were found to be significantly different. 
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Since partial regions of HBV DNA are overlapping, amino acid variations were also examined. 

Multiple hypothesis tests were done to identify the differences of amino acid variations site by 

site between OBI and nonOBI using QVALUES R package. The q values of the S region of HBV 

could not be calculated because the p values of this region were too small and the false discovery 

rate of 0.05 was set as a cutoff for the S region. Multiple hypothesis tests showed that amino acid 

variations in 211 of the 227 sites analyzed (92.95%) in the S region, 240 of 848 sites (28.3%) in 

the P region, 37 of 217 (25.16%) sites in the X region and 39 of 155 sites (17.05%) in the C 

region in OBI are statistically significantly different between nonOBI and nonOBI amino acid 

sequences. The above results showed that variations in the amino acid sequences of S region 

played an important role in the evolution of OBI. Future research should focus on S region rather 

than X, P and C regions to elucidate the molecular mechanism of OBI. Other models such as 

logistic regression model and decision trees could be established to predict if the patients are OBI 

or nonOBI based on the further statistical analysis of the S region of the genome, which will 

provide molecular mechanism of OBI and offer information for diagnostic industry to further 

improve the quality of HBV blood screening reagents, which will further ensure blood safety. 

6.6 Overall conclusions and implications 

The four projects in this thesis focus on the further improvement of blood safety by 

characterizing two transfusion-transmitted viruses, RRV and HBV, using bioinformatics. It was 

shown that the RRV viraemia duration could be two to nine days using an adult outbred Swiss 

mouse model. A combined model was developed to estimate RRV risk to blood safety to provide 

accurate information to policy makers to further ensure blood safety. HBV can be transmitted by 

blood transfusion and it is mainly detected by immunoassays and NAT in blood services. Where 

NAT is not cost-effective and immunoassays are not available, hepatitis B surface antigen can be 

predicted based on other pathology data such as ALT, ALB and ALKP. Further application of this 

prediction method could be applied to blood donors to improve blood service to further ensure 

blood safety. With the emergence of OBI in the last decade, computational aspects of OBI and 

overt HBV infection were examined by multiple genome alignment; site by site entropy values of 

nucleotide sequences and site by site multiple hypothesis tests of amino acid sequences. The 

results show that further research should be focused on S region to elucidate molecular 

evolutionary mechanism of OBI which will offer additional information to diagnostic industry to 

further improve the quality of HBV blood screening reagents to further ensure blood safety. 
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Appendix 1 R code for chapter three 

The following R code is for the onset data of Ross River virus in Cairns, Australia 2004; the 

RRV risk estimation combined model and histogram of the maximum/minimum risk. 

### R code for figure 3.1 RRV onset data in Cairns, Australia 

2004 

rrv <- read.table("E:/RRV onset data from 01022004 

edited09092011.csv", header=T, fill=T, sep=",") 

 

plot(rrv$Days, rrv$numberofcases, xlab="Date",ylab="Number of 

cases",main="",axes=F, xlim=c(0, 200)) 

segments(rrv$Days, 0, rrv$Days, rrv$numberofcases)  ##RRV 

onset data in Cairns, Australia 2004 

axis(2) 

box("plot","solid") 

axis(1, at=c(0, 30, 61, 91, 121,151), 

labels=c("1/2/04","1/3/04","1/4/04","1/5/04","1/6/04","30/6/04

")) 

 

### R code for figure 3.2 The RRV risk of transmission in 

Cairns, Australia 2004 

###simulation under uniform distribution 

 

data<-c(0,3,1,3,1,0,1,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,3,3,3,1,2,2,2, 

4,3,2,0,7,7,4,2,2,0,1,8,6,2,1,1,2,0,2,2,4,1,3,1,1,2,0,6,3,2,0,

1,1,1,3,2,;  

1,0,0,2,3,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,1,0,0,0,3,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,1,rep(0,

4),1,1,1,4 

,1,0,1,0,0,1,rep(0,4),1,rep(0,8),1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,rep(0,3),0,0,

1,1,rep(0, 

5),1,1,rep(0,5),1,rep(0,5),1,0) 

 

risk.output.uniform<-matrix(0, nrow=length(data), ncol=10000)  

for (i in 1:10000) { 

asym<-runif(151,0.45,0.75) 

sym<-1-asym 

unap<-runif(151,2,9)  #duration (days) for asymptomatic cases 

wp<-runif(151,0.5,2)  #duration (days) for symptomatic cases 
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asym.case<-data*(asym/sym)  #number of asymptomatic cases, 

data= number of symptomatic cases 

 

pinf.sym<-data/123000       #splitting up pinf into sym and 

asym cases 

pinf.asym<-asym.case/123000 

 

sym.matrix<-matrix(0,nrow=162,ncol=151)  #matrix of 

"rectangles" for sym cases 

 

asym.matrix<-matrix(0,nrow=162,ncol=151) #matrix of 

"rectangles" for asym cases 

 

 

for (j in 1:151) 

 {asym.matrix[c(j:(j+unap[j])),j]<-pinf.asym[j] 

         sym.matrix[c(j:(j+wp[j])),j]<-pinf.sym[j]} 

 

day.matrix<-(sym.matrix+asym.matrix)  #summing the two 

matrices.  

 

risk<-apply(day.matrix[1:151,],1,sum)*10000 

risk.output.uniform[,i]<-risk 

} 

 

max.risk.uniform<-apply(risk.output.uniform, 2,max)    

mean.risk.uniform<-apply(risk.output.uniform,2,mean)   

min.risk.uniform<-apply(risk.output.uniform,2,min)    

summary(max.risk.uniform)  ###there are 10000 numbers in this 

vector. mean max of 151 values is 4.45(2.62-7.67) 

summary(mean.risk.uniform) ##mean mean 0.98(0.79-1.25) 

summary(min.risk.uniform)   ##mean min=0 

 

###plotting the results 

guifang_date <- 1:151 

plot(guifang_date, risk.output.uniform[,1], type="l", 

xlab="Date", ylab="Risk of transmission per 10,000", 

main="Estimated RRV risk for Transfusion in Cairns, Australia 

2004",ylim=c(0, max(risk.output.uniform)), col="grey", axes=F) 

axis(2) 

box("plot","solid") 
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axis(1, at=c(1, 30, 61, 91, 122), 

c("1/02/04","1/03/04","1/04/04","1/05/04","1/06/04")) 

for(i in 2:10000) lines(guifang_date, risk.output.uniform[,i], 

col="grey") 

guifang_mean <- apply(risk.output.uniform, 1, mean) 

lines(lowess(guifang_date, guifang_mean), col=2) 

guifang_min <- apply(risk.output.uniform, 1, min) 

lines(lowess(guifang_date, guifang_min), col=2) 

guifang_max <- apply(risk.output.uniform, 1, max) 

lines(lowess(guifang_date, guifang_max), col=2) 

  

### R code for figure 3.3 Histograms of mean and maximum risk 

per 10,000 donations 

hist(max.risk.uniform) 

hist(mean.risk.uniform) 

 

 

####simulation with Brad's condition 

 

data<-c(0,3,1,3,1,0,1,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,3,3,3,1,2,2,2, 

4,3,2,0,7,7,4,2,2,0,1,8,6,2,1,1,2,0,2,2,4,1,3,1,1,2,0,6,3,2,0,

1,1,1,3,2, 

1,0,0,2,3,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,1,0,0,0,3,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,1,rep(0,

4),1,1,1,4 

,1,0,1,0,0,1,rep(0,4),1,rep(0,8),1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,rep(0,3),0,0,

1,1,rep(0, 

5),1,1,rep(0,5),1,rep(0,5),1,0) 

 

risk.output.uniform.brad<-matrix(0, nrow=length(data), 

ncol=10000)  

for (i in 1:10000) { 

asym<-0.677 

sym<-1-asym 

unap<-runif(151,2,9)  #duration (days) for asymptomatic 

cases,2 refers the minimum, 9 refers the maximum 

wp<-runif(151,0.5,2)  #duration (days) for symptomatic cases, 

0.5 refers the minimum, 2 refers the maximum 

 

asym.case<-data*(asym/sym)  #number of asymptomatic cases, 

data= number of symptomatic cases 
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pinf.sym<-data/123000       #splitting up pinf into sym and 

asym cases 

pinf.asym<-asym.case/123000 

 

sym.matrix<-matrix(0,nrow=162,ncol=151)  #matrix of 

"rectangles" for sym cases 

 

asym.matrix<-matrix(0,nrow=162,ncol=151) #matrix of 

"rectangles" for asym cases 

 

for (j in 1:151) 

 {asym.matrix[c(j:(j+unap[j])),j]<-pinf.asym[j] 

         sym.matrix[c(j:(j+wp[j])),j]<-pinf.sym[j]} 

 

day.matrix<-(sym.matrix+asym.matrix)  #summing the two 

matrices.  

 

risk<-apply(day.matrix[1:151,],1,sum)*10000 

risk.output.uniform.brad[,i]<-risk 

} 

 

max.risk.uniform.brad<-apply(risk.output.uniform.brad, 2,max)    

mean.risk.uniform.brad<-apply(risk.output.uniform.brad,2,mean)   

min.risk.uniform.brad<-apply(risk.output.uniform.brad,2,min)    

 

 

##R code for sensitivity analysis (uniform distribution and 

Brad's result) 

 

 

guifang_yesno <- vector(length = 182) 

for(i in 1:182) guifang_yesno[i] <- mean.risk.uniform[i] > 

mean.risk.uniform.brad[i] 

1 - pbinom(sum(guifang_yesno), 182, 0.5) # p = 1 not 

significantly different 

 

 

##R code for sensitivity analysis (uniform distribution or 

noraml distribution) 

 

##simulation under normal distribution 27July2012 
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data<-c(0,3,1,3,1,0,1,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,3,3,3,1,2,2,2, 

4,3,2,0,7,7,4,2,2,0,1,8,6,2,1,1,2,0,2,2,4,1,3,1,1,2,0,6,3,2,0,

1,1,1,3,2, 

1,0,0,2,3,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,1,0,0,0,3,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,1,rep(0,

4),1,1,1,4 

,1,0,1,0,0,1,rep(0,4),1,rep(0,8),1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,rep(0,3),0,0,

1,1,rep(0, 

5),1,1,rep(0,5),1,rep(0,5),1,0) 

 

risk.output.norm<-matrix(0, nrow=length(data), ncol=10000)  

for (i in 1:10000) { 

asym<-rnorm(151,0.6,0.087)  ##0.6 refers the mean of 

(0.45+0.75), 0.087 refers the SD of 0.45 and 0.75, SD=(0.45-

0.75)/sqrt(12)=0.87 

sym<-1-asym 

unap<-rnorm(151,5.5,2.02)  #duration (days) for asymptomatic 

cases, 5.5 refers the mean of 2 and 9,  SD of 2 and 9 is (2-

9)/sqrt(12)=2.02 

wp<-rnorm(151,1.25,0.43)  #duration (days) for symptomatic 

cases,1.25 refers the mean of 0.5 and 2, SD of 2 and 0.5 is 

(2-0.5)/sqrt(12)=0.43 

 

asym.case<-data*(asym/sym)  #number of asymptomatic cases, 

data= number of symptomatic cases 

 

pinf.sym<-data/123000       #splitting up pinf into sym and 

asym cases 

pinf.asym<-asym.case/123000 

 

sym.matrix<-matrix(0,nrow=165,ncol=151)  #matrix of 

"rectangles" for sym cases 

 

asym.matrix<-matrix(0,nrow=165,ncol=151) #matrix of 

"rectangles" for asym cases 

 

 

for (j in 1:151) 

{asym.matrix[c(j:(j+unap[j])),j]<-pinf.asym[j] 

         sym.matrix[c(j:(j+wp[j])),j]<-pinf.sym[j]} 
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day.matrix<-(sym.matrix+asym.matrix)  #summing the two 

matrices.  

 

risk<-apply(day.matrix[1:151,],1,sum)*10000 

risk.output.norm[,i]<-risk 

} 

 

max.risk.norm<-apply(risk.output.norm, 2,max)    

mean.risk.norm<-apply(risk.output.norm,2,mean)   

min.risk.norm<-apply(risk.output.norm,2,min)    

summary(max.risk.norm)  ###there are 10000 numbers in this 

vector. mean max of 151 values is 4.61(2.62-972) 

summary(mean.risk.norm) ##mean mean 1(0-33) 

summary(min.risk.norm)   ##mean min=0 

 

##sensitivity test to decide to use normal or uniform 

distribution 

guifang_yesno <- vector(length = 182) 

for(i in 1:182) guifang_yesno[i] <- mean.risk.uniform[i] > 

mean.risk.norm[i] 

1 - pbinom(sum(guifang_yesno), 182, 0.5) # p = 0.6444 not 

significantly different 
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Appendix 2 R code for chapter four 

The following code are for the characterization of hepatitis B virus, including the 

establishment of the logistic regression model, testing the model and validation of the model. 

## R code for figure 4.2 Distribution of DNA viral load log 

value 

viralload03112011<-read.table("E:/data with normal0 lower2 

bigger1 huge viralload excluded.csv",header=T, sep=",",fill=T) 

hist(log(viralload03112011$Viralload),main="", xlab="Log value 

of HBV DNA viral load", ylab="Frequency")##main="Figure 4.1. 

Distribution of Viral Load Log Value" ## the histogram still 

shows not normal distribution 

box(which="plot") 

shapiro.test(log(viralload03112011$Viralload))  ###p 

value=7.35e-07, not of normal distribution 

qqnorm(log(viralload03112011$Viralload),main="") 

###main="Figure 4.1. Distribution of Viral Load Log Value" 

qqline(log(viralload03112011$Viralload), main="")  

###main="Figure 4.1. Distribution of Viral Load Log Value" 

 

## R code for figure 4.3 Box-Cox transformation of raw data 

for HBV DNA viral load analysis 

library(MASS) 

library(lattice) 

viralload03112011$Sex<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Sex) 

viralload03112011$birthplace<-

as.factor(viralload03112011$birthplace) 

viralload03112011$HBSAg<-as.numeric(viralload03112011$HBSAg) 

viralload03112011$HBeAg2<-as.factor(viralload03112011$HBeAg2) 

viralload03112011$HBeAb<-as.factor(viralload03112011$HBeAb) 

viralload03112011$HBcAb<-as.numeric(viralload03112011$HBcAb) 

viralload03112011$Genotype<-

as.factor(viralload03112011$Genotype) 

viralload03112011$ALT<-as.factor(viralload03112011$ALT) 

viralload03112011$ALB<-as.factor(viralload03112011$ALB) 

viralload03112011$ALKP<-as.factor(viralload03112011$ALKP) 

viralload03112011$crea<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Crea) 

viralload03112011$TBil<-as.factor(viralload03112011$TBil) 

viralload03112011$GGT<-as.factor(viralload03112011$GGT) 

viralload03112011$Urea<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Urea) 
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viralload03112011$Na<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Na) 

viralload03112011$K<-as.factor(viralload03112011$K) 

viralload03112011$Hb<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Hb) 

viralload03112011$RCC<-as.factor(viralload03112011$RCC) 

viralload03112011$MCV<-as.factor(viralload03112011$MCV) 

viralload03112011$Hct<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Hct) 

viralload03112011$RDW<-as.factor(viralload03112011$RDW) 

viralload03112011$Mch<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Mch) 

viralload03112011$MCHC<-as.factor(viralload03112011$MCHC) 

viralload03112011$Plt<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Plt) 

viralload03112011$WCC<-as.factor(viralload03112011$WCC) 

viralload03112011$Neut<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Neut) 

viralload03112011$Lymph<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Lymph) 

viralload03112011$Mono<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Mono) 

viralload03112011$Eos<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Eos) 

##first, get the linear regression model using raw data 

raw.viralloadlinearregress03112011<-

lm(Viralload~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+sqrt(HBSAg)+HBeAg2+H

BeAb+sqrt(HBcAb)+Genotype+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBil+GGT+Urea+Na+K

+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos,data=

viralload03112011) 

##second, using boxcox transformation to see which is the best 

way to transform the data) 

boxcox(raw.viralloadlinearregress03112011) 

 

boxcox(raw.viralloadlinearregress03112011, plotit=F) 

 

## R code for table 4.2 statisitics coefficients fo HBV DNA 

viral load linear regression model 

the linear regression model: 

library(lattice) 

viralload03112011$Sex<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Sex) 

viralload03112011$birthplace<-

as.factor(viralload03112011$birthplace) 

viralload03112011$HBSAg<-as.numeric(viralload03112011$HBSAg) 

viralload03112011$HBeAg2<-as.factor(viralload03112011$HBeAg2) 

viralload03112011$HBeAb<-as.factor(viralload03112011$HBeAb) 

viralload03112011$HBcAb<-as.numeric(viralload03112011$HBcAb) 

viralload03112011$Genotype<-

as.factor(viralload03112011$Genotype) 

viralload03112011$ALT<-as.factor(viralload03112011$ALT) 
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viralload03112011$ALB<-as.factor(viralload03112011$ALB) 

viralload03112011$ALKP<-as.factor(viralload03112011$ALKP) 

viralload03112011$crea<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Crea) 

viralload03112011$TBil<-as.factor(viralload03112011$TBil) 

viralload03112011$GGT<-as.factor(viralload03112011$GGT) 

viralload03112011$Urea<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Urea) 

viralload03112011$Na<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Na) 

viralload03112011$K<-as.factor(viralload03112011$K) 

viralload03112011$Hb<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Hb) 

viralload03112011$RCC<-as.factor(viralload03112011$RCC) 

viralload03112011$MCV<-as.factor(viralload03112011$MCV) 

viralload03112011$Hct<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Hct) 

viralload03112011$RDW<-as.factor(viralload03112011$RDW) 

viralload03112011$Mch<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Mch) 

viralload03112011$MCHC<-as.factor(viralload03112011$MCHC) 

viralload03112011$Plt<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Plt) 

viralload03112011$WCC<-as.factor(viralload03112011$WCC) 

viralload03112011$Neut<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Neut) 

viralload03112011$Lymph<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Lymph) 

viralload03112011$Mono<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Mono) 

viralload03112011$Eos<-as.factor(viralload03112011$Eos) 

viralloadlinearregress03112011<-

lm(log(Viralload)~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+sqrt(HBSAg)+HBe

Ag2+HBeAb+sqrt(HBcAb)+Genotype+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBil+GGT+Urea

+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos,

data=viralload03112011) 

 

 

summary(viralloadlinearregress03112011)  ##too many values are 

missing, so get fewer independent variables involved 

 

 

viralloadlinearregress04102012<-

lm(log(Viralload)~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+HBeAg2+HBeAb+AL

T+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBil+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC

+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos,data=viralload03112011) 

summary(viralloadlinearregress04102012) 

 

 

##TO explain the reason for the small adjusted R squared 

value, R code for figure 4.4: 
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viralload28092012<-read.table("c:/data with normal0 lower2 

bigger1 huge viralload excluded28092012.csv",header=T, 

sep=",",fill=T) 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

plot(viralload28092012$birthplace,log(viralload28092012$Virall

oad),xlab="Birthplace Guangdong or nonGuangdong",ylab="Log 

value of Viralload") 

plot(viralload28092012$Urea,log(viralload28092012$Viralload),x

lab="Urea normal or higher",ylab="Log value of Viralload") 

plot(viralload28092012$Na,log(viralload28092012$Viralload),xla

b="Na normal or higher",ylab="Log value of Viralload") 

plot(viralload28092012$Hct,log(viralload28092012$Viralload),xl

ab="Hct normal or higher",ylab="Log value of Viralload") 

plot(viralload28092012$Mch,log(viralload28092012$Viralload),xl

ab="Mch normal or higher",ylab="Log value of Viralload") 

table(viralload28092012$birthplace,viralload28092012$Urea) 

table(viralload28092012$birthplace,viralload28092012$Na) 

table(viralload28092012$birthplace,viralload28092012$Hct) 

table(viralload28092012$birthplace,viralload28092012$Mch) 

table(viralload28092012$Urea,viralload28092012$Na) 

table(viralload28092012$Urea,viralload28092012$Hct) 

table(viralload28092012$Urea,viralload28092012$Mch) 

table(viralload28092012$Na,viralload28092012$Hct) 

table(viralload28092012$Na,viralload28092012$Mch) 

table(viralload28092012$Hct,viralload28092012$Mch) 

birthplace.Urea<-as.table(rbind(c(114,11,27),c(117,9,10))) 

chisq.test(birthplace.Urea)  ##p=0.028 

 

birthplace.Na<-as.table(rbind(c(128,1,23),c(117,0,19))) 

chisq.test(birthplace.Na)  ##p=0.61 

fisher.test(birthplace.Na)  ##p=0.93 

 

birthplace.Hct<-as.table(rbind(c(105,47),c(111,25))) 

chisq.test(birthplace.Hct)  ##p=0.01 

fisher.test(birthplace.Hct)  ##p=0.02 

 

birthplace.Mch<-as.table(rbind(c(135,5,14),c(113,7,16))) 

chisq.test(birthplace.Mch)  ##P=0.52 

fisher.test(birthplace.Mch)  ##P=0.54 

 

Urea.Na<-as.table(rbind(c(202,0,29),c(13,0,7),c(30,1,6))) 
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chisq.test(Urea.Na)  ##p=0.0061 

fisher.test(Urea.Na)  ##p=0.01 

 

Urea.Hct<-as.table(rbind(c(183,48),c(10,10),c(23,14))) 

chisq.test(Urea.Hct)  ##p=0.002 

fisher.test(Urea.Hct)  ##p=0.002 

 

Urea.Mch<-as.table(rbind(c(202,6,23),c(12,6,2),c(32,0,5))) 

chisq.test(Urea.Mch) ##p=1.836e-07 

fisher.test(Urea.Mch) ##p=0.00030 

 

Na.Hct<-as.table(rbind(c(201,44),c(1,0),c(14,28))) 

chisq.test(Na.Hct) ##p=1.192e-10 

fisher.test(Na.Hct) ##p=5.005e-10 

 

Na.Mch<-as.table(rbind(c(217,6,22),c(1,0,0),c(28,6,8))) 

chisq.test(Na.Mch) ##p=0.001 

fisher.test(Na.Mch)  ##p=0.001 

 

Hct.Mch<-as.table(rbind(c(194,4,18),c(52,8,12))) 

chisq.test(Hct.Mch) ##p=0.0002 

fisher.test(Hct.Mch)  ##p=0.0005 

 

 

 

 

 

## R code for figure 4.5 and figure 4.6. Test the fitness of 

the regression model: 

 

plot(fitted(viralloadlinearregress03112011),residuals(viralloa

dlinearregress03112011),xlab="fitted values",ylab="residual 

values",main="Figure 4.5. Testing the Viral Load 

Model:\nFitted Values vs Residual Values") 

qqnorm(residuals(viralloadlinearregress03112011), main="Figure 

4.6. QQ normal plot") 

qqline(residuals(viralloadlinearregress03112011), main="Figure 

4.6 QQ plot of residuals") 

 

##R code for figure 4.7, percentage distribution of 

categorical data 
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dat=read.table("c:/Guifang_combined_patient_and_normal_lab_tes

ts_15June12_R2.txt", header=TRUE, sep='\t') 

spaces=c(rep(c(2,.1),18)) 

 

tests=c("ALT","","ALB","","ALKP","","Tbil","","GGT","","Urea",

"","Na","","Hb","","MCV","","Hct","","Mch","","MCHC", 

"","Plt","","WCC","","Lymph","","Mono","","Eos","","Bas","") 

 

antigen=rep(c("-","+"),18) 

 

bp=barplot(as.matrix(dat), beside=FALSE, col=c("red","blue", 

"yellow"), space=spaces, cex.axis=1.0, cex.names=0.9, las=2, 

names.arg=tests,ylab="Percentage") 

mtext(1, at = bp, text = antigen, line = 0, cex = 1.1) 

 

##R code for figure 4.8, HBsAg logistic decision tree 

library(rpart) 

paper090212<-read.table("E:/all HBsAg positive and non CHB 

data090212.csv",header=T,sep=",",fill=T) 

tree03112011<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+Genotype+ALT+ALB+ALKP

+Crea+TBil+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+N

eut+Lymph+Mono+Eos,method="class",data=paper090212) 

plot(tree03112011,main="") 

text(tree03112011) 

 

##R code for HBsAg logistic regression model establishment: 

paper090212<-read.table("E:/all HBsAg positive and non CHB 

data090212.csv",header=T,sep=",",fill=T) 

 

glm090212<-

glm(as.factor(HBSAg)~as.factor(ALT)+as.factor(ALB)+as.factor(A

LKP),family=binomial,data=paper090212) 

summary(glm090212 

 

##R code for Hosmer-Lemshow testing of logistic regression 

model: 

hosmerlem <- function (y, yhat, g = 10)  

{ 

cutyhat <- cut(yhat, breaks = quantile(yhat, probs = seq(0, 1, 

1/g)), include.lowest = T) 
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obs <- xtabs(cbind(1 - y, y) ~ cutyhat) 

expect <- xtabs(cbind(1 - yhat, yhat) ~ cutyhat) 

chisq <- sum((obs - expect)^2/expect) 

P <- 1 - pchisq(chisq, g - 2) 

c("X^2" = chisq, Df = g - 2, "P(>Chi)" = P)  ##to ensure 

whatever R version is, hosmerlem could be run smoothly. 

} 

 

hosmerlem(paper090212$HBSAg, fitted(glm090212),g=3) ## p = 

0.4967 

 

hosmerlem(paper090212$HBSAg, fitted(glm090212),g=4)  

###p=0.7418 

 

##R code for AUROC (figure 4.9): 

##how to install Deducer, should install from the CRAN 

website, then choose the mirror CSIRO, then select Deducer, 

then the website http://www.deducer.org/manual.html, not the 

others, then don't install java or anything else. 

library(Deducer) 

rocplot270612<-rocplot(glm090212) 

print(rocplot270612) 

 

###ROC with CI,install package pROC 28June12 

glm090212.pred=predict(glm090212, type="response") 

 

install.packages("pROC") 

library(pROC) 

 

rocobj3=plot.roc(paper090212$HBSAg, glm090212.pred, 

main="Confidence intervals", percent=TRUE,ci=TRUE, 

print.auc=TRUE) 

ciobj3 <- ci.se(rocobj3, specificities=seq(0, 100, 5))  

plot(ciobj3, type="shape", col="red")  

plot(ci(rocobj3, of="thresholds", thresholds="best")) 

 

 

 

###R code for figure 4.10 and figure 4.12, decision tree for 

continuous data(choose tree 1, 5-fold cross-validation) 

library(rpart) 
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viralloadtree03112011<-read.table("E:/data with viralload 

polished20110315.csv",header=T, sep=",",fill=T) 

dim(viralloadtree03112011) 

 

permute <- sample(1:219) 

 

viralloadtree03112011_train1 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[45:219],] 

viralloadtree03112011_test1 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[1:44],] 

viralloadtree03112011_train2 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(1:44,89:219)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_test2 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(45:88)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_train3<-

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(1:88,133:219)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_test3 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(89:132)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_train4<-

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(1:132,177:219)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_test4 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(133:176)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_train5<-

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(1:176)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_test5 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(177:219)],] 

 

 

# then 

 

tree03112011_1 <- rpart(log(Viralload) ~ ALKP + ALT + Crea + 

GGT + HBeAb + Hct + K + Lymph + Plt + Urea + WCC, 

 data = viralloadtree03112011_train1) 

plot(tree03112011_1,main="tree 1") 

text(tree03112011_1)     

tree03112011.predict1<-predict(object = 

tree03112011_1,newdata=viralloadtree03112011_test1) 

sqrt(mean((tree03112011.predict1 - 

log(viralloadtree03112011_test1$Viralload))^2)) # RMSE = 2.69  

 

###too complicated, then prune it 
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viralloadtree1.prune <- prune(tree03112011_1, cp = 0.03) 

 

plot(viralloadtree1.prune, main="") ##for the thesis because 

RMSE is the smallest after pruning 

text(viralloadtree1.prune) 

 

###then calculate the RMSE after prunning 

tree03112011.predict1<-predict(object = 

viralloadtree1.prune,newdata=viralloadtree03112011_test1) 

sqrt(mean((tree03112011.predict1 - 

log(viralloadtree03112011_test1$Viralload))^2))  ###RMSE=2.14 

after prunning 

 

##################################### 

tree03112011_2 <- rpart(log(Viralload) ~ ALKP + ALT + Crea + 

GGT + HBeAb + Hct + K + Lymph + Plt + Urea + WCC, 

 data = viralloadtree03112011_train2) 

plot(tree03112011_2,main="tree 2") 

text(tree03112011_2)   

tree03112011.predict2<-predict(object = 

tree03112011_2,newdata=viralloadtree03112011_test2) 

sqrt(mean((tree03112011.predict2 - 

log(viralloadtree03112011_test2$Viralload))^2)) # RMSE = 3.55 

###too complicated, then prune it 

 

viralloadtree2.prune <- prune(tree03112011_2, cp = 0.03) 

 

plot(viralloadtree2.prune, main="Figure 6. Viralload Decision 

Tree After Pruning") 

text(viralloadtree2.prune) 

 

###then calculate the RMSE after prunning 

tree03112011.predict2<-predict(object = 

viralloadtree2.prune,newdata=viralloadtree03112011_test1) 

sqrt(mean((tree03112011.predict2 - 

log(viralloadtree03112011_test2$Viralload))^2))  ###RMSE=4.39 

after prunning 

 

############################################# 
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tree03112011_3 <- rpart(log(Viralload) ~ ALKP + ALT + Crea + 

GGT + HBeAb + Hct + K + Lymph + Plt + Urea + WCC, 

 data = viralloadtree03112011_train3) 

plot(tree03112011_3,main="tree 3") 

text(tree03112011_3) 

tree03112011.predict3<-predict(object = 

tree03112011_3,newdata=viralloadtree03112011_test3) 

 

sqrt(mean((tree03112011.predict3 - 

log(viralloadtree03112011_test3$Viralload))^2)) # RMSE = 3.44 

###too complicated, then prune it 

 

viralloadtree3.prune <- prune(tree03112011_3, cp = 0.03) 

 

plot(viralloadtree3.prune, main="Figure 6. Viralload Decision 

Tree After Pruning") 

text(viralloadtree3.prune) 

 

###then calculate the RMSE after prunning 

tree03112011.predict3<-predict(object = 

viralloadtree3.prune,newdata=viralloadtree03112011_test3) 

sqrt(mean((tree03112011.predict3 - 

log(viralloadtree03112011_test3$Viralload))^2))  

###RMSE=3.4316 after prunning 

 

############################# 

tree03112011_4 <- rpart(log(Viralload) ~ ALKP + ALT + Crea + 

GGT + HBeAb + Hct + K + Lymph + Plt + Urea + WCC, 

 data = viralloadtree03112011_train4) 

plot(tree03112011_4,main="tree 4") 

text(tree03112011_4) 

tree03112011.predict4<-predict(object = 

tree03112011_4,newdata=viralloadtree03112011_test4) 

 

sqrt(mean((tree03112011.predict4 - 

log(viralloadtree03112011_test4$Viralload))^2))  #RMSE=3.48 

###too complicated, then prune it 

 

viralloadtree4.prune <- prune(tree03112011_4, cp = 0.03) 
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plot(viralloadtree4.prune, main="Figure 6. Viralload Decision 

Tree After Pruning") 

text(viralloadtree4.prune) 

 

###then calculate the RMSE after prunning 

tree03112011.predict4<-predict(object = 

viralloadtree4.prune,newdata=viralloadtree03112011_test4) 

sqrt(mean((tree03112011.predict4 - 

log(viralloadtree03112011_test4$Viralload))^2))  ###RMSE=2.99 

after prunning 

 

############################### the RMSE the smallest, the 

most powerfull 

tree03112011_5 <- rpart(log(Viralload) ~ ALKP + ALT + Crea + 

GGT + HBeAb + Hct + K + Lymph + Plt + Urea + WCC, 

 data = viralloadtree03112011_train5) 

plot(tree03112011_5,main="Fig 4.6 The most powerful regression 

tree for HBV DNA viral load \nprediction using five-fold cross 

valiation before pruning") 

text(tree03112011_5) 

tree03112011.predict5<-predict(object = 

tree03112011_5,newdata=viralloadtree03112011_test5) 

 

sqrt(mean((tree03112011.predict5 - 

log(viralloadtree03112011_test5$Viralload))^2))  #RMSE=3.09 

 

###too complicated, then prune it 

 

viralloadtree5.prune <- prune(tree03112011_5, cp = 0.03) 

 

plot(viralloadtree5.prune, main="") ## The most powerful 

regression tree for HBV DNA viral load \nprediction using 

five-fold cross validation after 

text(viralloadtree5.prune) 

 

###then calculate the RMSE after prunning 

tree03112011.predict5<-predict(object = 

viralloadtree5.prune,newdata=viralloadtree03112011_test5) 

sqrt(mean((tree03112011.predict5 - 

log(viralloadtree03112011_test5$Viralload))^2))  ###RMSE=2.82 

after prunning 
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##R code for prune the tree, choice of cp, figure 4.11 (one 

choice of them, why choose cp=0.03) 

library(rpart) 

viralloadtree03112011<-read.table("E:/data with viralload 

polished20110315.csv",header=T, sep=",",fill=T) 

dim(viralloadtree03112011) 

 

permute <- sample(1:219) 

 

viralloadtree03112011_train1 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[45:219],] 

viralloadtree03112011_test1 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[1:44],] 

viralloadtree03112011_train2 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(1:44,89:219)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_test2 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(45:88)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_train3<-

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(1:88,133:219)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_test3 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(89:132)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_train4<-

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(1:132,177:219)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_test4 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(133:176)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_train5<-

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(1:176)],] 

viralloadtree03112011_test5 <- 

viralloadtree03112011[permute[c(177:219)],] 

tree03112011_5 <- rpart(log(Viralload) ~ ALKP + ALT + Crea + 

GGT + HBeAb + Hct + K + Lymph + Plt + Urea + WCC, 

 data = viralloadtree03112011_train5) 

plot(tree03112011_5,main="")  ##Fig 4.6 The most powerful 

regression tree for HBV DNA viral load \nprediction using 

five-fold cross valiation before pruning 

text(tree03112011_5) 

plotcp(tree03112011_5,minline=TRUE) 

tree03112011_5$cptable 
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tree03112011_1 <- rpart(log(Viralload) ~ ALKP + ALT + Crea + 

GGT + HBeAb + Hct + K + Lymph + Plt + Urea + WCC, 

 data = viralloadtree03112011_train1) 

plot(tree03112011_1,main="tree 1") 

text(tree03112011_1)     

plotcp(tree03112011_1,minline=TRUE) 

 

tree03112011_2 <- rpart(log(Viralload) ~ ALKP + ALT + Crea + 

GGT + HBeAb + Hct + K + Lymph + Plt + Urea + WCC, 

 data = viralloadtree03112011_train2) 

plot(tree03112011_2,main="tree 2") 

text(tree03112011_2)   

plotcp(tree03112011_2,minline=TRUE) 

 

tree03112011_3 <- rpart(log(Viralload) ~ ALKP + ALT + Crea + 

GGT + HBeAb + Hct + K + Lymph + Plt + Urea + WCC, 

 data = viralloadtree03112011_train3) 

plot(tree03112011_3,main="tree 3") 

text(tree03112011_3) 

plotcp(tree03112011_3,minline=TRUE) 

 

tree03112011_4 <- rpart(log(Viralload) ~ ALKP + ALT + Crea + 

GGT + HBeAb + Hct + K + Lymph + Plt + Urea + WCC, 

 data = viralloadtree03112011_train4) 

plot(tree03112011_4,main="tree 4") 

text(tree03112011_4) 

plotcp(tree03112011_4,minline=TRUE)   ##seems the best! 

 

## R code for figure 4.13, boxplot of RMSE and SD. 

before.pruning<-c(3.03,3.55,3.44,3.48,3.09) 

after.pruning<-c(2.58,4.39,3.43,2.99,2.82) 

boxplot.x <- rep(c("RMSE before pruning", "RMSE after 

pruning"),rep(5,2)) 

boxplot.x2 <- rep(c("(a)","(b)"), rep(5,2)) 

boxplot.y <- c(before.pruning, after.pruning) 

 

boxplot(boxplot.y ~ boxplot.x, range=0,main="",ylab="Value") 

##Fig 4.11 RMSE before and after prunning for HBV DNA viral 

load \nregression trees using five-fold cross-validation, for 

this figure, before prunning is on the right. 
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boxplot(boxplot.y ~ boxplot.x2, range=0,main="",ylab="Value") 

##Fig 4.11 RMSE before and after prunning for HBV DNA viral 

load \nregression trees using five-fold cross-validation, for 

this figure, before prunning is on the left. 

 

 

mean(before.pruning)  ##3.32 

sd(before.pruning)    ##0.24 

mean(after.pruning)   ##3.24 

sd(after.pruning)     ##0.71 

t.test(before.pruning,after.pruning)  ##p=0.8304, t=0.2259, 

df=4.89 

 

###R code for figure 4.14 using 10-fold cross validation,just 

choose one representative 

 

library(rpart) 

paper090212<-read.table("E:/all HBsAg positive and non CHB 

data090212.csv",header=T,sep=",",fill=T) 

dim(paper090212) 

 

permute <- sample(1:821) 

 

paper_train1 <- paper090212[permute[83:821],] 

paper_test1 <- paper090212[permute[1:82],] 

paper_train2 <- paper090212[permute[c(1:82,165:821)],] 

paper_test2 <- paper090212[permute[c(83:164)],] 

paper_train3<-paper090212[permute[c(1:164,247:821)],] 

paper_test3 <- paper090212[permute[c(163:246)],] 

paper_train4<-paper090212[permute[c(1:246,329:821)],] 

paper_test4 <- paper090212[permute[c(247:328)],] 

paper_train5<-paper090212[permute[c(1:328,411:821)],] 

paper_test5 <- paper090212[permute[c(329:410)],] 

paper_train6<-paper090212[permute[c(1:410,493:821)],] 

paper_test6 <- paper090212[permute[c(411:492)],] 

paper_train7<-paper090212[permute[c(1:492,575:821)],] 

paper_test7 <- paper090212[permute[c(493:574)],] 

paper_train8<-paper090212[permute[c(1:574,657:821)],] 

paper_test8 <- paper090212[permute[c(575:656)],] 

paper_train9<-paper090212[permute[c(1:656,739:821)],] 
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paper_test9<- paper090212[permute[c(657:738)],] 

paper_train10 <- paper090212[permute[1:738],] 

paper_test10 <- paper090212[permute[739:821],] 

 

 

# then tree1 

test.tree01<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+ALT+ALB+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV

+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos+birthplace+ALKP+

TBil, 

 data=paper_train1 ,method="class") 

 

test.predict1<-

predict(test.tree01,newdata=paper_test1,type="class") 

tree1.table <- table(paper_test1$HBSAg,test.predict1) 

diag(tree1.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall1<-sum(diag(tree1.table)) / sum(tree1.table)  ##0.9146, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative1<-tree1.table[1,1] / sum(tree1.table[1,])  ##0.8437, 

between 0.8-1, good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive1<-tree1.table[2,2] / sum(tree1.table[2,])  ## 0.96, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

 

##tree2 

test.tree02<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+ALT+ALB+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV

+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos+birthplace+ALKP+

TBil, 

 data=paper_train2 ,method="class") 

 

test.predict2<-

predict(test.tree02,newdata=paper_test2,type="class") 

tree2.table <- table(paper_test2$HBSAg,test.predict2) 

diag(tree2.table) 
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# for overall tree accuracy 

overall2<-sum(diag(tree2.table)) / sum(tree2.table)  ##0.9024, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative2<-tree2.table[1,1] / sum(tree2.table[1,])  ##0.8823, 

between 0.8-1, good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive2<-tree2.table[2,2] / sum(tree2.table[2,])  ## 0.9167, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

##tree3 

test.tree3<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+ALT+ALB+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV

+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos+birthplace+ALKP+

TBil, 

 data=paper_train3 ,method="class") 

 

test.predict3<-

predict(test.tree3,newdata=paper_test3,type="class") 

tree3.table <- table(paper_test3$HBSAg,test.predict3) 

diag(tree3.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall3<-sum(diag(tree3.table)) / sum(tree3.table)  ##0.9642, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative3<-tree3.table[1,1] / sum(tree3.table[1,])  ##0.9615, 

between 0.8-1, good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive3<-tree3.table[2,2] / sum(tree3.table[2,])  ## 0.9655, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

##tree4 

test.tree4<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+ALT+ALB+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV

+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos+birthplace+ALKP+

TBil, 

 data=paper_train4 ,method="class") 
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test.predict4<-

predict(test.tree4,newdata=paper_test4,type="class") 

tree4.table <- table(paper_test4$HBSAg,test.predict4)  ## can 

be used for calculation of sensitivity, accuracy and 

specificity manually 

diag(tree4.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall4<-sum(diag(tree4.table)) / sum(tree4.table)  ##0.9756, 

between 0.8-1, good   ###the most powerful one 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative4<-tree4.table[1,1] / sum(tree4.table[1,])  ##0.9705, 

between 0.8-1, good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive4<-tree4.table[2,2] / sum(tree4.table[2,])  #0.9791 

 

##tree5 

test.tree5<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+ALT+ALB+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV

+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos+birthplace+ALKP+

TBil, 

 data=paper_train5 ,method="class") 

 

test.predict5<-

predict(test.tree5,newdata=paper_test5,type="class") 

tree5.table <- table(paper_test5$HBSAg,test.predict5) 

diag(tree5.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall5<-sum(diag(tree5.table)) / sum(tree5.table)  ##0.9390, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative5<-tree5.table[1,1] / sum(tree5.table[1,])  ##0.9130, 

between 0.8-1, good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive5<-tree5.table[2,2] / sum(tree5.table[2,])  #0.9491 

 

##tree6 
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test.tree6<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+ALT+ALB+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV

+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos+birthplace+ALKP+

TBil, 

 data=paper_train6 ,method="class") 

 

test.predict6<-

predict(test.tree6,newdata=paper_test6,type="class") 

tree6.table <- table(paper_test6$HBSAg,test.predict6) 

diag(tree6.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall6<-sum(diag(tree6.table)) / sum(tree6.table)  ##0.9512, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative6<-tree6.table[1,1] / sum(tree6.table[1,])  ##0.9062, 

between 0.8-1, good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive6<-tree6.table[2,2] / sum(tree6.table[2,])  ##0.98 

 

##tree7 

test.tree7<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+ALT+ALB+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV

+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos+birthplace+ALKP+

TBil, 

 data=paper_train7 ,method="class") 

 

test.predict7<-

predict(test.tree7,newdata=paper_test7,type="class") 

tree7.table <- table(paper_test7$HBSAg,test.predict7) 

diag(tree7.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall7<-sum(diag(tree7.table)) / sum(tree7.table)  ##0.8902, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative7<-tree7.table[1,1] / sum(tree7.table[1,])  ##0.9117, 

between 0.8-1, good 

# for positive HBSAg 
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positive7<-tree7.table[2,2] / sum(tree7.table[2,]) ##0.875 

 

##tree8 

test.tree8<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+ALT+ALB+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV

+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos+birthplace+ALKP+

TBil, 

 data=paper_train8 ,method="class") 

 

test.predict8<-

predict(test.tree8,newdata=paper_test8,type="class") 

tree8.table <- table(paper_test8$HBSAg,test.predict8) 

diag(tree8.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall8<-sum(diag(tree8.table)) / sum(tree8.table)  ##0.9268, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative8<-tree8.table[1,1] / sum(tree8.table[1,])  ##0.84, 

between 0.8-1, good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive8<-tree8.table[2,2] / sum(tree8.table[2,]) ##0.9649 

 

###tree 9 

test.tree9<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+ALT+ALB+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV

+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos+birthplace+ALKP+

TBil, 

 data=paper_train9 ,method="class") 

 

test.predict9<-

predict(test.tree9,newdata=paper_test9,type="class") 

tree9.table <- table(paper_test9$HBSAg,test.predict9) 

diag(tree9.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall9<-sum(diag(tree9.table)) / sum(tree9.table)  ##0.9268, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 
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negative9<-tree9.table[1,1] / sum(tree9.table[1,])  ##0.9393, 

between 0.8-1, good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive9<-tree9.table[2,2] / sum(tree9.table[2,])  ##0.9184 

 

###tree 10 

test.tree10<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+ALT+ALB+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV

+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph+Mono+Eos+birthplace+ALKP+

TBil, 

 data=paper_train10 ,method="class") 

 

test.predict10<-

predict(test.tree10,newdata=paper_test10,type="class") 

tree10.table <- table(paper_test10$HBSAg,test.predict10) 

diag(tree10.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall10 <- sum(diag(tree10.table)) / sum(tree10.table)  

##0.9156, between 0.8-1, good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative10 <- tree10.table[1,1] / sum(tree10.table[1,])  

##0.8709, between 0.8-1, good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive10 <- tree10.table[2,2] / sum(tree10.table[2,])  

###0.9423 

 

 

#####R code for figure 4.15 

overall.accuracy <- c(overall1, overall2, 

overall3,overall4,overall5,overall6,overall7,overall8,overall9

,overall10) 

negative.accuracy <- 

c(negative1,negative2,negative3,negative4,negative5,negative6,

negative7,negative8,negative9,negative10) 

positive.accuracy <- 

c(positive1,positive2,positive3,positive4,positive5,positive6,

positive7,positive8,positive9,positive10) 

 

mean(overall.accuracy)   ##mean=0.9284 
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sd(overall.accuracy)     ##sd=0.03869 

mean(negative.accuracy)  ##mean=0.8949 

sd(negative.accuracy)    ##sd=0.05658 

mean(positive.accuracy)  ##0.9467 

sd(positive.accuracy)    ##0.05016 

 

boxplot.x <- rep(c("Accuracy","Sensitivity","Specificity"), 

rep(10,3)) 

boxplot.y <- c(overall.accuracy, positive.accuracy, 

negative.accuracy) 

 

boxplot(boxplot.y ~ boxplot.x, main="Fig 2. Accuracy, 

Sensitivity and Specificity of 10-fold cross-validation", 

 range=0) 

 

 

boxplot(boxplot.y ~ boxplot.x, main="",ylab="Value", range=0)  

 

####R code for figure 4.16 

 

##first, balancing the data, R code for balancing the data: 

balance15122011<-read.table("E:/model validation 

data12Nov2011polished01.csv",header=T,sep=",",fill=T) 

## secondly, put the negatives into a dataset called big: 

HBSAG.negative.rows<-c(1:305)[balance15122011$HBSAg==0] 

big<-balance15122011[HBSAG.negative.rows,] 

 

 

## thirdly, put the "upsized" and "big" rows together, using 

rbind 

 

validation15122011<-rbind(upsized, big) 

 

##then use 10-fold cross-validation to build the 

classification decision tree 

dim(validation15122011) 

permute <- sample(1:976) 

 

balance_train1 <-validation15122011[permute[99:976],] 

balance_test1 <- validation15122011[permute[1:98],] 
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balance_train2 <- 

validation15122011[permute[c(1:98,197:976)],] 

balance_test2 <- validation15122011[permute[c(99:196)],] 

balance_train3<-validation15122011[permute[c(1:196,295:976)],] 

balance_test3 <- validation15122011[permute[c(197:294)],] 

balance_train4<-validation15122011[permute[c(1:294,393:976)],] 

balance_test4 <- validation15122011[permute[c(295:392)],] 

balance_train5<-validation15122011[permute[c(1:392,491:976)],] 

balance_test5 <- validation15122011[permute[c(393:490)],] 

balance_train6<-validation15122011[permute[c(1:490,589:976)],] 

balance_test6 <- validation15122011[permute[c(491:588)],] 

balance_train7<-validation15122011[permute[c(1:588,687:976)],] 

balance_test7 <- validation15122011[permute[c(589:686)],] 

balance_train8<-validation15122011[permute[c(1:686,785:976)],] 

balance_test8 <- validation15122011[permute[c(687:784)],] 

balance_train9<-validation15122011[permute[c(1:785,883:976)],] 

balance_test9<- validation15122011[permute[c(786:882)],] 

balance_train10 <- validation15122011[permute[1:882],] 

balance_test10 <- validation15122011[permute[883:976],] 

 

library(rpart) 

 

# then tree1 

test.tree01<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBi

l+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph

+Mono+Eos,method="class",data=balance_train1) 

test.predict1<-

predict(test.tree01,newdata=balance_test1,type="class") 

tree1.table <- table(balance_test1$HBSAg,test.predict1) 

diag(tree1.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall1<-sum(diag(tree1.table)) / sum(tree1.table)  ##0.7333, 

not between 0.8-1, not good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative1<-tree1.table[1,1] / sum(tree1.table[1,])  ##0.7096, 

not between 0.8-1, not good 

# for positive HBSAg 
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positive1<-tree1.table[2,2] / sum(tree1.table[2,])  ## 0.7586, 

not between 0.8-1, not good 

 

 

##tree2 

test.tree02<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBi

l+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph

+Mono+Eos,method="class",data=balance_train2) 

test.predict2<-

predict(test.tree02,newdata=balance_test2,type="class") 

tree2.table <- table(balance_test2$HBSAg,test.predict2) 

diag(tree2.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall2<-sum(diag(tree2.table)) / sum(tree2.table)  ##0.8620, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative2<-tree2.table[1,1] / sum(tree2.table[1,])  ##0.6923, 

not between 0.8-1, not good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive2<-tree2.table[2,2] / sum(tree2.table[2,])  ## 1.000, 

between 0.8-1,  good 

 

 

 

##tree3 

test.tree03<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBi

l+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph

+Mono+Eos,method="class",data=balance_train3) 

test.predict3<-

predict(test.tree03,newdata=balance_test3,type="class") 

tree3.table <- table(balance_test3$HBSAg,test.predict3) 

diag(tree3.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall3<-sum(diag(tree3.table)) / sum(tree3.table)  ##0.82, 

between 0.8-1, good 
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# for negative HBSAg 

negative3<-tree3.table[1,1] / sum(tree3.table[1,])  ##0.6923, 

not between 0.8-1, not good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive3<-tree3.table[2,2] / sum(tree3.table[2,])  ## 0.9583, 

between 0.8-1,  good 

 

 

##tree4 

test.tree04<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBi

l+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph

+Mono+Eos,method="class",data=balance_train4) 

test.predict4<-

predict(test.tree04,newdata=balance_test4,type="class") 

tree4.table <- table(balance_test4$HBSAg,test.predict4) 

diag(tree4.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall4<-sum(diag(tree4.table)) / sum(tree4.table)  ##0.8421, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative4<-tree4.table[1,1] / sum(tree4.table[1,])  ##0.8148, 

between 0.8-1, good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive4<-tree4.table[2,2] / sum(tree4.table[2,])  ## 0.8667, 

between 0.8-1,  good 

 

##tree5 

test.tree05<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBi

l+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph

+Mono+Eos,method="class",data=balance_train5) 

test.predict5<-

predict(test.tree05,newdata=balance_test5,type="class") 

tree5.table <- table(balance_test5$HBSAg,test.predict5) 

diag(tree5.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 
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overall5<-sum(diag(tree5.table)) / sum(tree5.table)  ##0.7346, 

not between 0.8-1, not good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative5<-tree5.table[1,1] / sum(tree5.table[1,])  ##0.6086, 

not between 0.8-1, not good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive5<-tree5.table[2,2] / sum(tree5.table[2,])  ##0.8461, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

##tree6 

test.tree06<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBi

l+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph

+Mono+Eos,method="class",data=balance_train6) 

test.predict6<-

predict(test.tree06,newdata=balance_test6,type="class") 

tree6.table <- table(balance_test6$HBSAg,test.predict6) 

diag(tree6.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall6<-sum(diag(tree6.table)) / sum(tree6.table)  ##0.8, 

between 0.8-1,good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative6<-tree6.table[1,1] / sum(tree6.table[1,])  ##0.7851, 

not between 0.8-1, not good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive6<-tree6.table[2,2] / sum(tree6.table[2,])  ##0.8148, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

 

##tree7 

test.tree07<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBi

l+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph

+Mono+Eos,method="class",data=balance_train7) 

test.predict7<-

predict(test.tree07,newdata=balance_test7,type="class") 

tree7.table <- table(balance_test7$HBSAg,test.predict7) 

diag(tree7.table) 
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# for overall tree accuracy 

overall7<-sum(diag(tree7.table)) / sum(tree7.table)  ##0.8148, 

between 0.8-1,good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative7<-tree7.table[1,1] / sum(tree7.table[1,])  ##0.8214, 

between 0.8-1, good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive7<-tree7.table[2,2] / sum(tree7.table[2,])  ##0.8076, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

##tree8 

test.tree08<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBi

l+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph

+Mono+Eos,method="class",data=balance_train8) 

test.predict8<-

predict(test.tree08,newdata=balance_test8,type="class") 

tree8.table <- table(balance_test8$HBSAg,test.predict8) 

diag(tree8.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall8<-sum(diag(tree8.table)) / sum(tree8.table)  ##0.8, 

between 0.8-1,good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative8<-tree8.table[1,1] / sum(tree8.table[1,])  ##0.75, 

not between 0.8-1, not good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive8<-tree8.table[2,2] / sum(tree8.table[2,])  ##0.85, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

 

###tree 9 

test.tree09<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBi

l+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph

+Mono+Eos,method="class",data=balance_train9) 

test.predict9<-

predict(test.tree09,newdata=balance_test9,type="class") 
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tree9.table <- table(balance_test9$HBSAg,test.predict9) 

diag(tree9.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall9<-sum(diag(tree9.table)) / sum(tree9.table)  ##0.85, 

between 0.8-1,good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative9<-tree9.table[1,1] / sum(tree9.table[1,])  ##0.8387, 

between 0.8-1,good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive9<-tree9.table[2,2] / sum(tree9.table[2,])  ##0.8620, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

###tree 10 

test.tree10<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBi

l+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph

+Mono+Eos,method="class",data=balance_train10) 

test.predict10<-

predict(test.tree10,newdata=balance_test10,type="class") 

tree10.table <- table(balance_test10$HBSAg,test.predict10) 

diag(tree10.table) 

 

# for overall tree accuracy 

overall10<-sum(diag(tree10.table)) / sum(tree10.table)  

##0.7843, not between 0.8-1, not good 

 

# for negative HBSAg 

negative10<-tree10.table[1,1] / sum(tree10.table[1,])  

##0.6538, not between 0.8-1,not good 

# for positive HBSAg 

positive10<-tree10.table[2,2] / sum(tree10.table[2,])  ##0.92, 

between 0.8-1, good 

 

########### put it all together (figure 4.18) 

 

overall.accuracy <- c(overall1, overall2, 

overall3,overall4,overall5,overall6,overall7,overall8,overall9

,overall10) 
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negative.accuracy <- 

c(negative1,negative2,negative3,negative4,negative5,negative6,

negative7,negative8,negative9,negative10) 

positive.accuracy <- 

c(positive1,positive2,positive3,positive4,positive5,positive6,

positive7,positive8,positive9,positive10) 

 

mean(overall.accuracy)   ##mean=0.8041 

sd(overall.accuracy)     ##sd=0.04413 

mean(negative.accuracy)  ##mean=0.7367 

sd(negative.accuracy)    ##sd=0.07759 

mean(positive.accuracy)  ##0.8686 

sd(positive.accuracy)    ##0.07263 

 

boxplot.x <- rep(c("Accuracy","Sensitivity","Specificity"), 

rep(10,3)) 

boxplot.y <- c(overall.accuracy, positive.accuracy, 

negative.accuracy) 

 

boxplot(boxplot.y ~ boxplot.x, ylab="Value",main="", range=0) 

 

 

 

## fourthly, use this data to test the classification tree 

 

tree15122011<-

rpart(HBSAg~Corrected.Age+Sex+birthplace+ALT+ALB+ALKP+Crea+TBi

l+GGT+Urea+Na+K+Hb+RCC+MCV+Hct+RDW+Mch+MCHC+Plt+WCC+Neut+Lymph

+Mono+Eos,method="class",data=validation15122011) 

plot(tree15122011, main="Figure 4.16. HBsAg Classification 

validation Decision Tree.") 

text(tree15122011)  ##tree shows too complicated. 

 

##R code for figure 4.17,choice of CP. 

plotcp(tree15122011) ## suggests cp = 0.013 

 

##Now prune the tree 

tree1512201101<-prune(tree15122011,cp=0.013) 

plot(tree1512201101) 

text(tree1512201101) ## too complicated still 

plotcp(tree1512201101,minline=TRUE) ## suggests cp = 0.017 
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##Now prune the tree 

tree1512201101<-prune(tree15122011,cp=0.02) 

plot(tree1512201101) 

text(tree1512201101) 

 

tree1512201102<-prune(tree15122011,cp=0.03) 

plot(tree1512201102, main="Figure 8. HBsAg classification Tree 

for Validation (Pruned)") 

text(tree1512201102)  ## use this tree for testing 

 

plotcp(tree1512201102,minline=TRUE) 

plotcp(tree1512201101,minline=TRUE) 

 

 

##R code for figure 4.19, choose one representative from the 

above pruned tree. 
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Appendix 3 R code for chapter five 

The following R code is for the computational aspects of occult hepatitis B virus, including 

the entropy values ploting, q test results and other aspects of occult hepatitis B virus. 

##R code for figure5.8-5.17, table 5.2 

## c REGION 

nonobi.cregion <- read.table("E:/entropy value c1814 region 

nonobi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

obi.cregion <- read.table("E:/entropy value c1814 region 

obi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

 

hist(nonobi.cregion$entropy,main="",xlab="Entropy value of 

nonOBI C region") 

hist(obi.cregion$entropy,main="",xlab="Entropy value of OBI C 

region") 

 

hist(log(nonobi.cregion$entropy+0.01),xlab="Log entropy value 

of nonOBI C region",ylim=c(0,200),main="") 

hist(log(obi.cregion$entropy+0.01),xlab="Log entropy value of 

OBI C region",main="") 

 

##plot position against log(entropy+0.01) 29August2012 

plot(nonobi.cregion$position,-

log(nonobi.cregion$entropy+0.01),xlab="Position",ylab="-Log 

Entropy Values",main="Nonobi C region",type="h", col="red") 

plot(obi.cregion$position,-

log(obi.cregion$entropy+0.01),xlab="Position",ylab="-Log 

Entropy Values",main="Obi C region",type="h",col="red") 

cor(nonobi.cregion$entropy,obi.cregion$entroypy) 

## need to check (shapiro test) if the distribution is normal 

first. if it is normal distribution, use t.test. 

t.test(log(nonobi.cregion$entropy + 0.01), 

log(obi.cregion$entropy + 0.01), alternative = "two.sided")  

##p=1.175e-06 

## since histgram shows that the entropy value is not normal 

distribution, so cannot use t.test. 

##to see if it is a normal distribution 

shapiro.test(log(nonobi.cregion$entropy+0.01))  ##p-value = 

9.44e-15, not normal distribution 
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shapiro.test(log(obi.cregion$entropy+0.01))   ##p-value < 

2.2e-16, not normal distribution 

##Now use nonparameter test to see if there is difference 

between obi and nonobi entropy distribution 

wilcox.test(nonobi.cregion$entropy, obi.cregion$entropy, 

alternative="two.sided", paired = FALSE)  ### p-value = 

0.0003020, there is difference between them. Actually this 

test use the origianl data. 

ks.test(nonobi.cregion$entropy,obi.cregion$entropy)  ## 

D=0.3247, p-value < 2.2e-16  

 

###s region 

 

nonobi.sregion <- read.table("E:/entropy value of S region 

NONOBI.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

obi.sregion <- read.table("E:/entropy value of s region 

OBI.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

 

nonobi.sregion <- data.frame(nonobi.sregion) 

obi.sregion <- data.frame(obi.sregion) 

 

nonobi.sregion <- data.frame(nonobi.sregion) 

obi.sregion <- data.frame(obi.sregion) 

 

hist(nonobi.sregion$Entropy,xlab="Entropy value of nonOBI S 

region",main="") 

hist(obi.sregion$Entropy,xlab="Entropy value of OBI S 

region",main="") 

 

hist(log(nonobi.sregion$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Log entropy value 

of nonOBI S region",main="",ylim=c(0,200)) 

hist(log(obi.sregion$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Log entropy value of 

OBI S region",main="") 

 

plot(nonobi.sregion$Position,-

log(nonobi.sregion$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Position",ylab="-Log 

Entropy Values",main="Nonobi S region",type="h", col="red") 

plot(obi.sregion$Position,-

log(obi.sregion$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Position",ylab="-Log 

Entropy Values",main="Obi S region",type="h", 

col="red",xlim=c(0,700)) 
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## need to check (shapiro test) if the distribution is normal 

first. if it is normal distribution, use t.test. 

t.test(log(nonobi.sregion$Entropy + 0.01), 

log(obi.sregion$Entropy + 0.01), alternative = "two.sided") 

##P=0.015 

 

shapiro.test(log(nonobi.sregion$Entropy+0.01))  ##p-value < 

2.2e-16 

 

shapiro.test(log(obi.sregion$Entropy+0.01))  ##p-value < 2.2e-

16 

 

 

wilcox.test(nonobi.sregion$Entropy, obi.sregion$Entropy, 

alternative="two.sided", paired = FALSE)  ##p-value = 2.427e-

12, there is difference between them 

ks.test(nonobi.sregion$Entropy,obi.sregion$Entropy)  ## 

D=0.4868, p-value < 2.2e-16 

 

 

 

###p2307 region 

 

nonobi.p2307region <- read.table("c:/entropy value p2307 

region nonobi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

obi.p2307region <- read.table("c:/entropy value p2307 region 

obi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

 

nonobi.p2307region <- data.frame(nonobi.p2307region) 

obi.p2307region <- data.frame(obi.p2307region) 

 

hist(nonobi.p2307region$Entropy,xlab="Entropy value of nonOBI 

P2307 region",main="") 

hist(obi.p2307region$Entropy,xlab="Entropy value of OBI P2307 

region",main="") 

 

hist(log(nonobi.p2307region$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Log entropy 

value of nonOBI P2307 region",main="",ylim=c(0,250)) 
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hist(log(obi.p2307region$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Log entropy value 

of OBI P2307 region",main="") 

 

plot(nonobi.p2307region$Position,-

log(nonobi.p2307region$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Position",ylab="-

Log Entropy Values",main="Nonobi P2307 region",type="h", 

col="red") 

plot(obi.p2307region$Position,-

log(obi.p2307region$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Position",ylab="-Log 

Entropy Values",main="Obi P2307 region",type="h", col="red") 

 

 

## need to check (shapiro test) if the distribution is normal 

first. if it is normal distribution, use t.test. 

**t.test(log(nonobi.p2307region$Entropy + 0.01), 

log(obi.p2307region$Entropy + 0.01), alternative = 

"two.sided") ##P=0.013 

 

shapiro.test(log(nonobi.p2307region$Entropy+0.01))  ##W = 

0.9386, p-value < 2.2e-16 

 

 

shapiro.test(log(obi.p2307region$Entropy+0.01))  ##W = 0.8173, 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

 

 

wilcox.test(nonobi.p2307region$Entropy, 

obi.p2307region$Entropy, alternative="two.sided", paired = 

FALSE)  ##W = 456838, p-value = 0.006846, there is difference 

between them 

ks.test(nonobi.p2307region$Entropy,obi.p2307region$Entropy) 

##D = 0.3629, p-value < 2.2e-16 

 

###x region 

 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

nonobi.xregion <- read.table("c:/entropy value x region 

nonobi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

obi.xregion <- read.table("c:/entropy value x region obi.txt", 

sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 
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nonobi.xregion <- data.frame(nonobi.xregion) 

obi.xregion <- data.frame(obi.xregion) 

 

hist(nonobi.xregion$Entropy,xlab="Entropy value of nonOBI X 

region",main="") 

hist(obi.xregion$Entropy,xlab="Entropy value of OBI X 

region",main="",ylim=c(0,350)) 

 

hist(log(nonobi.xregion$Entropy),xlab="Log entropy value of 

nonOBI X region",main="") 

hist(log(obi.xregion$Entropy),xlab="Log entropy value of OBI X 

region",main="",ylim=c(0,80)) 

 

plot(nonobi.xregion$Position,-

log(nonobi.xregion$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Position",ylab="-Log 

Entropy Values",main="Nonobi X region",type="h", col="red") 

plot(obi.xregion$Position,-

log(obi.xregion$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Position",ylab="-Log 

Entropy Values",main="Obi X region",type="h", col="red") 

 

 

## need to check (shapiro test) if the distribution is normal 

first. if it is normal distribution, use t.test. 

**t.test(log(nonobi.xregion$Entropy + 0.01), 

log(obi.xregion$Entropy + 0.01), alternative = "two.sided") 

##P=2.191e-05 

 

shapiro.test(log(nonobi.xregion$Entropy+0.01))  ##W = 0.8728, 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

shapiro.test(log(obi.xregion$Entropy+0.01))  ##W = 0.826, p-

value < 2.2e-16 

wilcox.test(nonobi.xregion$Entropy, obi.xregion$Entropy, 

alternative="two.sided", paired = FALSE)  ##W = 129444, p-

value = 1.578e-07, there is difference between them 

ks.test(nonobi.xregion$Entropy,obi.xregion$Entropy) ##D = 

0.4688, p-value < 2.2e-16 

 

 

### p1623 region 

 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 
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nonobi.p1623region <- read.table("c:/entropy value p1-1623 

region nonobi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

obi.p1623region <- read.table("c:/entropy value p1-1623 region 

obi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

 

nonobi.p1623region <- data.frame(nonobi.p1623region) 

obi.p1623region <- data.frame(obi.p1623region) 

 

hist(nonobi.p1623region$Entropy,xlab="Entropy value of nonOBI 

P1623 region",main="") 

hist(obi.p1623region$Entropy,xlab="Entropy value of OBI P1623 

region",main="") 

 

hist(log(nonobi.p1623region$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Log entropy 

value of nonOBI P1623 region",main="",ylim=c(0,800)) 

hist(log(obi.p1623region$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Log entropy value 

of OBI P1623 region",main="") 

 

plot(nonobi.p1623region$Position,-

log(nonobi.p1623region$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Position",ylab="-

Log Entropy Values",main="Nonobi P1623 region",type="h", 

col="red") 

plot(obi.p1623region$Position,-

log(obi.p1623region$Entropy+0.01),xlab="Position",ylab="-Log 

Entropy Values",main="Obi P1623 region",type="h", 

col="red",xlim=c(0,1500)) 

 

 

## need to check (shapiro test) if the distribution is normal 

first. if it is normal distribution, use t.test. 

**t.test(log(nonobi.p1623region$Entropy + 0.01), 

log(obi.p1623region$Entropy + 0.01), alternative = 

"two.sided") ##P=8.818e-10 

 

shapiro.test(log(nonobi.p1623region$Entropy+0.01))  ##W = 

0.8663, p-value < 2.2e-16 

shapiro.test(log(obi.p1623region$Entropy+0.01))  ##W = 0.7934, 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

wilcox.test(nonobi.p1623region$Entropy, 

obi.p1623region$Entropy, alternative="two.sided", paired = 
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FALSE)  ##W = 1631887, p-value < 2.2e-16, there is difference 

between them 

ks.test(nonobi.p1623region$Entropy,obi.p1623region$Entropy) 

##D = 0.4889, p-value < 2.2e-16 

 

###R code for figures 5.18-5.22 

##jittering the correlation PLOT 

## S region 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

obisentropyplot<-read.table("E:/entropy value of s region 

OBI.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

nonobisentropyplot<-read.table("E:/entropy value of S region 

NONOBI.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

plot(jitter(obisentropyplot$Entropy, 

amount=0),nonobisentropyplot$Entropy, xlab="Jittered Entropy 

Value of Obi of S region",ylab="Entropy Value of Nonobi of S 

region",axes=T,col=2) 

plot(jitter(log(obisentropyplot$Entropy+0.01),amount=0),log(no

nobisentropyplot$Entropy+0.01), xlab="Jittered Log Entropy 

Value of Obi of S region",ylab="Log Entropy Value of 

Nonobi",axes=T,col=2) 

 

 

##C region 

obicentropyplot<-read.table("E:/entropy value c1814 region 

obi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

nonobicentropyplot<-read.table("E:/entropy value c1814 region 

nonobi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

plot(jitter(obicentropyplot$entropy,amount=0),nonobicentropypl

ot$entropy, xlab="Jittered Etnropy Value of Obi of C 

region",ylab="Entropy Value of Nonobi of C 

region",axes=T,col=2) 

plot(jitter(log(obicentropyplot$entropy+0.01),amount=0),log(no

nobicentropyplot$entropy+0.01), xlab="Jittered Log Entropy 

Value of Obi of C region",ylab="Log Entropy Value of Nonobi of 

C region",axes=T,col=2) 

 

 

##P1623 region 

nonobip1entropyplot<-read.table("c:/entropy value p1-1623 

region nonobi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 
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obip1entropyplot<-read.table("c:/entropy value p1-1623 region 

obi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

plot(jitter(obip1entropyplot$Entropy,amount=0),nonobip1entropy

plot$Entropy, xlab="Jittered etnropy value of obi of p-1-1623 

region",ylab="entropy value of nonobi of P1-1623 

region",axes=T,col=2) 

plot(jitter(log(obip1entropyplot$Entropy+0.01),amount=0),log(n

onobip1entropyplot$Entropy+0.01), xlab="Jittered Log entropy 

value of obi of p1-1623 region",ylab="Log entropy value of 

nonobi of p1-1623 region",axes=T,col=2) 

 

 

##P2307 region 

nonobip2307entropyplot<-read.table("c:/entropy value p2307 

region nonobi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

obip2307entropyplot<-read.table("c:/entropy value p2307 region 

obi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

plot(jitter(obip2307entropyplot$Entropy,amount=0),nonobip2307e

ntropyplot$Entropy, xlab="Jittered etnropy value of obi of 

p2307 region",ylab="entropy value of nonobi of p2307 

region",axes=T,col=2) 

plot(jitter(log(obip2307entropyplot$Entropy+0.01),amount=0),lo

g(nonobip2307entropyplot$Entropy+0.01), xlab="Jittered Log 

etnropy value of obi of p2307 region",ylab="Log entropy value 

of nonobi of p2307 region",axes=T,col=2) 

 

##X region 

nonobixentropyplot<-read.table("c:/entropy value x region 

nonobi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

obixentropyplot<-read.table("c:/entropy value x region 

obi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

plot(jitter(obixentropyplot$Entropy,amount=0),nonobixentropypl

ot$Entropy, xlab="Jittered etnropy value of obi of X 

region",ylab="entropy value of nonobi of X 

region",axes=T,col=2) 

plot(jitter(log(obixentropyplot$Entropy+0.01),amount=0),log(no

nobixentropyplot$Entropy+0.01), xlab="Jittered Log entropy 

value of obi of X region",ylab="Log entropy value of nonobi of 

X region",axes=T,col=2) 
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par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

obisentropyplot<-read.table("E:/entropy value of s region 

OBI.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

nonobisentropyplot<-read.table("E:/entropy value of S region 

NONOBI.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

plot(obisentropyplot$Entropy,nonobisentropyplot$Entropy, 

xlab="Entropy Value of Obi",ylab="Entropy Value of 

Nonobi",main="Entropy Value Plot of S region",axes=T,col=2) 

plot(obisentropyplot$Position,obisentropyplot$Entropy) 

plot(nonobisentropyplot$Position,nonobisentropyplot$Entropy) 

plot(obisentropyplot$Entropy,col=2,nonobisentropyplot$Entropy) 

 

plot(log(obisentropyplot$Entropy+0.01),log(nonobisentropyplot$

Entropy+0.01), xlab="Log Entropy Value of Obi",ylab="Log 

Entropy Value of Nonobi",main="Log Entropy Value Plot of S 

region",axes=T,col=2) 

plot(obisentropyplot$Position,obisentropyplot$Entropy) 

plot(nonobisentropyplot$Position,nonobisentropyplot$Entropy) 

plot(obisentropyplot$Entropy,col=2,nonobisentropyplot$Entropy) 

 

library(lattice) 

cor(obisentropyplot$Entropy,nonobisentropyplot$Entropy,method=

"spearman")   ##R=0.54 

cor(log(obisentropyplot$Entropy+0.01),log(nonobisentropyplot$E

ntropy+0.01),method="spearman")  ##R=0.54 

 

### to find the correlation for some areas in the region 

 

obisrows<-c(1:681)[log(obisentropyplot$Entropy+0.01)>=-3] 

obisdatasmaller<-log(obisentropyplot$Entropy+0.01)[obisrows] 

nonobisdatasmaller<-

log(nonobisentropyplot$Entropy+0.01)[obisrows] 

obisdatasmaller 

nonobisdatasmaller 

cor(obisdatasmaller,nonobisdatasmaller) # 0.7182 

 

 

 

plot(obisentropyplot$Position,obisentropyplot$Entropy) 

plot(nonobisentropyplot$Position,nonobisentropyplot$Entropy) 
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obicentropyplot<-read.table("E:/entropy value c1814 region 

obi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

nonobicentropyplot<-read.table("E:/entropy value c1814 region 

nonobi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

plot(obicentropyplot$entropy,nonobicentropyplot$entropy, 

xlab="Etnropy Value of Obi",ylab="Entropy Value of 

Nonobi",main="Entropy value plot of C region",axes=T,col=2) 

plot(log(obicentropyplot$entropy+0.01),log(nonobicentropyplot$

entropy+0.01), xlab="Log Entropy Value of Obi",ylab="Log 

Entropy Value of Nonobi",main="Log Entropy Value Plot of C 

Region",axes=T,col=2) 

 

library(lattice) 

cor(obicentropyplot$entropy,nonobicentropyplot$entropy,method=

"spearman")   ##R=0.80 

cor(log(obicentropyplot$entropy+0.01),log(nonobicentropyplot$e

ntropy+0.01),method="spearman")  ##R=0.80 

 

obicrows<-c(1:653)[log(obicentropyplot$entropy+0.01)>=-3] 

obicdatasmaller<-log(obicentropyplot$entropy+0.01)[obicrows] 

nonobicdatasmaller<-

log(nonobicentropyplot$entropy+0.01)[obicrows] 

obicdatasmaller 

nonobicdatasmaller 

cor(obicdatasmaller,nonobicdatasmaller) ##r=0.84 

 

nonobip1entropyplot<-read.table("c:/entropy value p1-1623 

region nonobi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

obip1entropyplot<-read.table("c:/entropy value p1-1623 region 

obi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

plot(obip1entropyplot$Entropy,nonobip1entropyplot$Entropy, 

xlab="etnropy value of obi",ylab="entropy value of 

nonobi",main="Entropy value plot of P1-1623 

region",axes=T,col=2) 

plot(log(obip1entropyplot$Entropy+0.01),log(nonobip1entropyplo

t$Entropy+0.01), xlab="Log entropy value of obi",ylab="Log 

entropy value of nonobi",main="Log entropy value plot of P1-

1623 region",axes=T,col=2) 

 

library(lattice) 
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cor(obip1entropyplot$Entropy,nonobip1entropyplot$Entropy,metho

d="spearman")   ##R=0.68 

cor(log(obip1entropyplot$Entropy+0.01),log(nonobip1entropyplot

$Entropy+0.01),method="spearman")  ##R=0.68 

 

obip1rows<-c(1:1623)[log(obip1entropyplot$Entropy+0.01)>=-3] 

obip1datasmaller<-

log(obip1entropyplot$Entropy+0.01)[obip1rows] 

nonobip1datasmaller<-

log(nonobip1entropyplot$Entropy+0.01)[obip1rows] 

obip1datasmaller 

nonobip1datasmaller 

cor(obip1datasmaller,nonobip1datasmaller)  ##r=0.78 

 

 

nonobip2307entropyplot<-read.table("c:/entropy value p2307 

region nonobi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

obip2307entropyplot<-read.table("c:/entropy value p2307 region 

obi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

plot(obip2307entropyplot$Entropy,nonobip2307entropyplot$Entrop

y, xlab="etnropy value of obi",ylab="entropy value of 

nonobi",main="Entropy value plot of P2307 

region",axes=T,col=2) 

plot(log(obip2307entropyplot$Entropy+0.01),log(nonobip2307entr

opyplot$Entropy+0.01), xlab="Log etnropy value of 

obi",ylab="Log entropy value of nonobi",main="Log entropy 

value plot of P2307 region",axes=T,col=2) 

 

library(lattice) 

cor(obip2307entropyplot$Entropy,nonobip2307entropyplot$Entropy

,method="spearman")   ##R=0.85 

cor(log(obip2307entropyplot$Entropy+0.01),log(nonobip2307entro

pyplot$Entropy+0.01),method="spearman")  ##R=0.85 

 

obip2307rows<-

c(1:923)[log(obip2307entropyplot$Entropy+0.01)>=-3] 

obip2307datasmaller<-

log(obip2307entropyplot$Entropy+0.01)[obip2307rows] 

nonobip2307datasmaller<-

log(nonobip2307entropyplot$Entropy+0.01)[obip2307rows] 

obip2307datasmaller 
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nonobip2307datasmaller 

cor(obip2307datasmaller,nonobip2307datasmaller)  ##r=0.75 

 

nonobixentropyplot<-read.table("c:/entropy value x region 

nonobi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

obixentropyplot<-read.table("c:/entropy value x region 

obi.txt",sep=" ",header=T,fill=T) 

plot(obixentropyplot$Entropy,nonobixentropyplot$Entropy, 

xlab="etnropy value of obi",ylab="entropy value of 

nonobi",main="Entropy value plot of X region",axes=T,col=2) 

plot(log(obixentropyplot$Entropy+0.01),log(nonobixentropyplot$

Entropy+0.01), xlab="Log entropy value of obi",ylab="Log 

entropy value of nonobi",main="Log entropy value plot of X 

region",axes=T,col=2) 

  

library(lattice) 

cor(obixentropyplot$Entropy,nonobixentropyplot$Entropy,method=

"spearman")   ##R=0.71 

cor(log(obixentropyplot$Entropy+0.01),log(nonobixentropyplot$E

ntropy+0.01),method="spearman")  ##R=0.71 

 

obixrows<-c(1:465)[log(obixentropyplot$Entropy+0.01)>=-3] 

obixdatasmaller<-log(obixentropyplot$Entropy+0.01)[obixrows] 

nonobixdatasmaller<-

log(nonobixentropyplot$Entropy+0.01)[obixrows] 

obixdatasmaller 

nonobixdatasmaller 

cor(obixdatasmaller,nonobixdatasmaller) ##r=0.77 

 

##R code for figure 5.23-figure 5.24 

##S REGION 

 

nonobi.sregion <- read.table("E:/entropy value of S region 

NONOBI.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

obi.sregion <- read.table("E:/entropy value of s region 

OBI.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

differsraw <- nonobi.sregion$Entropy - obi.sregion$Entropy 

sd(differsraw)  ##sd=0.091 

mean(differsraw) ##mean=-0.00030 
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plot(nonobi.sregion$Position,differsraw, xlab="Position of S 

region", ylab="Difference between OBI and nonOBI raw entropy 

values in S region") 

plot(nonobi.sregion$Position,abs(differsraw),xlab="Position of 

S region", ylab="Difference between OBI and nonOBI raw entropy 

values in S region") 

abline(a=0.182,b=0,col=2) 

hist(differsraw) 

 

##C REGION 

nonobi.cregion <- read.table("E:/entropy value c1814 region 

nonobi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

obi.cregion <- read.table("E:/entropy value c1814 region 

obi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

differcraw <- nonobi.cregion$entropy - obi.cregion$entropy 

plot(nonobi.cregion$position,abs(differcraw),xlab="Position of 

C region", ylab="Difference between OBI and nonOBI raw entropy 

values in C region") 

sd(differcraw)    ##sd=0.096 

mean(differcraw)   ##0.0045 

abline(a=0.19,b=0,col=2) 

hist(differcraw) 

 

t.test(differc) 

t.test(abs(differc)) # dont use this 

 

 

##P2307 REGION 

nonobi.p2307region <- read.table("c:/entropy value p2307 

region nonobi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

obi.p2307region <- read.table("c:/entropy value p2307 region 

obi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

differp2307raw <- nonobi.p2307region$Entropy - 

obi.p2307region$Entropy 

plot(nonobi.p2307region$Position,abs(differp2307raw),xlab="Pos

ition of P2307 region", ylab="Difference between OBI and 

nonOBI raw entropy values in P2307 region") 

sd(differp2307raw)  ##sd=0.18 

mean(differp2307raw)  ##mean=-0.051 

abline(a=0.36,b=0,col=2) 

hist(differp2307raw) 
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##X REGION 

nonobi.xregion <- read.table("c:/entropy value x region 

nonobi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

obi.xregion <- read.table("c:/entropy value x region obi.txt", 

sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

differxraw <- nonobi.xregion$Entropy - obi.xregion$Entropy 

plot(nonobi.xregion$Position,abs(differxraw),xlab="Position of 

X region", ylab="Difference between OBI and nonOBI raw entropy 

values in X region") 

sd(differxraw)  ##sd=0.11 

mean(differxraw)  ##mean=-0.0048 

abline(a=0.22,b=0,col=2) 

hist(differxraw) 

 

 

##P1623 REGION 

nonobi.p1623region <- read.table("c:/entropy value p1-1623 

region nonobi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

obi.p1623region <- read.table("c:/entropy value p1-1623 region 

obi.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

differp1623raw <- nonobi.p1623region$Entropy - 

obi.p1623region$Entropy 

plot(nonobi.p1623region$Position,abs(differp1623raw),xlab="Pos

ition of P1623 region", ylab="Difference between OBI and 

nonOBI raw entropy values in P1623 region") 

sd(differp1623raw)  ##sd=0.105 

mean(differp1623raw)  ##mean=-0.0094 

abline(a=0.21,b=0,col=2) 

hist(differp1623raw) 

 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

plot(nonobi.sregion$Position,abs(differsraw),xlab="Position of 

S region", ylab="Entropy Value Differences in S region") 

abline(a=0.182,b=0,col=2) 

 

plot(nonobi.cregion$position,abs(differcraw),xlab="Position of 

C region", ylab="Entropy Value Differences in C region") 

sd(differcraw)    ##sd=0.096 

mean(differcraw)   ##0.0045 

abline(a=0.19,b=0,col=2) 
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plot(nonobi.p2307region$Position,abs(differp2307raw),xlab="Pos

ition of P2307 region", ylab="Entropy Value Differences in 

P2307 region") 

sd(differp2307raw)  ##sd=0.18 

mean(differp2307raw)  ##mean=-0.051 

abline(a=0.36,b=0,col=2) 

 

plot(nonobi.xregion$Position,abs(differxraw),xlab="Position of 

X region", ylab="Entropy Value Differences in X region") 

sd(differxraw)  ##sd=0.11 

mean(differxraw)  ##mean=-0.0048 

abline(a=0.22,b=0,col=2) 

 

plot(nonobi.p1623region$Position,abs(differp1623raw),xlab="Pos

ition of P1623 region", ylab="Entropy Value Differences in 

P1623 region") 

sd(differp1623raw)  ##sd=0.105 

mean(differp1623raw)  ##mean=-0.0094 

abline(a=0.21,b=0,col=2) 

 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

hist(differsraw,xlab="Entropy value differences in S 

region",main="") 

hist(differcraw,xlab="Entropy value differences in C 

region",main="") 

hist(differp2307raw,xlab="Entropy value differences in P2307 

region",main="") 

hist(differxraw,xlab="Entropy value differences in X 

region",main="") 

hist(differp1623raw,xlab="Entropy value differences in P1623 

region",main="") 

 

##R code for figure 5.25-figure5.26 

##S REGION 

 

prononobi.sregion <- read.table("D:/S region nonOBI 

protein.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

proobi.sregion <- read.table("D:/S region OBI protein.txt", 

sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 
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prodiffersraw <- prononobi.sregion$entropy - 

proobi.sregion$entropy 

sd(prodiffersraw)  ##sd=0.128 

mean(prodiffersraw) ##mean=-0.00080 

plot(prononobi.sregion$position,prodiffersraw, xlab="Position 

of S region", ylab="Difference between OBI and nonOBI raw 

entropy values in S region") 

plot(prononobi.sregion$position,abs(prodiffersraw),xlab="Posit

ion of S region", ylab="Difference between OBI and nonOBI raw 

entropy values in S region") 

abline(a=0.256,b=0,col=2) 

hist(prodiffersraw) 

 

##C REGION 

prononobi.cregion <- read.table("D:/C region NONOBI 

protein.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

proobi.cregion <- read.table("D:/C region OBI protein.txt", 

sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

prodiffercraw <- prononobi.cregion$entropy - 

proobi.cregion$entropy 

plot(prononobi.cregion$position,abs(prodiffercraw),xlab="Posit

ion of C region", ylab="Difference between OBI and nonOBI raw 

entropy values in C region") 

sd(prodiffercraw)    ##sd=0.11 

mean(prodiffercraw)   ##0.0059 

abline(a=0.22,b=0,col=2) 

hist(prodiffercraw) 

 

t.test(differc) 

t.test(abs(differc)) # dont use this 

 

 

##P2307 REGION 

prononobi.p2307region <- read.table("D:/p2307 region NONOBI 

protein.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

proobi.p2307region <- read.table("D:/p2307 region OBI 

protein.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

prodifferp2307raw <- prononobi.p2307region$entropy - 

proobi.p2307region$entropy 
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plot(prononobi.p2307region$position,abs(prodifferp2307raw),xla

b="Position of P2307 region", ylab="Difference between OBI and 

nonOBI raw entropy values in P2307 region") 

sd(prodifferp2307raw)  ##sd=0.22 

mean(prodifferp2307raw)  ##mean=-0.048 

abline(a=0.44,b=0,col=2) 

hist(prodifferp2307raw) 

 

##X REGION 

prononobi.xregion <- read.table("D:/x region nonOBI 

protein.txt", sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

proobi.xregion <- read.table("D:/x region OBI protein.txt", 

sep = " ", fill = T, header = T) 

prodifferxraw <- prononobi.xregion$entropy - 

proobi.xregion$entropy 

plot(prononobi.xregion$position,abs(prodifferxraw),xlab="Posit

ion of X region", ylab="Difference between OBI and nonOBI raw 

entropy values in X region") 

sd(prodifferxraw)  ##sd=0.15 

mean(prodifferxraw)  ##mean=-0.0048 

abline(a=0.30,b=0,col=2) 

hist(prodifferxraw) 

 

 

##P1623 REGION 

prononobi.p1623region <- read.table("D:/P1623 NONOBI.txt", sep 

= " ", fill = T, header = T) 

proobi.p1623region <- read.table("D:/P1623 OBI.txt", sep = " 

", fill = T, header = T) 

prodifferp1623raw <- prononobi.p1623region$entropy - 

proobi.p1623region$entropy 

plot(prononobi.p1623region$position,abs(prodifferp1623raw),xla

b="Position of P1623 region", ylab="Difference between OBI and 

nonOBI raw entropy values in P1623 region") 

sd(prodifferp1623raw)  ##sd=0.125 

mean(prodifferp1623raw)  ##mean=-0.0094 

abline(a=0.25,b=0,col=2) 

hist(prodifferp1623raw) 

 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 
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plot(prononobi.sregion$position,abs(prodiffersraw),xlab="Posit

ion of S region", ylab="Entropy Value Differences in S 

region") 

abline(a=0.256,b=0,col=2) 

 

plot(prononobi.cregion$position,abs(prodiffercraw),xlab="Posit

ion of C region", ylab="Entropy Value Differences in C 

region") 

abline(a=0.22,b=0,col=2) 

 

plot(prononobi.p2307region$position,abs(prodifferp2307raw),xla

b="Position of P2307 region", ylab="Entropy Value Differences 

in P2307 region") 

abline(a=0.44,b=0,col=2) 

 

plot(prononobi.xregion$position,abs(prodifferxraw),xlab="Posit

ion of X region", ylab="Entropy Value Differences in X 

region") 

abline(a=0.30,b=0,col=2) 

 

plot(prononobi.p1623region$position,abs(prodifferp1623raw),xla

b="Position of P1623 region", ylab="Entropy Value Differences 

in P1623 region") 

abline(a=0.25,b=0,col=2) 

 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

hist(prodiffersraw,xlab="Entropy value differences in S 

region",main="") 

hist(prodiffercraw,xlab="Entropy value differences in C 

region",main="") 

hist(prodifferp2307raw,xlab="Entropy value differences in 

P2307 region",main="") 

hist(prodifferxraw,xlab="Entropy value differences in X 

region",main="") 

hist(prodifferp1623raw,xlab="Entropy value differences in 

P1623 region",main="") 

 

 

###R code for fisher's exact test to obtain original p values 

 

##R code for c region amino acid  
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obic<-read.table("c:/c region obi 217aa.txt",header=T,sep=" ", 

fill=T)  # to read in short rows 

nonobic<-read.table("c:/c region nonobi 

217aa.txt",header=T,sep=" ",fill=T) # to read in short rows 

 

sink("Guifang_Fisher_test_output_210612.txt",append=TRUE,split

=TRUE) 

for (i in 1:217) { 

   f1.a=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="a"]) 

   f1.r=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="r"]) 

   f1.n=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="n"]) 

   f1.d=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="d"]) 

   f1.c=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="c"]) 

   f1.e=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="e"]) 

   f1.q=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="q"]) 

   f1.g=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="g"]) 

   f1.h=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="h"]) 

   f1.i=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="i"]) 

   f1.l=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="l"]) 

   f1.k=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="k"]) 

   f1.m=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="m"]) 

   f1.f=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="f"]) 

   f1.p=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="p"]) 

   f1.s=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="s"]) 

   f1.t=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="t"]) 

   f1.w=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="w"]) 

   f1.y=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="y"]) 

   f1.v=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="v"]) 

   f1.query=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="?"]) 

   f1.empty=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]==""]) 

   f1.star=length(obic[,i][obic[,i]=="*"]) 

    

   f2.a=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="a"]) 

   f2.r=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="r"]) 

   f2.n=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="n"]) 

   f2.d=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="d"]) 

   f2.c=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="c"]) 

   f2.e=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="e"]) 

   f2.q=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="q"]) 

   f2.g=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="g"]) 

   f2.h=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="h"]) 
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   f2.i=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="i"]) 

   f2.l=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="l"]) 

   f2.k=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="k"]) 

   f2.m=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="m"]) 

   f2.f=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="f"]) 

   f2.p=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="p"]) 

   f2.s=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="s"]) 

   f2.t=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="t"]) 

   f2.w=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="w"]) 

   f2.y=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="y"]) 

   f2.v=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="v"]) 

   f2.query=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="?"]) 

   f2.empty=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]==""]) 

   f2.star=length(nonobic[,i][nonobic[,i]=="*"]) 

 

   obi1    = 

c(f1.a,f1.r,f1.n,f1.d,f1.c,f1.e,f1.q,f1.g,f1.h,f1.i,f1.l,f1.k,

f1.m,f1.f,f1.p,f1.s,f1.t,f1.w,f1.y,f1.v,f1.query,f1.empty,f1.s

tar) 

   nonobi1 = 

c(f2.a,f2.r,f2.n,f2.d,f2.c,f2.e,f2.q,f2.g,f2.h,f2.i,f2.l,f2.k,

f2.m,f2.f,f2.p,f2.s,f2.t,f2.w,f2.y,f2.v,f2.query,f2.empty,f2.s

tar) 

 

   names(obi1)    = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

   names(nonobi1) = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

 

   union1=union(names(obi1[obi1 !=0]),names(nonobi1[nonobi1 

!=0]) ) 

   f = fisher.test(rbind(unname(obi1[union1]), 

unname(nonobi1[union1])),workspace=2e+07,hybrid=TRUE ) 

 

   #print (obi1) 

   #print (nonobi1) 

   print (i) 

   #print (f) 

   cat (f$p.value, sep="\n") 
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} 

 

sink() 

 

##R code for s region amino acid  

obis<-read.table("c:/s region of OBI 

27Mar12.txt",header=T,sep=" ", fill=T)  # to read in short 

rows 

nonobis<-read.table("c:/s region of nonobi 

27Mar12.txt",header=T,sep=" ",fill=T) # to read in short rows 

 

sink("Guifang_Fisher_test_output_210612.txt",append=TRUE,split

=TRUE) 

for (i in 1:227) { 

   f1.a=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="a"]) 

   f1.r=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="r"]) 

   f1.n=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="n"]) 

   f1.d=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="d"]) 

   f1.c=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="c"]) 

   f1.e=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="e"]) 

   f1.q=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="q"]) 

   f1.g=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="g"]) 

   f1.h=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="h"]) 

   f1.i=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="i"]) 

   f1.l=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="l"]) 

   f1.k=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="k"]) 

   f1.m=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="m"]) 

   f1.f=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="f"]) 

   f1.p=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="p"]) 

   f1.s=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="s"]) 

   f1.t=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="t"]) 

   f1.w=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="w"]) 

   f1.y=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="y"]) 

   f1.v=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="v"]) 

   f1.query=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="?"]) 

   f1.empty=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]==""]) 

   f1.star=length(obis[,i][obis[,i]=="*"]) 

    

   f2.a=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="a"]) 

   f2.r=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="r"]) 

   f2.n=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="n"]) 
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   f2.d=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="d"]) 

   f2.c=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="c"]) 

   f2.e=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="e"]) 

   f2.q=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="q"]) 

   f2.g=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="g"]) 

   f2.h=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="h"]) 

   f2.i=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="i"]) 

   f2.l=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="l"]) 

   f2.k=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="k"]) 

   f2.m=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="m"]) 

   f2.f=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="f"]) 

   f2.p=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="p"]) 

   f2.s=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="s"]) 

   f2.t=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="t"]) 

   f2.w=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="w"]) 

   f2.y=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="y"]) 

   f2.v=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="v"]) 

   f2.query=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="?"]) 

   f2.empty=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]==""]) 

   f2.star=length(nonobis[,i][nonobis[,i]=="*"]) 

 

   obi1    = 

c(f1.a,f1.r,f1.n,f1.d,f1.c,f1.e,f1.q,f1.g,f1.h,f1.i,f1.l,f1.k,

f1.m,f1.f,f1.p,f1.s,f1.t,f1.w,f1.y,f1.v,f1.query,f1.empty,f1.s

tar) 

   nonobi1 = 

c(f2.a,f2.r,f2.n,f2.d,f2.c,f2.e,f2.q,f2.g,f2.h,f2.i,f2.l,f2.k,

f2.m,f2.f,f2.p,f2.s,f2.t,f2.w,f2.y,f2.v,f2.query,f2.empty,f2.s

tar) 

 

   names(obi1)    = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

   names(nonobi1) = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

 

   union1=union(names(obi1[obi1 !=0]),names(nonobi1[nonobi1 

!=0]) ) 

   f = fisher.test(rbind(unname(obi1[union1]), 

unname(nonobi1[union1])),workspace=2e+07,hybrid=TRUE ) 
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   #print (obi1) 

   #print (nonobi1) 

   print (i) 

   #print (f) 

   cat (f$p.value, sep="\n") 

} 

 

sink() 

 

##R code for x region amino acid to obtain original p values 

 

obix<-read.table("c:/x region obi aa 

30Mar12.txt",header=T,sep=" ", fill=T)  # to read in short 

rows 

nonobix<-read.table("c:/x region nonobi aa 

30Mar12.txt",header=T,sep=" ",fill=T) # to read in short rows 

 

sink("Guifang_Fisher_test_output_210612.txt",append=TRUE,split

=TRUE) 

for (i in 1:155) { 

   f1.a=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="a"]) 

   f1.r=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="r"]) 

   f1.n=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="n"]) 

   f1.d=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="d"]) 

   f1.c=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="c"]) 

   f1.e=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="e"]) 

   f1.q=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="q"]) 

   f1.g=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="g"]) 

   f1.h=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="h"]) 

   f1.i=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="i"]) 

   f1.l=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="l"]) 

   f1.k=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="k"]) 

   f1.m=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="m"]) 

   f1.f=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="f"]) 

   f1.p=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="p"]) 

   f1.s=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="s"]) 

   f1.t=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="t"]) 

   f1.w=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="w"]) 

   f1.y=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="y"]) 

   f1.v=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="v"]) 
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   f1.query=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="?"]) 

   f1.empty=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]==""]) 

   f1.star=length(obix[,i][obix[,i]=="*"]) 

    

   f2.a=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="a"]) 

   f2.r=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="r"]) 

   f2.n=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="n"]) 

   f2.d=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="d"]) 

   f2.c=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="c"]) 

   f2.e=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="e"]) 

   f2.q=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="q"]) 

   f2.g=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="g"]) 

   f2.h=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="h"]) 

   f2.i=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="i"]) 

   f2.l=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="l"]) 

   f2.k=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="k"]) 

   f2.m=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="m"]) 

   f2.f=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="f"]) 

   f2.p=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="p"]) 

   f2.s=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="s"]) 

   f2.t=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="t"]) 

   f2.w=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="w"]) 

   f2.y=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="y"]) 

   f2.v=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="v"]) 

   f2.query=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="?"]) 

   f2.empty=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]==""]) 

   f2.star=length(nonobix[,i][nonobix[,i]=="*"]) 

 

   obi1    = 

c(f1.a,f1.r,f1.n,f1.d,f1.c,f1.e,f1.q,f1.g,f1.h,f1.i,f1.l,f1.k,

f1.m,f1.f,f1.p,f1.s,f1.t,f1.w,f1.y,f1.v,f1.query,f1.empty,f1.s

tar) 

   nonobi1 = 

c(f2.a,f2.r,f2.n,f2.d,f2.c,f2.e,f2.q,f2.g,f2.h,f2.i,f2.l,f2.k,

f2.m,f2.f,f2.p,f2.s,f2.t,f2.w,f2.y,f2.v,f2.query,f2.empty,f2.s

tar) 

 

   names(obi1)    = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 
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   names(nonobi1) = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

 

   union1=union(names(obi1[obi1 !=0]),names(nonobi1[nonobi1 

!=0]) ) 

   f = fisher.test(rbind(unname(obi1[union1]), 

unname(nonobi1[union1])),workspace=2e+07,hybrid=TRUE ) 

 

   #print (obi1) 

   #print (nonobi1) 

   print (i) 

   #print (f) 

   cat (f$p.value, sep="\n") 

} 

 

sink() 

 

##R code for p region amino acid 27June12 

obip1_540<-read.table("c:/p1-540region180aa 

obi.txt",header=T,sep=" ", fill=T)  # to read in short rows 

nonobip1_540<-read.table("c:/p1-540region180aa 

nonobi.txt",header=T,sep=" ",fill=T) # to read in short rows 

 

sink("Guifang_Fisher_test_output_210612.txt",append=TRUE,split

=TRUE) 

for (i in 1:180) { 

   f1.a=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="a"]) 

   f1.r=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="r"]) 

   f1.n=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="n"]) 

   f1.d=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="d"]) 

   f1.c=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="c"]) 

   f1.e=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="e"]) 

   f1.q=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="q"]) 

   f1.g=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="g"]) 

   f1.h=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="h"]) 

   f1.i=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="i"]) 

   f1.l=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="l"]) 

   f1.k=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="k"]) 

   f1.m=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="m"]) 

   f1.f=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="f"]) 
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   f1.p=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="p"]) 

   f1.s=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="s"]) 

   f1.t=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="t"]) 

   f1.w=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="w"]) 

   f1.y=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="y"]) 

   f1.v=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="v"]) 

   f1.query=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="?"]) 

   f1.empty=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]==""]) 

   f1.star=length(obip1_540[,i][obip1_540[,i]=="*"]) 

    

   f2.a=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="a"]) 

   f2.r=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="r"]) 

   f2.n=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="n"]) 

   f2.d=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="d"]) 

   f2.c=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="c"]) 

   f2.e=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="e"]) 

   f2.q=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="q"]) 

   f2.g=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="g"]) 

   f2.h=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="h"]) 

   f2.i=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="i"]) 

   f2.l=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="l"]) 

   f2.k=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="k"]) 

   f2.m=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="m"]) 

   f2.f=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="f"]) 

   f2.p=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="p"]) 

   f2.s=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="s"]) 

   f2.t=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="t"]) 

   f2.w=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="w"]) 

   f2.y=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="y"]) 

   f2.v=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="v"]) 

   f2.query=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="?"]) 

   f2.empty=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]==""]) 

   f2.star=length(nonobip1_540[,i][nonobip1_540[,i]=="*"]) 

 

   obi1    = 

c(f1.a,f1.r,f1.n,f1.d,f1.c,f1.e,f1.q,f1.g,f1.h,f1.i,f1.l,f1.k,

f1.m,f1.f,f1.p,f1.s,f1.t,f1.w,f1.y,f1.v,f1.query,f1.empty,f1.s

tar) 

   nonobi1 = 

c(f2.a,f2.r,f2.n,f2.d,f2.c,f2.e,f2.q,f2.g,f2.h,f2.i,f2.l,f2.k,
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f2.m,f2.f,f2.p,f2.s,f2.t,f2.w,f2.y,f2.v,f2.query,f2.empty,f2.s

tar) 

 

   names(obi1)    = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

   names(nonobi1) = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

 

   union1=union(names(obi1[obi1 !=0]),names(nonobi1[nonobi1 

!=0]) ) 

   f = fisher.test(rbind(unname(obi1[union1]), 

unname(nonobi1[union1])),workspace=2e+07,hybrid=TRUE ) 

 

   #print (obi1) 

   #print (nonobi1) 

   print (i) 

   #print (f) 

   cat (f$p.value, sep="\n") 

} 

 

sink() 

 

## R code for p541-1020 region 160aa 27June12 

obip541_1020<-read.table("c:/p541-1020 region 160aa 

obi.txt",header=T,sep=" ", fill=T)  # to read in short rows 

nonobip541_1020<-read.table("c:/p541-1020 region 160aa 

nonobi.txt",header=T,sep=" ",fill=T) # to read in short rows 

 

sink("Guifang_Fisher_test_output_210612.txt",append=TRUE,split

=TRUE) 

for (i in 1:160) { 

   f1.a=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="a"]) 

   f1.r=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="r"]) 

   f1.n=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="n"]) 

   f1.d=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="d"]) 

   f1.c=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="c"]) 

   f1.e=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="e"]) 

   f1.q=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="q"]) 

   f1.g=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="g"]) 
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   f1.h=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="h"]) 

   f1.i=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="i"]) 

   f1.l=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="l"]) 

   f1.k=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="k"]) 

   f1.m=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="m"]) 

   f1.f=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="f"]) 

   f1.p=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="p"]) 

   f1.s=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="s"]) 

   f1.t=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="t"]) 

   f1.w=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="w"]) 

   f1.y=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="y"]) 

   f1.v=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="v"]) 

   f1.query=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="?"]) 

   f1.empty=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]==""]) 

   f1.star=length(obip541_1020[,i][obip541_1020[,i]=="*"]) 

    

   f2.a=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="a"]) 

   f2.r=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="r"]) 

   f2.n=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="n"]) 

   f2.d=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="d"]) 

   f2.c=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="c"]) 

   f2.e=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="e"]) 

   f2.q=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="q"]) 

   f2.g=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="g"]) 

   f2.h=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="h"]) 

   f2.i=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="i"]) 

   f2.l=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="l"]) 

   f2.k=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="k"]) 

   f2.m=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="m"]) 

   f2.f=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="f"]) 

   f2.p=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="p"]) 

   f2.s=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="s"]) 

   f2.t=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="t"]) 

   f2.w=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="w"]) 

   f2.y=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="y"]) 

   f2.v=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="v"]) 

   

f2.query=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="?"]) 

   

f2.empty=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]==""]) 
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f2.star=length(nonobip541_1020[,i][nonobip541_1020[,i]=="*"]) 

 

   obi1    = 

c(f1.a,f1.r,f1.n,f1.d,f1.c,f1.e,f1.q,f1.g,f1.h,f1.i,f1.l,f1.k,

f1.m,f1.f,f1.p,f1.s,f1.t,f1.w,f1.y,f1.v,f1.query,f1.empty,f1.s

tar) 

   nonobi1 = 

c(f2.a,f2.r,f2.n,f2.d,f2.c,f2.e,f2.q,f2.g,f2.h,f2.i,f2.l,f2.k,

f2.m,f2.f,f2.p,f2.s,f2.t,f2.w,f2.y,f2.v,f2.query,f2.empty,f2.s

tar) 

 

   names(obi1)    = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

   names(nonobi1) = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

 

   union1=union(names(obi1[obi1 !=0]),names(nonobi1[nonobi1 

!=0]) ) 

   f = fisher.test(rbind(unname(obi1[union1]), 

unname(nonobi1[union1])),workspace=2e+07,hybrid=TRUE ) 

 

   #print (obi1) 

   #print (nonobi1) 

   print (i) 

   #print (f) 

   cat (f$p.value, sep="\n") 

} 

 

sink() 

 

##R code for 1021-1623 region 201aa  27June12 

obip1021_1623<-read.table("c:/p1021-1623 region 201aa 

obi.txt",header=T,sep=" ", fill=T)  # to read in short rows 

nonobip1021_1623<-read.table("c:/p1021-1623 region 201aa 

nonobi.txt",header=T,sep=" ",fill=T) # to read in short rows 

 

sink("Guifang_Fisher_test_output_210612.txt",append=TRUE,split

=TRUE) 
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for (i in 1:201) { 

   f1.a=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="a"]) 

   f1.r=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="r"]) 

   f1.n=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="n"]) 

   f1.d=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="d"]) 

   f1.c=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="c"]) 

   f1.e=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="e"]) 

   f1.q=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="q"]) 

   f1.g=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="g"]) 

   f1.h=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="h"]) 

   f1.i=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="i"]) 

   f1.l=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="l"]) 

   f1.k=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="k"]) 

   f1.m=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="m"]) 

   f1.f=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="f"]) 

   f1.p=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="p"]) 

   f1.s=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="s"]) 

   f1.t=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="t"]) 

   f1.w=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="w"]) 

   f1.y=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="y"]) 

   f1.v=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="v"]) 

   f1.query=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="?"]) 

   f1.empty=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]==""]) 

   f1.star=length(obip1021_1623[,i][obip1021_1623[,i]=="*"]) 

    

   

f2.a=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="a"]) 

   

f2.r=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="r"]) 

   

f2.n=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="n"]) 

   

f2.d=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="d"]) 

   

f2.c=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="c"]) 

   

f2.e=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="e"]) 

   

f2.q=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="q"]) 

   

f2.g=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="g"]) 
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f2.h=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="h"]) 

   

f2.i=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="i"]) 

   

f2.l=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="l"]) 

   

f2.k=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="k"]) 

   

f2.m=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="m"]) 

   

f2.f=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="f"]) 

   

f2.p=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="p"]) 

   

f2.s=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="s"]) 

   

f2.t=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="t"]) 

   

f2.w=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="w"]) 

   

f2.y=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="y"]) 

   

f2.v=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="v"]) 

   

f2.query=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="?"

]) 

   

f2.empty=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]==""]

) 

   

f2.star=length(nonobip1021_1623[,i][nonobip1021_1623[,i]=="*"]

) 

 

   obi1    = 

c(f1.a,f1.r,f1.n,f1.d,f1.c,f1.e,f1.q,f1.g,f1.h,f1.i,f1.l,f1.k,

f1.m,f1.f,f1.p,f1.s,f1.t,f1.w,f1.y,f1.v,f1.query,f1.empty,f1.s

tar) 

   nonobi1 = 

c(f2.a,f2.r,f2.n,f2.d,f2.c,f2.e,f2.q,f2.g,f2.h,f2.i,f2.l,f2.k,
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f2.m,f2.f,f2.p,f2.s,f2.t,f2.w,f2.y,f2.v,f2.query,f2.empty,f2.s

tar) 

 

   names(obi1)    = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

   names(nonobi1) = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

 

   union1=union(names(obi1[obi1 !=0]),names(nonobi1[nonobi1 

!=0]) ) 

   f = fisher.test(rbind(unname(obi1[union1]), 

unname(nonobi1[union1])),workspace=2e+07,hybrid=TRUE ) 

 

   #print (obi1) 

   #print (nonobi1) 

   print (i) 

   #print (f) 

   cat (f$p.value, sep="\n") 

} 

 

sink() 

 

##R code for p2307-2793 region 162 aa 27June12 

obip2307_2793<-read.table("c:/p2307-2793 region 162aa 

obi.txt",header=T,sep=" ", fill=T)  # to read in short rows 

nonobip2307_2793<-read.table("c:/p2307-2793 region 162aa 

nonobi.txt",header=T,sep=" ",fill=T) # to read in short rows 

 

sink("Guifang_Fisher_test_output_210612.txt",append=TRUE,split

=TRUE) 

for (i in 22:162) { 

   f1.a=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="a"]) 

   f1.r=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="r"]) 

   f1.n=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="n"]) 

   f1.d=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="d"]) 

   f1.c=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="c"]) 

   f1.e=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="e"]) 

   f1.q=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="q"]) 

   f1.g=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="g"]) 
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   f1.h=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="h"]) 

   f1.i=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="i"]) 

   f1.l=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="l"]) 

   f1.k=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="k"]) 

   f1.m=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="m"]) 

   f1.f=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="f"]) 

   f1.p=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="p"]) 

   f1.s=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="s"]) 

   f1.t=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="t"]) 

   f1.w=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="w"]) 

   f1.y=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="y"]) 

   f1.v=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="v"]) 

   f1.query=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="?"]) 

   f1.empty=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]==""]) 

   f1.star=length(obip2307_2793[,i][obip2307_2793[,i]=="*"]) 

    

   

f2.a=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="a"]) 

   

f2.r=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="r"]) 

   

f2.n=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="n"]) 

   

f2.d=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="d"]) 

   

f2.c=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="c"]) 

   

f2.e=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="e"]) 

   

f2.q=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="q"]) 

   

f2.g=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="g"]) 

   

f2.h=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="h"]) 

   

f2.i=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="i"]) 

   

f2.l=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="l"]) 

   

f2.k=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="k"]) 
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f2.m=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="m"]) 

   

f2.f=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="f"]) 

   

f2.p=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="p"]) 

   

f2.s=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="s"]) 

   

f2.t=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="t"]) 

   

f2.w=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="w"]) 

   

f2.y=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="y"]) 

   

f2.v=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="v"]) 

   

f2.query=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="?"

]) 

   

f2.empty=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]==""]

) 

   

f2.star=length(nonobip2307_2793[,i][nonobip2307_2793[,i]=="*"]

) 

 

   obi1    = 

c(f1.a,f1.r,f1.n,f1.d,f1.c,f1.e,f1.q,f1.g,f1.h,f1.i,f1.l,f1.k,

f1.m,f1.f,f1.p,f1.s,f1.t,f1.w,f1.y,f1.v,f1.query,f1.empty,f1.s

tar) 

   nonobi1 = 

c(f2.a,f2.r,f2.n,f2.d,f2.c,f2.e,f2.q,f2.g,f2.h,f2.i,f2.l,f2.k,

f2.m,f2.f,f2.p,f2.s,f2.t,f2.w,f2.y,f2.v,f2.query,f2.empty,f2.s

tar) 

 

   names(obi1)    = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

   names(nonobi1) = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 
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   union1=union(names(obi1[obi1 !=0]),names(nonobi1[nonobi1 

!=0]) ) 

   f = fisher.test(rbind(unname(obi1[union1]), 

unname(nonobi1[union1])),workspace=2e+07,hybrid=TRUE ) 

 

   #print (obi1) 

   #print (nonobi1) 

   print (i) 

   #print (f) 

   cat (f$p.value, sep="\n") 

} 

 

sink() 

 

## R code for p2794-3225 region 145 aa 27June12 

obip2794_3225<-read.table("c:/p2794-3225 region 145aa 

obi.txt",header=T,sep=" ", fill=T)  # to read in short rows 

nonobip2794_3225<-read.table("c:/p2794-3225 region 145aa 

nonobi.txt",header=T,sep=" ",fill=T) # to read in short rows 

 

sink("Guifang_Fisher_test_output_210612.txt",append=TRUE,split

=TRUE) 

for (i in 1:145) { 

   f1.a=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="a"]) 

   f1.r=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="r"]) 

   f1.n=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="n"]) 

   f1.d=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="d"]) 

   f1.c=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="c"]) 

   f1.e=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="e"]) 

   f1.q=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="q"]) 

   f1.g=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="g"]) 

   f1.h=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="h"]) 

   f1.i=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="i"]) 

   f1.l=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="l"]) 

   f1.k=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="k"]) 

   f1.m=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="m"]) 

   f1.f=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="f"]) 

   f1.p=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="p"]) 

   f1.s=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="s"]) 

   f1.t=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="t"]) 
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   f1.w=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="w"]) 

   f1.y=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="y"]) 

   f1.v=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="v"]) 

   f1.query=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="?"]) 

   f1.empty=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]==""]) 

   f1.star=length(obip2794_3225[,i][obip2794_3225[,i]=="*"]) 

    

   

f2.a=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="a"]) 

   

f2.r=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="r"]) 

   

f2.n=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="n"]) 

   

f2.d=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="d"]) 

   

f2.c=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="c"]) 

   

f2.e=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="e"]) 

   

f2.q=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="q"]) 

   

f2.g=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="g"]) 

   

f2.h=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="h"]) 

   

f2.i=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="i"]) 

   

f2.l=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="l"]) 

   

f2.k=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="k"]) 

   

f2.m=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="m"]) 

   

f2.f=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="f"]) 

   

f2.p=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="p"]) 

   

f2.s=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="s"]) 

   

f2.t=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="t"]) 
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f2.w=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="w"]) 

   

f2.y=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="y"]) 

   

f2.v=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="v"]) 

   

f2.query=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="?"

]) 

   

f2.empty=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]==""]

) 

   

f2.star=length(nonobip2794_3225[,i][nonobip2794_3225[,i]=="*"]

) 

 

   obi1    = 

c(f1.a,f1.r,f1.n,f1.d,f1.c,f1.e,f1.q,f1.g,f1.h,f1.i,f1.l,f1.k,

f1.m,f1.f,f1.p,f1.s,f1.t,f1.w,f1.y,f1.v,f1.query,f1.empty,f1.s

tar) 

   nonobi1 = 

c(f2.a,f2.r,f2.n,f2.d,f2.c,f2.e,f2.q,f2.g,f2.h,f2.i,f2.l,f2.k,

f2.m,f2.f,f2.p,f2.s,f2.t,f2.w,f2.y,f2.v,f2.query,f2.empty,f2.s

tar) 

 

   names(obi1)    = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

   names(nonobi1) = 

c("a","r","n","d","c","e","q","g","h","i","l","k","m","f","p",

"s","t","w","y","v","query","empty","star") 

 

   union1=union(names(obi1[obi1 !=0]),names(nonobi1[nonobi1 

!=0]) ) 

   f = fisher.test(rbind(unname(obi1[union1]), 

unname(nonobi1[union1])),workspace=2e+07,hybrid=TRUE ) 

 

   #print (obi1) 

   #print (nonobi1) 

   print (i) 

   #print (f) 
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   cat (f$p.value, sep="\n") 

} 

 

sink() 

 

###R code to sort the original p values to calculate FDR and q 

value 

###R code for p value x region sorting 27June12: 

pvaluecregion<-read.table("C:/p value of Fisher test c region 

27June2012.CSV",header=T, fill=T, sep=",") 

pvaluecregion_order<-order(pvaluecregion[,2]) 

sorted_pvaluecregion<-matrix(0,ncol=2,nrow=217) 

sorted_pvaluecregion[,1]<-

pvaluecregion[,1][pvaluecregion_order] 

sorted_pvaluecregion[,2]<-sort(pvaluecregion[,2]) 

sorted_pvaluecregion 

sorted_pvaluecregion[,1] 

 

###R code for p value p region sorting 27June12: 

pvaluepregion<-read.table("C:/p value of fisher exact test p 

region aa 27June12.CSV",header=T, fill=T, sep=",") 

pvaluepregion_order<-order(pvaluepregion[,2]) 

sorted_pvaluepregion<-matrix(0,ncol=2,nrow=848) 

sorted_pvaluepregion[,1]<-

pvaluepregion[,1][pvaluepregion_order] 

sorted_pvaluepregion[,2]<-sort(pvaluepregion[,2]) 

sorted_pvaluepregion 

sorted_pvaluepregion[,1] 

 

###R code for p value x region sorting 27June12: 

pvaluexregion<-read.table("C:/p value of fisher exact test x 

region aa 27June12.CSV",header=T, fill=T, sep=",") 

pvaluexregion_order<-order(pvaluexregion[,2]) 

sorted_pvaluexregion<-matrix(0,ncol=2,nrow=155) 

sorted_pvaluexregion[,1]<-

pvaluexregion[,1][pvaluexregion_order] 

sorted_pvaluexregion[,2]<-sort(pvaluexregion[,2]) 

sorted_pvaluexregion 

sorted_pvaluexregion[,1] 

 

###R code for p value sorting s region 22June12: 
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pvaluesregion<-read.table("C:/s region original amino acid p 

value 22June12.CSV",header=T, fill=T, sep=",") 

pvaluesregion_order<-order(pvaluesregion[,2]) 

sorted_pvaluesregion<-matrix(0,ncol=2,nrow=227) 

sorted_pvaluesregion[,1]<-

pvaluesregion[,1][pvaluesregion_order] 

sorted_pvaluesregion[,2]<-sort(pvaluesregion[,2]) 

sorted_pvaluesregion 

sorted_pvaluesregion[,1] 

 

 

#####R code for figure 5.24 

 

qvalueplotting.sregion<-read.table("c:/analysis result of s 

region 22June12.csv",sep=",",fill=T,head=T) 

dim(qvalueplotting.sregion) 

qvalueplotting.sregion[1,] 

plot(qvalueplotting.sregion$rank,qvalueplotting.sregion$qvalue

,ylab="adjusted p value", xlab="rank", main="Adjusted p value 

plotting of S region") 

abline(h=0.05,col=2) 

 

 

###R code for calculating Q value (figure 5.25,5.26,5.27): 

qvalue 

Q-value estimation for false discovery rate control 

 

Bioconductor version: Release (2.10) 

 

This package takes a list of p-values resulting from the 

simultaneous testing of many hypotheses and estimates their q-

values. The q-value of a test measures the proportion of false 

positives incurred (called the false discovery rate) when that 

particular test is called significant. Various plots are 

automatically generated, allowing one to make sensible 

significance cut-offs. Several mathematical results have 

recently been shown on the conservative accuracy of the 

estimated q-values from this software. The software can be 

applied to problems in genomics, brain imaging, astrophysics, 

and data mining. 
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Author: Alan Dabney <adabney at u.washington.edu> and John D. 

Storey <jstorey at u.washington.edu>, with assistance from 

Gregory R. Warnes <gregory_r_warnes at groton.pfizer.com> 

 

Maintainer: John D. Storey <jstorey at u.washington.edu> 

 

To install this package, start R and enter: 

 

    source("http://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R") 

    biocLite("qvalue") 

 

To cite this package in a publication, start R and enter: 

 

    citation("qvalue") 

 

Documentation 

PDF  R Script  manual.pdf 

PDF  R Script  pHist.pdf 

PDF  R Script  qHist.pdf 

PDF  R Script  qPlots.pdf 

PDF  R Script  qvalue Tutorial 

PDF     Reference Manual 

Details 

biocViews  MultipleComparisons, Software 

Depends   

Imports  graphics, grDevices, stats, tcltk 

Suggests   

System Requirements   

License  LGPL 

URL   

Depends On Me  anota, CancerMutationAnalysis, DEGseq, 

netresponse, PatientGeneSets, SSPA, webbioc 

Imports Me  anota, DOSE, ReactomePA, trigger, webbioc 

Suggests Me  LBE, maanova, PREDA, RNAinteractMAPK 

Version  1.30.0 

Since  Bioconductor 1.6 (R-2.1) or earlier 

Package Downloads 

Package Source  qvalue_1.30.0.tar.gz 

Windows Binary  qvalue_1.30.0.zip (32- & 64-bit) 

MacOS 10.5 (Leopard) binary  qvalue_1.30.0.tgz 

Package Downloads Report  Download Stats 
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##R code for four regions 

library(qvalue) 

qvalue.gui()  ## then select "file"-> "change directory"-

>select the location of the file, remember the file contains 

only pvalues 

p<-scan("qvaluexregion.txt") 

qobj<-qvalue(p) 

qplot(qobj) ##to find the best FDR to select 

qwrite(qobj,filename="myresultsxregion.txt") ##the q value 

will be in the same directory as the file stored. 

 

##pregion 

library(qvalue) 

qvalue.gui() 

p<-scan("qvaluepregion.txt") 

qobj<-qvalue(p) 

qplot(qobj) ##to find the best FDR to select 

qwrite(qobj,filename="myresultspregion.txt") 

 

##cregion 

library(qvalue) 

qvalue.gui() 

p<-scan("qvaluecregion.txt") 

qobj<-qvalue(p) 

qplot(qobj) ##to find the best FDR to select 

qwrite(qobj,filename="myresultscregion.txt") 

 

##sregion 

library(qvalue) 

qvalue.gui() 

 




